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ABSTRACT 
Two space diarge collector« were designed and ttuUt incorporatloe 
as^sawasbestoa medlim fo r f i l t e r i n g Ions from the a i r , the charge 
heing measured using a vibrating reed electrcoeter. These collectors 
vere rigorouely tested and i t vas demonstrated that they collected over 
^S-S/i Gff tJie small Ions la the a i r at certain flow rates th rou^ the 
collector* An analogue-to*digltal cosnrerter vaa b u i l t i n order to 
dlgi ta l lse the information displayed <» a l6 point recorder. Ihe unit 
vae b u i l t Incorporating seaiconductqrs; a voltage from the recorder 
was converted Into a frequency ^ i c h vae counted on decatron tidjes 
fo r a certain period of time, so that the number registered vas within 
156 of the reeca-ded value. This number was then punched out on paper 
tape and arrangiments vere made In order to pr in t 'space' and 'oarrlage 
return-line feed' Into the output. 
Four aspirated psychrocieters incorporating theraiators were b u i l t 
In order to measure the temperature and hvanldity gradients on a 21 » 
steel l a t t i ce mast. Wind was recorded at 1 m and 17 m and potential 
gradient In the surface of the earth and at the top of the mast* 
Besults of space charge concentrations on tlxe mast structure show 
that during a period of melting snow a charge separation occurs at the 
ground surface under strong wind conditions. I t was also diown that 
dry bloving snow gives rise to h l ^ positive space charge even lAum the 
snow is blowing f rem distant h i l l s . 
Corona space charge was ci) served to form at trees af ter a nearby 
l i ^ t n i n g f lash and during misty conditions there was a predominance i 
11. 
of negative space charge. Convection cells were apparently detected 
under cisaulus clouds etnd I t vas observed l ^ t charge vas transported 
by the a i r circulations v i t h i n these cells. Fez^ps the most lapor* 
tant result observed vas em electrode effect due to the oast struc-
ture towards the top. !Qil8 e f fec t could ccDtpletely mask the space 
charge density expected at that level i f the oast were not there. 
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1 . 
CBAfTEEt 1 
mraoBucnon 
lAte i n the nineteenth centuxy I t beouie clear that a i r conducts 
e lec t r i c i ty . E:q?erlmente perfonaed by C0UM2MB l a I785 established 
thi»t >dien an e lect r ical ly charged body was exposed In a i r i t proceeded 
to lose i t s charge. MTTEUCCI (18^0) also ve r i f i ed that a i r w s a 
ciOQduotor of e l ec t r i c i ty , but these discoveries racelvad veiy l i t t l e 
a t t ^ t i o n u n t i l obsaryations by L H ^ (l887) showed that the conduc-
t i v i t y of a i r varied coEasiderably and was greater In summer than 
winter. He also pointed out that the positive charge being conducted 
to earth would, inside 10 minutes, neutralise the negative chari^ on 
the earth. Many suggestions as to 1^ this did not happen ware made 
aad as most otf tbaa vere refuted several eminent physicists suggested 
modification of the basic laws of physics* Howarer it now seems 
agreed that thunderstorms supply the negative charge to the earth at 
a rate idiich balsnces the positive charge arriving during f ine 
weattor. 
Since SLSISR and OEIX&L ( I899) and C.T.R. WILSOB (1900) indepen-
dently discovered the presence of ions, the nature and origin of these 
<diarge carriers has been svd^Ject to a great nuiaber <^ Investi0itl(»!is. 
As ions bad been observed to be constantly ccndsining with ions of 
opposite sign there must have been sciae mechanism f o r their produc* 
t lon . Sister and Geltel discovered that a i r over land ccmtained 
, «EOTIO«^ 
2. 
zadio-active matter x ^ c h vaa derived f roa the earth's cruet and 
th i s acted as an ioniser as well as the radioractive matter i n 
the surface* 
In the ionising process an energetic particle collides and 
removes an electron from a gas molecule. The resulting gas-ion is 
therefore positively charged and the electron soon attaches i t s e l f to 
a neutral molecule to form a negative ion. Theeaergy required to 
p ro^Q an ion pair i s about 5^ eV (electron vol ts) and thus consid^ 
ering a 1 meV p part icle passing throu^^ i t s 10 at path at ground 
leve l about 50,000 ion pairs v l U b<i produced. 
I n the f i r s t years of the century Sister and Geitel and 
C.T.R. Wilson retaoTed radlo*active matter frcm a quantity of a i r and 
discovered that i t wis s t i l l s l i i ^ i t l y conductive. HISS (1911) 
observed, using balloo(ns, that the conductivity increases on r i s ing 
above the earth. Biese results eventually led to the discovery of 
some extra-terrestr ial ionising rays, the so-called cosmic rays. 
Seme of these rays penetrate into the earth'e crust and are excellent 
ionisers part icularly at high levels. A source of production of ions 
vas therefore discovered that vould affect the a i r over both land and 
eea. 
!Ihe average mte of ionieation over land and near the earth's 
surface vas estimated by HESS (I928) to be about 10 ion pairs cm'^ see~ .^ 
Thie value vas based on an average amount of radio-active matter i n 
the a i r and earth. Tha concentration of th is matter is quite variable, 
depending on local conditions, but Bess suggested that titie typical 
3. 
percentages of the t o t a l ionieation produced at this level wez« as 
Shown i n Tiable !• 
TABLB 1 
losisDC war ^ 
lOIHSBR ^ p ^ ^ 
Radium"! 30 1 1 
T h o r W ^ * ^ 18 1 . 51 
fiadium* 
!morluJ ^ - ^ 52 53 
Cosmic Bays l6 16 
48 3 55 16 100 
lONISATiaif OF !I£[B AIR HEAR TO THB EAm'S SURFACE OVEIB lAHD IN 
fERCEMTAGE OP TOTAL ION PAIRS PRODUCED 
Later WOSHELL (1955) summarised the values shown in l ^ l e 2 
as typical f o r the number of ions produced and the number present 
i n the lower levels cf the atmosphere. 
The values quoted suggest that the conductivity of the atr over 
the sea i s f a r less than that over land but i t was discovered that 
th i s was not always the case, and In one measurement on the out-
ski r t s of ^shlngton D.C. the value of conductivity was only one-
seventh that at sea* This discrepancy was renoved In I905 when 
lAHOSVIH discovered large icaxs, tAilch have a much lower mobility, 
resulting i n lower conductivity* 
TABLE 2 
HtMBSR OFIDXS OF EACH SIQIT 
RA1» OP PRODUCTIO]! (oir'sec-*) HUMBER PRESBRT (atf-*) 
RADio^ACTivrnr COSMIC RAYS inm^ loirs LARGE IOBS 
OCEAKIC AIR 0 /2<a TOO 200 
COUWTRr AIR 8 2 600 2,000 
c m A I R 8 2 100 20,000 
m3BR OF ION PAIRS PRODUCED AHD msm fSSSEm! IN TBI LOHBR I£VSLS 
OFmt ATMOSPHERE 
When ion palre are femaed the gas molecules and free electrons 
i d l l nozmlly combine very quickly at atmosidierlc prsssurt, and free 
electroiui wwild have a mobility much greater than that of the observed 
small icsis. Howsver the mobility of the ions vae found to depend on 
humidity and i f i^ur i t iee i n the a l r i another process must therefore be 
present ihich reduces the mobility of the ions. 
The small ion ccoiists of a group of seme 10 molecules grouped 
around a central charged molecule f omlng a f a l r ^ stable cluster, 
and because of i t s lower mobility compared to a single atom must be 
slover i n reconbinlng v l t h ions of the opposite sign. Tkwi a small 
ion i s formed and i t s sbb l l i ty l i e s betvKsn 1 and 2 cm sec"^ per V OBT^. 
WRI8ET (1956) suggested that the mass of the small ion to be equal to 
- t ^ t of 10 or 12 vater moleculea. 
As mter molecules &re easily polarised t h ^ w i l l probably 
attach themselves to an ionised mdecule i n preference to a neutral 
molecule. CHMMBRS (19^7) suggested that i f a V-shape is assumed f o r 
the water molecule and the base of the V contains the negatively 
charged oacygen atom then tJaese v l U settle more easily oa positive 
ioQS giving rise t o the lower mobility observed f o r ions of this sign* 
Large ions have mobilities of about l/^OO that of the small ions 
and are f omed when the molecular ions coofoine with the nuclei oa 
AITSEN (1880) found moisture to cmdense* These condensation 
or Aitioan nuclei are ccmposed of a substance soluble i n water as 
ccoidensation w i l l not occur on non-soluble smoke or dust particles* 
ApprcQcimately one-third of the ccadensati(»i or Aitken nuclei present 
l a the a i r are e lect r ica l ly neutral, the rest carzying nearly equal 
numbers aS positive and negative charges captured from small ions* 
In addition to these large ions the atmosphere may contain 
quantities of charged dust and smoke particles which are ccnslderably 
larger* Ihese particles also have the property of greatly reducing 
the conductivity above and surrounding large towns* 
HQELBII^ (1956) carried out direct ci>servaticas on mauai-made 
space charges and tabulated the following results 
POSrriVl SBGtATIVE 
f i s t ro l eschaust fimies Open petral f i r e 
Chimney smoke <>pen wood f i r e 
Coal Fire Pure water vapour from a 
Steam Engine metal j e t 
6. 
A group of intenoediate ions has been observed by F0LIX)CK (1915) 
some . 
and HOGG (1959)* These are cocrprised af/2000 molecules and can be 
associated with molecules of sulphuric acid trm industrial sources. 
The average l i f e ot a small ion varies betveen 20 sec i n areas 
of h i ^ pollution to 5 min. over the sea, id i l l s t the average l i f e of 
a large ion is approximately 20 xoln* over oceans and 60 mln. over 
land. 
I t vas found by I£MOJIHiER i n 1752 that there is a persistent 
electr ic f i e l d i n the atmosphere during f a i r veather. Later experi-
ments shoved this to be <^out 100 vm"^, v i t h the earth maintaining a 
surface negsttive charge of approximately 10^ coulombs (or 6 x 10 
e cm*^  ) v i t h respect to the electrosphere vbich is at a varying 
potential of about 1*00,000 V. 
Many observers v i t h the aid of balloons have recorded rapid 
decreases of the potential gradient v i t h bslght and at 18 Ksa i t is 
only l/lOO of i t s value at ground level* These results shov that 
there must be a space charge m vhich the lines of force end, and 
presumably th is i s therefore on icos. TSXIB space charge constitutes 
the famH. difference betveen the charges carried on positive and 
negative ions. CoaeentrsticQS of i ^ c e charge have been observed 
to be of the order of 10-100 eqzT^ on the average f o r fair-veather, 
but occasional values of 1000 have been recorded. Under exceptional 
conditions, as i n thunderstoxms, concentrations of 10,000 e cm'^ can 
be eiqpected. 
Expressions relating space charge cozKsentration to the potential 
gradient produced can be deduced using Poisson's equation provided 
the assumptlco i s made of space charge being unifonaally distributed 
i n th is region and assuming horizontal equlpot€»tials* C(»isiderlng 
two i n f i n i t e l y long paral le l conducting planes spaced a f i n i t e dis-
tance apcLTt i n the % direction then Poisson's equation reduces, to 
dB dP d'^ V p 
- dz -dT* to'-" r 
o 
where i s the pexni t t iv l ty of f ree space, p i s the space charge 
density, V the p o t ^ t i a l , F the ver t ica l gradient of potential and 
S the electric f i e l d . 
The space <±az^ i n the atmosphera is vezy sensitive to the 
ve r t i ca l distr ibution of conductivity* Under quasi«stat lc conditions 
(^ere instantaneous pictures of the distribution of charge taken at . 
d i f ferent times i s the same) the ver t ica l ccnduction current density 1 
would be the same at a l l levels and so Ohm's law can be a:^plled. 
Consider a column of cross^section 1 0^ stretching up f r a t the 
eartb t o the electrosphere and l e t i t s resistance be R* I f V i s the 
potential of the electrosphere then V « IB* Assuming that the lowest 
metre has a resistance r and the potential drop across this i s F then 
But the specific conductivity "h » l/v 
*•. F » V/AR 
and l a FN 
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Differentiat ing v i t h respect to alt i tude as both F and depend on 
d i s dP ^ 
d l ° ^ d ? ' ^ * ¥ 
but M Q 
da " 
and as Polsson'e equation gives p «» ~ then 
^ *o^ ^ dA 
This equation aidiova that space ^barge ctsicratration is vexy 
dependent on the ver t i ca l distr ibution of conductivity. I t i s 
envious that positive space charge at the ground is associated v i th 
conductivity increasing vitai he i i^ t and negativs space charge at the 
ground associated v i t h conductivity decreasing v i t h h e i ^ t . 
Th9 equation also shove that i n order f o r t^e normal positive 
space charge to be present i n the lo t^ r atmosphere then the coiduc-
t i v i t y must increase v l t h height, and that i n volumes of no space 
diarge the conductivity v l l l remain constant. The conductivity la 
any region thus dsp^ds on the f lov of ions into and out of this region 
i n any direction. 
Measurements <^ potoaitlal gradients on balloons and a i r c ra f t f l i g h t s 
have given results c<Mafirming that F?v i s constamt above the 'Austauech' 
or mixing regies but bslofv th i s , and especially v l t h l n 100 m of the 
earth's surface, results are anomalous. Most observers agree that at 
^ese levels over t^e sea t^ie potential gradient decreases v i th h e l ^ t 
thus giving r ise to a positive space charge, but over land varying 
9* 
results are found* The results over the sea could be doe to the 
^'Electrode Effect" vtileh can be exsiijtimd as follows* 
Consider a ver t ica l cylinder i n s t i l l a i r and positive potential 
gmdient with i t s lower end on the ground and l e t F^ end Fg be the 
potential gradients a t the top and bottom of this cylinder* The down" 
ward conduction current throuf^ the top of this cylinder i s 
?^0<^* "S^) nAiere "K* aM JC are the polar conductivities, and tftiere 
the downward#moving positive ions ccmstitute the F^*** and the ugrward 
moving nesfttive ions are responsible f o r the '^i^tf* However at the 
bottcQi of this cylinder, assiaaing that no negative ions eater f r o i 
the earth's surface, there am oaiy be a flow of currant to earth of 
positive lone, namely ^^^^t so there w i l l be a net gain of positive 
charge within this voiuoe* I n other words there is a develoiBMnt of 
positive apace charge at a rate given by fij^i'K^* * * ^ 
uni t time* The presence of th is increasing space chargs w i l l 
decrease the f i e l d F^ and increase the f i e l d Fg and a stable state 
w i l l oaiy be reached theatre nuzabtr of positive ions leaving the 
cylinder i n th is unit time i s the same as the nunher of negative ions 
leaving* Thus FrpOv^* + "Kp » • ^ ^ B ^ lAiete the l e f t hand side of the 
equation Is the conduction current at the top of the cylinder and 
the r i ^ t hand i lde Is the coaductiao current at the surface of the 
^ i r t h * CftlculatlmB show that the f i e l d at the surfaee should th«re<» 
f oire be about 501^  h i « ^ r itata at 1 m due to th is excess space eharga* 
Many cbservers over land have r ^ r t e d fa i luz« to f i n d such aa 
ef fec t but an explanation of this could be that the radlo-aetlvity 
i n the earth's surfftee causes ah increase i n negative space Charge 
i h these regions. This vould decrease as alt i tude Increased and 
vould t ^ d to cancel out the eXsetrode ef fec t . Both conditions 
however depend a grsat deal on the surface vind, as disturbances 
could eliminate both effects. 
XI. 
CHAPIER 2 
mmJSR SPACE CHARGS mSUHEMEHTS 
GEBEBtlL 
Tlitt epaee diftrg« eoQcsntratioiui i n the lover <itaospb9r<^ are 
usually OS the order of 100 e CBT^, but with the eld of preaent day 
electronics the moasur^aent of this quantity is not d i f f i c u l t * 
However a aiajor d i f f i c u l t y to be owercoae 18 the nol«e signal from 
recording imBtrments especially i^ere the recording unite are on 
air c r a f t or not adequately «^ leldsd free winds. I ^ c t l o i m l electx-i-
f icatlcn can be quite troubletCQe i n the type of imtEUtaKit t h r o u ^ 
i ^ c h a i r Is drawn, ai)d I f local electric field? e x l i t i n the instru-
ment erroneous results occur due to the migration of soae icos away 
from their required patii. Differences i n the woj* functions of 
surfaces used and their fluctuation during differemg, conditions csn 
give rise to high baclcground signals which can be much larger than 
the signals due to the space dsarge. Space charge collectors need 
to be r i g i d l y mounted aa vezy good insulatora as in hunid.^ condi-
tions the surface Insulatico can easily break down. Electrical noise 
from plesoelectrlc effects can be caused wlien ccamecting cables suffer 
froa stress changes. 
Dsspite a l l these d i f f i c u l t i e s a g z ^ t amount of equipment has 
been developed to measure space charge concentrations, and VONBSaUT 
and MOOHB (19^8) have published a review of Ij^struments and techniques. 
12. 
Msmosa OF MSABURDO SPACE CBABSB 
Que of the f i r s t methods vae deicrjQ>ed and used by WKD MINIS 
In ld^9, 60 and 62* With the ed.d of a p p l r i t laiip idiose flame 
acted as a 'eolleetor' by bringing tbe lamp to the potential of i t s 
eurroundlngSi he vas able to detect the presence of space charge vhich 
he had produced from the f l m e of a similar Idmp connected to a .WMshurt 
machlns some distance avey. He ctesexved thie charge by noting the dbyftnge 
in potential of the s p i r i t Is^p vdxich Mm» acting as the collector. 
Later Kelvin pointed out that i f "Hater is spieyed f rem an Insulated 
metal nozzle then the nozzle 1$ brou^t to the potential of the 
surrounding a i r . Using this principle he detemlned the potential 
of the a i r at certain points and he deduced that variations vere due 
to the fflov«iient of space charge i n the a i r . He further suggested that 
by meaaurlng the potential gradient f r m a balloon as v e i l as at the 
earth's surface a hnovledge of the space charge between vould be 
^Ined. Eoiever he assve^d that the earth vas a i^gativeljr chareed 
body losing i t s charge to the a i r In contact v i t h i t . 
!Ihe use of the vaterv>drcpper as a potantlal equiliser and i t s 
action can be esqpJained aa f OUOVB. Coiislder a drop of vater on the 
end of an insulated nozzle trlth the potential of the surrounding a i r 
differing froa that on the drop. Lines of force must therefore end on 
the drop. I f the potential of the a i r is positive v l t h respect to 
the drop then these lines <a force have their nee^tive ends on the 
drop and their positive ends in the aun^oundlng a i r or on the 
electrosphere. As the drop f a l l s off therefore i t carries avay a 
negative charge and the potential of the ijoascle w i l l rise to a value 
nearer to that cf the surrounding air. As i^e process continues the 
noaale w i l l eventually reach th9 potential of ^ e surrounding a i r 
\Ai±<ix can ^ r e f ore be measured. Kelvin suggested that by using an 
earthed wire cage enclosing a water dropper at the centre, the poten-
t i a l at this point wsuld indicate the space charge concentration i n the 
cagi. Oils method w i l l be discussed later i n more detail ; i t was used 
by CBAWmv (1902), MACHE (1905) and more carefully by tMm (1927), 
MUBI£IS&H and HOLL (19:^2) and KIBfAN (197^)* At Bud iO^ling MISIXRBR 
(1907) measured space charge by placing three s p i r i t lais^s i^oee 
f laraes were acting aa collectors at 2 m, 1 m and ground level and 
measured the difference between the potentials of the lamps with the 
aid of two gold leaf electroscopes. Hbm using Poisson's equation as 
ajq^lled to two i n f i n i t e l y long parallel conducting planes (Chapter l ) 
the space charge could be calculated. NORIHC^ (1921), at Uppsala, 
measured the potential at 1 m, 2 m and 3 m above the ground by spray-
ing water horizontally from Jets tixtd. at the centre of insulated 
horizontal wires and calculated the i ^ c e charge between them. 
SCRASS (1955) also used stretched wires with collectors at the 
middle points and measuredihe difference i n potential between two 
wires 1 m apart at different h e l ots. 
OWUSma (192^) and later mm (1930) used direct metliods of 
measuring space charge i n ^ I c h they sucked a i r throuj^ a cylinder 
containing steel wool. Qie cylinder, >^ich was connected to a 
Dolesalelc electrcoeter, was c a r ^ u l l y screened from potentled gradient 
11*. 
changes. Ibia method v l l l l ater be examined i n greater detail. 
Vonnegut and Moore ( 1 ^ 8 ) described a method of direct eoUeetlCHa 
of space char^ by making the a i r In an insulated shielded tube 
h i ^ l y conductive. Air containing the space cheurge to be measured 
is then suc]Ged through the tube and by the action of i t s ovn electric 
f i e l d the space charge w i l l migrate to the valla vhere I t i s collected 
and measured. OStxe a i r i n the tube can be made hl^^ily ccnductlve by 
heating; or irradiating with a, 7 or X-ra^s. 
m m and cmiMSRS (19^8 and 60) used double f i e l d mills to 
Inveetlgftte the space charge concentrations. The mills were auto-
matically brought to the potential of their surroundings and by 
registering the potential gradient the space charge caaceatratlona 
could be calculated. 
Three types of modem space charge collection v l l l aov be ccn-
sidered i n greater detail. These are the electrical collection 
using ion»counters; the cage method and . f iltrati(»i method. 
1. Electrical Colleetloa 
I f a i r Is passed throu^^ a cylindrical a i r condenser across 
vhich there is a sufficiently h l ^ potential difference to attract 
a l l the ions of one sign to the central electrode^ then the Charge 
collected can be measured with the help of an electrometer. In order 
to measure space charge however two condensers (ion counters) are 
needed^ one to measure positive ions and the other to measure nega-
ti v e ions. I f there arc n+ positive ions cm*"^  and n. negative ions 
asT^ -Uien (04. • n«)e gives the diarge d e ^ i t y . Qiere is however 
15. 
l i k e l y to be a very serious error unless the values of the a i r 
f l o i ^ and ion concentration are measured to an accural of 0,01% 
lA tarn a i r ve can expect that at least 10** ions CBT^ of each sign 
v i l l be present v i t h a net space charge density of 10* ions ca"*® or 
less. Therefore an error of only li i n the a l r f l o v or ion concea* 
tratloQ w i l l completely mask the space charge density. 
2. Detemlnatlcai of space ehar^ using earthed vlre cenes 
^ c e charge can be deterQined by enclosing the vi^licae of a i r 
under examination within the walls of a ccoiducting material^ and 
then the potential at a point In the volume i s a measure of the 
space charge density present. Such a cage i s named after Michael Faraday 
who shoved that inside an earthed cage there was no effect frcm 
escteroal f i e l d c^ianges* Thz^ methods i n this category w i l l be 
described^ they are by mfea$uring> (a) the surface radial f l e l d , 
(b) tihe potential difference between the centre and edge and (c) 
the Chairs on a sphere at the centre. 
Hbe use of a wire cage requires a free flow of a i r through i t 
otherwise the f i e l d set up within the cage could riuove scne wnall 
ions* Another requirement i s ' ^ t the potential equiliser la the 
cage i&ould not be auTfected by the potential gradient outside the 
<3ge* This could happen i n two ways. Fi r s t l y , i n h l ^ Values of 
potential gradient a large would not be an effective shielding 
whereas a small mesh would Impede the a i r flow, and secondly the 
bound charge oa the cage created by the earth's f i e l d could f i l t e r 
out charges cm elm PO entering the cage. Both these effects 
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would give rise to high values of ^ c e chares which could account 
fo r the values observed by Kihler. 
a) Space diarge deteraination by the direct aeasureaent of f i e l d at 
the surface of a sjiherlcal wire cage. 
?or a spherical cage of radius r containing space charge of 
uniform density p, Folsson's equatloga i n ijpherical co-^'ordlaates rsduees 
to 
thus r ^ f . / . E ^ d r 
dV 
and as ^ = 0 ^ en r «» 0 
then ^ S « - # dr 5€^ 
dV 
I f Ej, i s t^e surface radial f i e l d then - ^  » E^-
A suitable instrument for measuring this potential gradient 
Is a f i e l d m i l l (described l a t e r ) , but the sensitivity ol sudi an 
Instzrument Is only about 1 ViiT^. Qxus i n order to detect a charge 
density of 10 ions cm-^  (1.6 x lor^* QB"-*) a si^ere of radius 15 a 
la needed idilch i s inconveniently large. Otis method i s therefore 
unsuitable f o r measuring space charge gradients close to the earth's 
surface uiUess a f a r more accuxate Instrument for measuring the 
potential gradient Is used. WBXZISSS and HOLL (1932) suggested 
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that a cubical cage and a S|herlcal cage of the same volume would give 
rou^bly equal results. 
b) Space charge determination by measuring the potential difference 
between the centre and edge of the cage. 
Charges inside the cage w i l l produce a potential difference 
between the edge and centre of the cags. ^ i s can be measured by 
placing the point of an insulated probe at the centre of the cage 
and the potential difference can be recorded using a vibrating reed 
electrometer. The presence of this probe, however, introduces three 
difflculti<(s. In the f i r s t case the probe w i l l considerably alter 
the boundary condltloos and therefore the solution of Poieson's 
equation for this method i s no longer strai^tforward. Secondly, 
there w i l l be a contact potential difference, between the probe and 
the cage, and f i n a l l y the probe w i l l not be at the potential of the 
centre of the cage due to the low conductivity of the a i r . 
Ito e ^ l a i n contact potentials i t is f i r s t necessary to consider 
the work function. !I3ile i s th? amount of energy needed to remove an 
electron f rca Inside a metal to a point outside i t . Tbe value of 
this work function differs from one metal to another and so there 
w i l l be a difference of ener^ between electrons Just outside two 
metals i n contact. Considering a parallel plate condenser with one 
plate of, say, zinc and the other of copper, then as zinc has a lover 
work function than copper i t Is more positive. Thus *Jien the plates are 
connected directly together with wire there w i l l be a difference of 
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ener^ aa either side of the cot^enser g»p and hence a potential 
difference exists. I f e i s the electronic charge> and the 
voxk functions of c<9;^r aad zinc reirpeotively, then thispotentlal 
difference i s (^^^ • *%o}^^' ^ ^ condenser plates had been 
made of the ssose material these contact potentials would not be 
ellalnated as d i r t or other depc«its on plates affect the f i e l d 
between them* 
la the cage and probe method therefore one conductor w i l l be 
charged relative to the other and a f i e l d w i l l exist i n the c a ^ even 
In t^e absence of egis^is charge* This contact potential, y/Uxldi can b« 
detemined empirically, can be of the order of a fev tenths of a volt 
and w i l l therefore be of similar order to the potential due to 1 ^ 
(^rge* As i t la also dependent on the nature of tbe surface of 
the material I t mufit be re>determined from time to time. 
Ihe t h i r d d i f f i c u l t y mentic»3ed was the fact 'Uiat the probe \ r l l l 
not be at the potential of the c<»itre of the cage due to the low 
conductivity of the a i r . I h l s can be overcome by attaching a gloving 
fuse or flBsall o^sourceto the prche but as these could affect the 
potential gradient i n the ce&e a much better method is to use a 
water dropper ae a potential equaliser. Such an arraagsment can be 
iia.de which allovs the probe to reae^ t t o potential of i t s suzroundings 
within 30 sees. 
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c) ^ c e charge detexminatloai 1^ measuring the charge <m. a sphere 
at the centre of a cage. 
I t can be shown ^ t i f a small conducting sphere i s placed 
coQceatric with a much largsr S^ araday cage then there w i l l be a 
charge oa the small sphere dependent m the space (^ barge. A water* 
dropper insulated from the outer cage can be used as the central 
sphere. As iim drop breaks away from the prcbe at the centre of the 
cage i t carries with i t a charge related to the space charge i n the 
cage* I t f a l l s thro^igh t^e outer cage and i s collected and measured 
by an exteznal Instrument. Ihls type of space charge measuring unit 
has a time ooiidtaat dependent only on tt o response tlae for measuring 
the (diarge on t^e drop and i s proh^ly the most satisfactory of the 
Faraday cage methods. KBHAH (193^) coctpared this method with the 
Obolensky f i l t e r method and found good agreement. 
3» glltratlcMi aetjiods of detemiaing space charsjft 
C^olensky f i r s t introduced thia meth(»l idien he suclced a i r 
throue^ a t l i ^ t l y packed f i l t e r of steel wool idtich collected the 
ions present i n the a i r . ^ e f i l t e r was electrically insulated and 
the charge collected on I t was measured directly. 
Using present day techniques this ehar^ can be measured with 
the aid of a vibrating reed electrooieter, but doubts have been 
e^spressed as to whether such a f i l t e r w i l l collect a l l the atmosjpheric 
ions, ateel wool fibres are approKitaately 30*100 micrcms i n diameter 
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and there i s a great possibility that the much smaller charged 
particles w i l l coapletely eva^ detection. However nitaai the flow 
of a i r through the f i l t e r i s sufficiently slow tiiere i s a possl* 
b l l l t y that a i l the ions w i l l be able to readj the f i l t e r fibres by 
diffusion. A d i f f i c u l t y arises becat^ largje ions have a m o b l l i ^ 
of approKlmately 30 aicrone sec"*^  per V CBT^ and as the only electric 
f i e l d i n t*te f i l t e r i s probably due to that provided by the ions 
'yif^oeelves then the time f o r the ions to migrate to the fibres i s 
Inconveniently l a r ^ . I f the «lr flow t h r o u ^ the f i l t e r i s ccn-
eequently redut^d the amount oT cumnt measured w i l l therefore be 
extiwaely small* 
Vonnefut and MotTre ( 1 ^ ) suggest that aiablguities may also 
arise frca charge being trwaidrerred to the nuclei by contact potential 
dlffesnuioes by f r l c t i o n a l effects aa th«^ pass mt of the f i l t e r . 
I&ese effects would give rise to an opposite polarity charge arriving 
on the f i l t e r . 
l^onnegut eod Moore have Investigated a glass wool f i l t e r with 
fibres 0.5 to 5 microns i n diameter and as the fibres are up to 100 
times smaller than those i n st««l vrool i t s f i l t r a t i o n properties are 
far svq^ior. The relaaation tim of glass wool, i&ich i s noraally 
considered an Insulator, i s leas than 1 min. but Immediately i t 
captures a charge the aluminium <»se suxrounding the f i l t e r has an 
i d e i t l c a l diarge induced <m the outside fran i&ere i t i s measured. 
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(Chere Is a possibility that the charge on the f i l t e r w i l l repel 
particles having charges of l i k e sign and therefore record an excess 
of charges of opposite sign. But this equilibriuia chaurge i s nozmally 
quite small and so this disadvantage can be neglected. I f necessary 
however this charge can be reduced by obtaining a f i l t e r with a 
shorter relaxation time or by putting a conductive coating on the 
fibres. 
A f i l t e r la now available that i s ocmposed of a glass-asbestos 
medium idiic^ has a mut^ h Shorter relaxation time than glass wool al<me. 
IQils f i l t e r has a h l ^ e r effectiveness i n removing particulate matter 
from the a i r then the a l l glass medium. !Qie h i ^ effectiveness arises 
tvm. the Bwaller diameter of the asbestos fibres; i n presence of 
l i q u i d water, however, the ar^eatos fibre ebsoxbs moisture and 
becomes pulpy and spray e l e c t r i f icaticm w i l l be produced as the 
bubbles break at the downstream surface. 
As this direct method of measuring space charge appears to be 
more suitable f o r fine weather space charge gradient measurements l^an 
any o^er collector, and because of the manufacturers^ claims that 
the £puass asbestos f i l t e r medium has suioh a hinh collection efficiency 
i n cleaning a i r , i t »&s decided to investigate Its properties more 
closely i n connectica) with t h i s research project at Duzham. 
However, as the collectors were to be installed on an earthed 
2 1 m mast there was a possibility that as the electrostatic shield 
would be at earth potential and not at l^e potential of the surround-
ings, t^en charges of the same sign as the potential gradient may be 
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attracted to idie c w t r near the Inlet. This would lead to an 
erroneous high value of space charge^ but i t was assused that by 
h&tlng a small ©rlflce at the Intake then the velocity ctf airai»wi 
into the collector would be h l ^ eaou^ to overcceie this d i f f i c u l t y , 
^ven l a the ves^ much enhanced f i e l d at the top of the mast* Ths 
problems ariaing from this w i l l be discussed In CSapter 8. 
!Ihe moat accessible part of the atmoiqphere In ^ i c h to study 
space <^rge magnitudes, distributions and causes i s the lovest few 
metres, and y«t vezy few Inveetie^tions have been made i n this region. 
Using the flame coUectcor method alre&dy described, Daundere^; 
i n 1906, measured a mean aonual value of space cisrge of 4^0 e csT^ 
In the f i r s t 5 m of the atmosph<a^. He claimed that the winter average 
was approximately -1000 e cm'"'' and the suBaoer average approximately 
•l^O e cm"*'', but StOOSDI (I958) has shovn that the errors i n Daunderer's 
calculations are cc^iderahle. I^orlnder's measuresnnts i n 1921 c^ve a 
mean annual ts<ftce charge of ^ t^OO e cm^ ' with once again a mare negative 
value i n winter than stmmMtr* £k:rase° found positive space charge In 
turhulent a i r end also In s t i l l a i r above 5 m hut below this level In 
e t l l l a i r he found negative charge* KShler, Oboleaslsy and Brown a l l 
p b t a l t ^ positive values i n winter months with lover values i n svoner:/ 
Obolensky's even becoming negative* EShler's values ranged from 
+400 e <ar® to 41200 e asT® but these could perhaps be attributed to 
his cage method of measuraaeat* The f i l t e r methods of measuring 
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space c h a ^ gave Obolenslqr values between *}20 e cnf^ i n winter and 
e cm" 
••200/ln suBmer and Browi values of between -^ 130 e cm*^  i n winter and 
+210 e cm^ in suoBir. 
^ v e r a l dbservers have suggested that these more negative 
results stained i n svomer are due to negatively charged dust 
particles raised op from the surface Into the air. I t seems reason-
able to assume tbisrefore that a l l the differehces i n results could be 
due to the different l o c a l i t i e s at the observing stations, the main 
factors being their position with respect to large towns and the 
prevailing wind directions. 
With regisuE*d to the more recent space c^rge measurements 
i n 1939 et Weissenau found that space charge was related to 
the formation of mist and fog, and the evap€a:«tion or condensation of 
water. In order to ejcplaln these effects he later carried out experi-
ments i n a closed rem t ^ r e he had installed a f i l t r a t i o n space diaree 
collector. During these tests he found that the evaporation of water 
caused a neeatlve 8pa<» Ohaz^ and by wazmlng the a i r a positive space 
charge was produced. Ilhese effects only occurred ttbi^n the relative 
humidity was greater than 63^ and they became stronger i f t^e a i r 
cootdixied moz^ eosadensatioo nuclei. From these results MUhlelsen 
concluded that they e^QOalxted the negative space darge observed 
during fog and the formation of positive fi^ce charge at sunrise. 
GSAIMERS (1932) has however found ccaiclusive evidence that 
negative space charge Is formed at high tension cables during periods 
Of mist end fog. !Ihi6, be ei^plalns, i s due to the production of an 
2k, 
excess of negative loos vhere Insiilation i s partially breaking dovn. 
MUBLBISSK (2$3p)t using transportable instruments, found that 
clouds of space charges were produced by doaeetic f i r e s , ladustzy and 
t r a f f i c * These space charges could be carried more than 20 Km from 
their Boureea di^endlng on the speed of the wind. l a addition^ he 
a^rxded out extenelve experiments In the laboratory Bieasurlng the 
eigos of apace eharges produced by man made sources* 
In 19^9 BRALSEFHU), after measuring the atmosiherie potential 
at 53 m> 21 m and 8 m reepectively above the ground, also reported 
that hie meaeurements had Indicated clouds of positive or negative 
ime frequffiitly passing ovezhead at a h e l ^ t of 10 a or less* He 
auggested that these clouds eould be produced by ext^ust fumes frca 
motor vehicles. Later i n the same year (1939b) he caxried out t e t t s 
using a wire me Ftoac^ cage with esihaust fumes from motor vehicles. 
O&eee vere found' to be generally positively charged* but diesel fumes 
were always very strongly positively charged. In order to e^qplain 
these pbenafiena he measured the potential of a moving motor vehicle 
with resect t o earth and to hie suiprise found i t wns always neob-
tive inde3pendently of ^tdiether the engine vas mnnlng or not. I t 
appeared therefore that the char^ on the e^thaust gases vas due to 
contact potential differences between the exhaust pipe and particles 
i n the e ^ u s t such a« water. I n further tests he enriched the 
mixture so that black smoke vas produced frcm the exhaust; this 
ehoved ne^itive space charge suggesting l ^ t t t o cax^oa particles 
vera negatively charged. 
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amiddly and e^tialsers i n I960, using dovible f i e l d mills, found 
s l l i ^ t negative values of space c^rge I n i^e lowest 3 B of the 
atmosp^iere and associated ^ i s with x^iidloaotlve effects from the 
e a r ^ i whld) CBAIMSRS (19^) suggested would greatly reduce any 
electrode effect. Ibis suggestion by Chalmers that the electrode 
effect would be d i f f i c u l t to measure over land led NtlSUSlSEai (W) 
to make measinremeaita over both Lake Constance and over a f l a t 
meadow. He found that such an effect existed to an altitude of 10 m 
above the surface of the lake but was non»exl8tent ever land. 
liitiVIIttaE; and S3ML (1935) found evidence of the electrode effect 
over the Greenland ice-cap where the 5000 m thick ice presumably cuts 
off a l l the radioactivity effects from the earth's crust. 
AIKIHS however i n 1959 foond that the electrode effect with 
small ions was readily observable over Ismd at 110 em for potential 
gradients exceeding 30O V nf^. He also found large fliustuations oi 
Bs&c^ chax^ i n fine weather and changes a£ sign were not unecmnon. 
^ I S meant that t o stake an estimate of the mem fine weatl»»r space 
Ohargi was d i f f i c u l t but i t IAS probably about +12 e c&r°. In mist 
he recorded values up to -600 e ca"® even with a positive potential 
gradient, i n 1^5 CSC2ZI&B concluded that an electrode effect existed 
over limd during s l ^ t - t i n e low«wind periods. % measuring space 
diarge At the surface cf the etucm he found a Shallow layer of en« 
hanced space cpaarge osf up to ^ lOOO e CBT' which was not registered 
at 63 cm Above the ground. TSixis space chaurge density was Inversely 
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correlated to wind velocity especially ^ ere the latte r was below 
1 m sec~^. Wizids greater than this value, and the turbulence 
effects as the sun shone, largely eliminated this effect. lAM (1963) 
found that I f he assumed that the convection current vas negligible 
and therefore the conduction current vae constant with hei^^t, then 
the variation of the f i e l d i n the lowest metre of the atmosphere, 
calculated frcm the change in conductivity, disagreed with the 
space charge he observed directly. This Implied the existence of a 
convection current comparable to the conduction current. 
SAGAKTIi and FAUCBER (193^) investigated the nucleus concentration 
in the a i r at altitudes between 700 f t and 15,000 f t . Ihey reported 
that regular variations of nucleus concentration In the exchange 
layer vere obserrod from around sunrise to early afternoon, and after 
analysing meteorological data they discovered that this variation vas 
due to the daily turbulent cycle. 
I f the space charge i n the lover atsiosphere is responsible, 
durintg convective a c t i v i t y , for the i n i t i a t i o n of electrification 
i n cumulus clouds then the sign of the potential gradient below the 
cloud i s dependent on the polarity of the charge entering the cloud 
from below. This prompted VONSmUT, MOOBS, SEMOlfIN, BULLOCK, STAG06 
and BBADLEZ (1962) to produce a r t i f i c i a l l y h i ^ ccmcentrations of 
space charge at ihe surface of the earth. Sy then recardlng the 
potential gradient just below the newly fomlng clouds they found 
conclusive evidence 'tixat convection currents carried thie a r t i f i c i a l 
Oharge upvards into the cloud. 
27. 
Finally KBAAKSVIK (19^8) reported that la the exchaogs layer 
over the oceans a convection current existed, that was probably 
caused by the upward diffusion of positive space charge. Ihls> he 
said, decreased as altitude Increased and had I t s aaxiaum value at> 
or below, 15 a. 
For the project here at Duxliam In Mhich the space charge 
gradient vas to be measured using a 21 a mast, these previous resuts 
Introduced a possibility that convection currents nay be detected 
v l t h the space charge aeasurements. Hence I t vas decided to record 
the t o i ^ r a t u r e , huaiidlty and horizontal wind gradients over the 
h e i ^ t of the laaet In addition to the space charge and electric f i e l d 
gradients. 
In tbe f i r s t phase of the project the space charge vould be 
measured at 1 m and 2 m i n order to m^sure the gradient close to 
the surface, and In the second phase at 1 a and 19 m to tzy and 
detect convection currents. HJeaperature and humidity vould be 
measured at if different levels and potential gradient and wind at 
2 levels. 
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CMFIER 3 
'm ABSOLUTE FILTiCR SPACE CHAmB COLLECTOR 
In view of the disadvantages described i n the previous chapter 
with regard to the many different methods of measuring space charge 
i t was decided to investigate the effectiveness of the glass-asbestos 
f i l t e r medium more closely. 
The f i l t e r cartridges (model no's IP-20-'^ .s) wereaanufactured by 
the Cambridge F i l t e r Coi^or&tion, Syracuse, Sew York and were an 
in^rovement of the medium originally developed for the Atoalc Energy 
Ccmmlsslon for removing radioactive dust from the air. Ihe f i l t e r 
material was encased i n an aluminium frame of dimensions 10 cm x 10 cm 
X 20 cm \Ailch In turn was housed i n a copper tube acting as an 
electrostatic shield. A ^ photograph of the collector i n position on 
the mast at the Observatory and a schoaatic diagram are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, whilst photographs of the collector before aaseobly 
are shown in Fig. 3. Ihe f i l t e r s were extremely li g h t i n weight and 
there was no d i f f i c u l t y of having to build elaborate insulated 
supports to hold them central inside the electrostatic shield. Ihe 
rest of the f i l t e r appeuratus vas made out of copper and brass with 
polytetrafluoroethylene (P.T.F.E. or fluon) insulators. The outer 
cylinder was constructed of half-hard I8 gauge copper, the cones of 
soft 16 gauge c o i ^ r which makes them easily workable, and the 
connecting discs of l/8th" bzass plate. 
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Pref l i t e r s vex« coatnined la the moisture Imockout cooe and vers 
vedfisd loalde copper gauze idilch ma i n turn screved cm,%o brass dlses 
soldered Inside the cooe. Two different materials were used In the 
ccmstructlon of this p r e f l i t e r . The f i r s t msdlun vas stalziless steel 
wool yAxich helps to remove large hygroseoplc particles that vould 
damage the Ahsolute f i l t e r and the second siedlum vas of glass fibre 
f Haaents held together v l t h an organic binder. Ihls second medium^ 
vhlch could easily be replaced^ helped to remove the dust particles 
dravn Into the Instrumentf thus lncz«aslng the l i f e of the f i l t e r 
cartridge. A check must however be Kept on the a i r flow rate t h r o u ^ 
the collector as t^e pressure drqp aoiress the f i l t e r rises vitb use. 
Ihs medium thereby naiatalns and Isxproves I t s excellent f i l t r a t i o n 
propertlfs. 
A rubber gasket vas f i t t e d on the edge of the aluminium frame 
to be screved to the moisture knockout cone thus making a good seal 
and preventing space chax^ from bypassing the Absolute f i l t e r . 
^ e f i l t e r unit had now to be insulated from the electrostatic 
shield and P.T.F.B. vas selected for tbils purpose. The maintenance 
of good electrical insulation i s Inq^taat^ not only because a f i l m of 
vater could possibly settle on the exposed Insulator but d i r t settling 
on I t could also cause breakdown. A ll<iuld recoamended for cleaning 
P«ai.F.E.| namely trlohloroethylene^ vas therefore (Stained and a f i n a l 
cleaning perfozmed using absolute eilcQhol. !Ihe surface of this Insu-
lator conducts far less than polystyrene under conditions of h l ^ 
humidity^ as continuous fUrns of vater do not form on i t vexy easily. 
50. 
Another advantage of P.T.F.E. Is that plesoelectrlc effects are 
negligible. Ihe reason i s that during manufacture the crystals 
are heated to a^  temperature hlgjh enou^ to allow the individual 
particles to coalesce and form a continuous amorphous structure. 
The material builds up a static charge (^ulte easily however, and 
this has often been mistaken for piezoelectric effects. Originally 
the P.T.F.B. Intake was exposed to f r i c t l o n a l effects due to the 
a i r being drawn throuj^ the collector, and thus i t gained quite a 
large static charge wblch renioved a great proportion of the ions 
before thsy entered the Instrument. To remedly this. Instead of 
exposing the surface tcnqporarlly to a email source of 7-radlatlon, 
an earthed copper Shield was placed i n the Intake covering the 
insulation but allowing a i cm gap between the two materials so as 
not to reduce the high Insulation already^ gained. 
Four t l ^ t l y sprung brass rods were fastened to the moisture 
knockout cone (Fig. 3b) and a rubber '0' ring placed i n a slot cut 
out of the P.T.F.E. nose cone. Ihus, as the rear of the electro-
static shield ( F I c . 3c} was screwed onto the main cylinder of the 
shield i t caused the f i l t e r unit to be very firmly held i n place, 
the '0' ring preventing any a i r from bypassing the f i l t e r unit. 
A wire was connected from the aluminium frame of the f i l t e r and 
led to a Flessey socket on the earthed shield. ISie coaxial p l u ^ and 
sockets had been chosen because the P.T.F.S. Insulation area was 
large> for leakage could interfere seriously with the results. 
51. 
As the collectors vould be out of doors for a considerable 
period of time I t vas decided to place heating elements and a 
alllcaogel desiccator on the interior of the electrostatic shield. 
I t e desiccator had an indicator unit vhich changed from blue to 
pink as the moisture content i n the a i r rose. This vas a precau* 
ti o n against the f i l t e r medium beccmlng daiop and causing extra 
electrification as bubbles form and break on the (tovnstream surface 
(VOHffiJGHW and MOORE 1958). 
"Bxe heating elesoents U£.ed vere tvo electric soldering iron 
el«nents placed i n series andomnected to the sains supply via 
another Pleesey socket. Ihese elements vere svltched off and 
earthed prior to records being taken. Hovaver, during f i e l d testing 
of the ectul^ment I t vas found that the heat s i l l i e d by these 
elKBents vas insufficient and t h ^ also gave rise to slight earth 
currents vhlch appeared on the records. For these reasons the 
elements vere removed and lagged pipe heaters vare vrapped around 
the outside of the electrostatic shields. These pipe heaters con-
sisted of plastic covered heating vires advertised for dcaestic 
installation to prevent vater pipes from freezing duxlng vlnter 
months. ISm length of each vlre vas 20 f t and the loading 100 
vatts. Felt lagging vas v r a i ^ d around the cylinder after the 
vires had been positioned and tills area then covered v l t h polythene 
to prevent saturation by rain. 
32. 
The size of the orifice at the a i r Intake is extr«aely important 
I f readings are required during gusty conditions. Vlth a wide intake 
or i f i c e erratic values have been recorded during gusts. I f a i r is 
not entering at a velocity greater than the highest wind speed, erron-
eous results w i l l be cfl^served as the a i r deposits i t s charge and 
returns throu^^ the Intake, hence evading detection i n the flow 
measuring etjulpaent to the rear of the f i l t e r , llhis condition .could 
be overcQBie by reducing the size of the orifice. Hence a brass sleeve 
was Inserted i n the earthed cube at the entrance. 'OXIB sleeve was 
inserted i n the ear-Uied tube at the entrance. Thia sleeve had a 
conical hole cut t h r o u ^ i t as can be seen in Fig* 2; the hole having 
dimensions related to the vpteCL of the a i r Intake necessaxy. Vlth 
t h i s method i t I s possible to retain a ccsistant volume of a i r flowing 
through the f i l t e r uiuier a l l conditions. Excellent results have been 
obtained during \iilnd gusts of up to 20 m seC^. 
Indication of distuzbances In the measuring apparatus caused by 
large insects have been found and precautions taken to stop them from 
occu2Tlng. I f a large f l y i s drawn into the equi|nent and then 
attempts to escape i t could well land on the earthed Intake cone and 
then be sucked back into the f i l t e r which I s not quite at earth 
potential. In a period of excltanent this process could occur quite 
often as the insect boimced from one conductor to another. On 
occasions where erratic readings have occurred a large f l y has been 
found i n the equipment. The smaller insects do not affect the result 
as thfiy do not have the strength to return to the earthed outer cone. 
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i n order to stop this a c t i v i t y a ^  cm vlre mesh vas placed across 
the entrance v l t h the diameter of the vlre less than li of the mesh 
spacing. This vould cause a negligible migration of ions to the mesh 
in passing into t^e a i r Intake and vould practically eliminate displace-
ment currents. The mth vas roaoved i&en the collector vas not i n use 
and the hole blocked v l t h a rubber bung to prevent rain from entering, 
i t vas found uimecessauy to have a ' f l y catcher' on the collector at 
the top of the mast. To enable the collector input hole at this 18 m 
height to be blocjced vlthout climbing the mast ai^berleal brass bung vas 
loosely fixed on one end of a pivoted am. !Ihls could be svung into 
position by pulling a long length of vlre attached to the other end. 
Th& space charge collectors and their respective vibrating reed 
eLectroueter head units vere fixed side by side on a steel plate for 
e&By erection on the mast. Air vas dravn t h r o u ^ the f i l t e r using a 
poverful extractor fan v l t h provision for altering the i^ peed of the 
motor by voltatje regulAtloa. The f l o v rate vas measured using 
standard gas meters v l t h an accuracy of 1^ idilch vere modified to give 
a continuous record electronically some distance ava:^ . 
^ e glass asbestos f i l t e r medium being almost non-conducting 
gives the impression that there v i l l be a delay i n the recording of 
-the txBpped charge* This i s not so, for as soon as a charged particle 
i s caught i n the f Uter i t attracts an et^ual and opposite charge on 
the inside of the f i l t e r housing. In tum> this liberates a duurge 
equivalent inerery respect to ih&t on the tmpped ion on the outside 
3h, 
of the housing ^enee i t i s immediately measured. The charge on a 
particle caught In the steel wool f i l t e r i s measured directly and 
connected to the same output texmlnal. 
HilB out of balance cvurent flows to earth through a lO^'' dm 
resistor and the voltage across this i s measured using a vibrating 
reed electrometer. Negative feedback in the amplifier reduces the 
effective iEq?ut resistance to about 10*° cihm. Thus Insulatiai require-
ments of 10*' ohm between the f i l t e r housing and the electrostatic 
Shield are not excessive. Vlth such an instrument giving a f u l l scale 
deflection of 3 mV i t i s possible to record a space charge of 6 ions 
ceT® f u l l scale for a flow of only 3 l i t r e s sec"**. 
A time constant of 10 sec was placed on the input to the irecord-
ing equipment i n order to mnooth out the erratic fluctuations in the 
space charge concentration (AIKINS 1959). 
Tbid manufacturers of the vibrating reed electraneters recommend 
that the cable length between heaui unit and space charge collector be 
less than 2 f t to reduce the noise l ^ e l . Antl-microphoQlc cable was 
used but i n hi^ winds this gave I'ise to pelzoelectric effects. To 
overcome this d i f f i c u l t y the caible was passed through «t f diameter 
copper pipe ^ I c h was soldered to the plugs on each instrument. 
Another disadvantage In hi(^ winds was -ttot the steel plate, altJiough 
apparently r i g i d l y fixed, bent slightly ^ i c h again gave rise to 
piezoelectric effects i n the connecting cable. Qie plate had therefore 
to be strengthened using 1" x i*' steel angle to prevent bending. 
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An aluminium cover vas placed over the head unit to protect i t 
f r c G t precipitation as moisture caused insulation breakdovn i n the 
cable connections to i t . 
IXurlng i n i t i a l testing i t \m,a observed -Uiat both collectors 
gave similar slight fluctuations in output ^ i l s t no a i r vas being 
sucked t h r o u ^ the units. The possibility of earth currents being 
the cause vas ruled out as the collectors vere insulated from the 
motf but I t vas later noticed that these effects coincided v l t h the 
sun being covered «ad uncovered by clouds. On p l a c i i ^ a heating 
elxaient close to the ccpper pipe surrounding the head unit input 
cable the same effect vas noticed and i t appeared that the very 
s l l ^ t esgpemslon i n this pipe caused movement In the cable and 
therefore piesoelectrlc effects. The ccfp^er pipe and cable vere 
nonsaily under considerable tension and the actual ejQMnslcm of the 
pipe vas audible as 'clicks'. Ihe alumlniimi cover for the head unit 
vas therefore extended to provide wi umbrella for the copper pipe 
and the fluctuations i n the output disappeared. 
A possible cause of error id i i l a t recording lay *A the gscnetzy 
of the Instrument. The distance between the P.T.F.S. shield and the 
inner Qopper cone vas only of the order of cm and during periods of 
vezy high space charge the potential difference between the tvo could 
be of tke order of 1 v. A potential gradient of 4 V cm*"^  vould l ^ r e -
fore exist and ^ere vould be a possibility that seme Ions vould be 
attracted to earth vlthout being registered i n the recorder. The 
snail ions vould have a velocity of approximately 8 ca sec^^in this 
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potential gradient and thus the airflow near the edge of the f i l t e r 
must be large enougji to prevent very much migration. Bie diweter 
of the orifice at this point was 5 cm and with an airflow as small as 
1 litre/sec the velocity of the ions due to the airflow throuj^ the 
f i l t e r i s very much larger than the velocity due to the potential 
gjraidlent, and hence this source of error can be neglected. 
In order to calculate the a^c« charge collected by the f i l t e r , 
asswne the concentration to be n elementary charges csT^ (e cm""^ ). 
Let the airflow t h r c u ^ the i ' i l t e r be caa^  sec""* and I the current 
In es^res. recorded with the vibrating reed electrometer. 
Then T 
e.aa*^ 1.6 X 10-*^  a 
\idiere 1.6 x 10~*^  is the dsarge on an electron i n coulooibs. 
FIGURE 1|. 
FIGURE 5. 
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CHAPIER k 
DBSCfilFTiON ABS CALIBRATION OF 03HSR EQUIBffiBT 
The recorder to be used was a +2^ mY 16 ciiannel multipoint 
Honeywell Brovm Instnment with an amplifier matched to an input 
impedance of 16 K. The inputs to the recorder could be fed into 
different channels using a ^ c k plug arrangement li i l c h can be seen 
close to the top of the monitoring rack i n Fig. 5j a rear view of 
thi s rack oan also be seen i n Fig. k. 
The 100 aV and 1 mA outputs froa t^e vibrating reed electrmeter 
used i n recording space charge were fed to a mcniltorlng panel and the 
curzH^ output$ W0re dlspli^ed on two anneters f i t t e d with reversing 
switches, 'Mhereas the 100 mV outlets were passed through potential 
dividers including sensitivity controls before being fed Into the 
recorder, llxe vibrating reed electrcmet^^a were calibrated by connec-
ting accurate lovovoltaee lotputs to their Indicator units and the 
sensitivity ctxstrol m the monitoring panel was adjusted to give a 
correct reading on the recorder. 
A three stage 2lt0 V A.C. c e n t r l f u ^ fan, which had been used 
for extracting a i r from a i r - r a i d shelters was c^taiaed and encased 
In an earthed tube of diameter 15.5 cim. The flow of a i r extracted 
t h r o u ^ the 8|>aee charge collectors ^ s registered on gas meters ob* 
tained fron the northern Qas Board and i n order for th i s flow to be 
observed at a distance mlcroswltches were f i t t e d close to cams wlMn 
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the gas meters; tmd 2k V bull)8 vers thereby caused t o glow ^enarer 
the dv l td ied closed- ire(ivms^ of these f l a sh ing l i ^ t « une 
therefore an l a d l t a t i o s o f the f l o v t h r o u ^ eadi space charge 
co l l ec to r . The gae saetere m r e ca l ibra ted v l t h the k ind aanlstance 
of the northern Cas Board t o an accuracy of 0.^^ 
'Om inaaaiireB»trt> of po t en t i a l gradient 
!Qie po t en t i a l gradient mob t o be aeaeured a t both the top and 
bottom of the oast* Another res^surch student^ Ur» Col l in^ klnd3y 
o f f e r e d i ^ u s t of h i e f i e l d m i l l s i tuated a t 21 m on the oast ; t h i i 
had been ca l ibra ted a l l o v l n g f o r the eaqposure f a c t o r due t o the 
mast. Another f i e l d w i l l vae set up i n tiiie aurface the earth scne 
30 m f r e e the laast t o save having t o estimate an escposure f a c to r . A 
sui table m i l l vae already ava l lab le i t h o u ^ some modif Ica t lon vas 
neceeaazy. Thle f i e l d m i l l used vas designed by VUHMir (1962) as a 
research p ro jec t I n t h i s Oepstrtment and b u i l t by Comstock ouid 
Wastock Tac* at the U. S.A<i f o r I n s t a l l a t i o n on a rocket. A section 
t h r o u ^ t h i s m i l l i s shown i n F i g . 6. !Ihe s ta tor vas mads up of 
12 small brass studs and h large brass studs mounted i n two concentr&c 
brass r ings but aa cnly one output vas required the outer r i n g con» 
t a i n l n g the 12 studs vas connected t o the recording un i t and the inner 
r i n g vas earthed, ^ i s m i l l has been described i n greater d e t a i l by 
WILIHAj|(l962). Bcmrrer i t vas discovered during i n i t i a l t e s t ing that 
the 2^ y CC. motor i n s t a l l e d t o drive the ro to r e&ve r i s e t o cgbl'^ 
siderable spurious noise i n the m i l l output and had therefore t o be 
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chaagsd* I n i t s place a 2^ V A.C. ^ch ronous motor vas i n s t a l l e d 
thus g iv ing a m i l l output frequehcy of Q»6 Sc/s. As t h i s motor had 
a shaf t of saaJllfir diameter than t t o previous motor a nev brass 
sleeve vas condtructed i n '^e la the f o r ccqnectlng the shaf t t o the 
earthed ro to r . 
1319 a l t e r sAt ing voltage appearing across the head^unlt r e s i s to r 
vas f e d i n t o an EF86 low n o i s e » l e v e l valve v l r e d as a cathode fo l lower . 
ISiis vas necessCMEy because t^e cathode fo l lower ma te r s the h i ^ out-
put ii^pedance o f the m i l l t o the low isrpedance presented by Idle 100 m 
of coait lal cable cann ing the s ignal t o the a iop l i f i e r un i t . tEhe f i e l d 
o l l l head uni t* cathode fo l l ower and power supply can be seen i n 
F i g . 7 and -Oie ^ o l e of t h i s un i t vas encased i n a sna i l aluminium box* 
To reduce v ibra t ions of the valve " ^ l l s t the motor i s I n operation the 
valve base vas mounted on a foaa/-rubber pad| the motor was also screened 
t o prevent p ick- i ; ^ i n the output leads. 
As the near^sinusoidal output from the m i l l does not discriminate 
between pos i t ive and negative po t en t i a l gsradients a constant f i e l d was 
a r t i f i c i a l l y imposed on t h i s o u t ^ t thereby al lowing values of e i ther 
p o l a r i t y t o be recorded. 
!Ehis a r t i f i c i a l f i e l d s ^ I c h was chosen t o be approKlmately 
+1000 W^i vas o r i s l m l l y ctotalned by applying a po t en t i a l di f ference 
betveeh earth and a soa l -c i rcu la r p la te f i x e d 2 cm above the s ta tor as 
seen i n F ig . 8. Xbis pl&te vas gold plated t o match the surface 
propert ies o f the f i e l d m i l l but i t i ^s l a t e r found that varying 
contact p o t e n t i a l d i f ferences due t o the dtooging surfaces could 
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a f f e c t tbe ^ V p o t « a t l a l d i f ference bdtv«ea 1^ p la te and etator by 
a t 3.<iaat For HiiB raason the pla te ym$ reduced i n s i z t t o cover 
only one stud and i t s p o t e n t i a l Increased accordingly t h e r ^ y reduc* 
ing the va iy ing coatact p o t e n t i a l e f f e c t t o the order of 156. B i i e 
p l a t e vQltAge however w e appl ied v i a a potentlooeter lAxlch c o u l d be 
ad^uQted t o cozTect f o r these cfhanges i n the contact p o t e n t i a l 
d i f ferences daring c a l i b r a t i o i i . 
'Qi6 m i l l output l e f e d v i a the cathode f o l l o m r i n t o a 2 e t a ^ 
fi»C c o u ^ d a m p l i f i e r (F ig . 9) ^ i c h designed e e ^ c i s l l y f o r 
t h i s p ro jec t end incorponted l o v noise p«atode valves. !Qie feedback 
betveen the tvo anodes of a m p l i f i e r valves ^ s Incareased u n t i l the 
Sftln of the a&g^lif i e r «as reduced t o a value of ^00; the output^ v i s a 
cathode f o l l o w e r , could therefore be iaonitored cm a micro-a2s&eter. !I!he 
voltage output wiis also biased before being f e d In to the c m t r e - s e r o 
r e c o r d e r . I t t » o Ewcessary t o inser t tvo ' p a r a l l e l T ' networks i n the 
a z B p l i f i e r tuned t o recUice the 0^ c/sec signals picked \xp between the 
head u n i t and the G.B.O. used f o r observations. I h i s signal vas 
thereby reduced from about ^ V t o shout 3 peak<-to>p«ak i n the 
output and t h e r ^ o r e c o u l d be neglected. TSxtt valv« heaters vers also 
s i l l i e d v i t h D.C. power I n an e f f o r t t o avoid §oy Biains r i p p l e being 
f e d i n t o the aBrpl l f iers t h i s wty. Tkt L .T. axtppi^f along v i t h the 
22^  T D»C* supply vas obtained from a power pack b u i l t as shovn i n 
F l ^ . 10. !Qi0 H.T. siq>ply> a f t e r being appreciably smoothed, vas 
s t a b i l i s e d a t •••22*5 V v i t h three 75CI neon disdtorge s t a b i l i s e r t u b e s . 
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A cal lbra t icm vas perfoztsed on l ^ l s f i e l d m i l l by applying a 
p o t e n t i a l d i f fe rence between tvo large p a r a l l e l Gauminium plates^ 
one o f which had the m i l l s ta tor l e v e l w i t h i t s surface and vas 
Qcmected t o earth, f t m the resul ts obtained the curve shown i n 
F i g . U was dravn. Ttie nan-»l inear i ty a t the h i ^ osgative po ten t i a l 
gradients vas caused by the non- l inear i ty of the diode r e c t i f i c a t i o n . 
Fluctuations f rom the c a l i b r a t i o n w i l l however be caused by varying 
contact p o t e n t i a l d i f ferences , mains frequency f luc tua t ions and 
power pack voltage f luc tua t ions but these are un l ike ly t o t o t a l more 
then 
Bie ni^aeurewent of tcMjiaerature and hugtldit^ 
I n order t o measure the t^irperature and humidity gradients 
v i t h l n the height of the mast i t i s necessary t o I n s t a l l more 
recording instnasents v l t h i n the f i r s t f e v centimetres above the 
earth as i t i s i n t h i s region that the greatest changes occur. Qie 
instnmients therefore vould be placed a t i ffl> 1 m 2 m and 19 m on the 
mntf and t h e i r values vould be recorded on an instrument some 100 m 
d i s t a n t . IhezmiBtors vore chosen f o r the taaperature sensit ive 
elestKunts as the vorklng conditions vere unsuitable f o r glass ther-
mcaeters and as thezmocou^les vould require sane fozm of a s ^ l i f i ca t lon 
before the teuiperature coiad be pr in ted on the recorder avai lable . 
A t h e m i s t o r i s a temperatuze sensit ive res is tor havlztg a large 
negative taoperature c o e f f i c i e n t of resistance i & l c h i s usually i n 
the range 1-5^ deg. CT*. The type diosen f o r t h i s pro jec t i s the 
Standard !I^lephoiies and Cables t^eziaietor no. F2$ >diich has a 
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HORIZONTAL A N D V E R T I C A L SECTIONS OF 
THE THERMISTOR PSYCHROMETER 
( d r a w n t o scale) 1 1 
FIGURE 15. 
1 ^ 
teisperature c o e f f i c i e n t of over 3^ deg. cr^ and has a resistance of 
2 K a t SO°C, Xt i s a d i r e c t l y heated bead-type thermistor and the 
ac tua l resistance element has a dianeter o f only 0.^ am. Ihe bead 
of t h i s rap id ly ac t ing thermGmeter i s scaled i n glass Hhvui protect ing 
the elsiBent agMnst l i s i u i d or gaseous ac t ion f r c a the a i r . One of 
these thezmlstors could also be covered i n mt muslin and therefore 
ac t as a vet bulb thena£»»te r . 
A t y p i c a l i n s t n o e n t i n id i ich t o incorporate a vet emd dry bulb 
thexais tor vould be the aspirated psydaroaeter described by PASQiXELL 
{I9k0) which could be b u i l t v i t h ease, ahis type was therceTore chosen 
and f o u r un i t s vere ccostructed. A photogras^i of a caapleted psychro-
aeter i s Show> i n F i g . 12 and a sect ioasl v i ev dxmi v i t b identi<2il 
nu^ureiaents i s shown i n F ig . 13. She pcgrdurooeter housing vas con-^  
s truoted from 3 tarn t h i c k perspex sheet and precautions are provided 
by fo rced asp i ra t ion of the a i r past the bulbs> a double v a i l i n the 
housing nhich i s a lso aspirated and by pa in t ing the outer surface v i t h 
\a i i te enamel v i t h a h i ^ gloss f i n l ^ Bie perspcx sheets, a f t e r belog 
cut t o sise> vere f i x e d together v i t h perspex cecwat. EOles had been 
d r i l l e d i n the inner housing) as can be seen i n the v e r t i c a l section 
A>A| t o provide asp i ra t ion of the i n t e r w a l l space. !Zhe thentistors 
vere cemented i n holes d r i l l e d ^ o u ^ t u f n o l bars which vere then 
pushed i n t o loca t iog holes i n the peri^pex block a t the rear <^ the 
peychrciQeter. 
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Ttxe t h ln*va l l ed asp i ra t ion tube i s made of brass as i s the 
vater chamber pirovided f o r sustained operation of the vet bulb. 
^iB va ter cfaaiaber, t ^ i c h can be seen i n the v e r t i c a l section B^B, 
i s screwed on loca t ing threads d i r e c t l y underneath the bead of the 
Vet bulb t h e x ^ s t o r . A t u f n o l tube passes throu^^ the wal ls i n 
the housing t o a l low the v i c k f rem the muslin to be constantly 
loaersed i n water. In order t o separate the two thenaistor e le-
m ^ t s and thus a l low f o r independent asp i ra t ion a perspex block vas 
f i t t e d i n the entrance of thep^chrcmeter. 
During i n i t i a l t e s t i ng of the uni ts i t vas discorered that the 
thermistors mte f a r too sensit ive t o sudden small (dianges i n tea-
and 
perature and therefore small brass 'bulbs* vere made / f i x e d over 
tiie bead of the meimistors thereby addinlr. tfi time constant of about 
10 sec on the var iab le element resistance. Because these brass bulbs 
^ o u l d not be glued t o the thermistor beads wi th a mater ia l of low 
conduct iv i ty solder ^ s used which had a mel t ing point of only 6o^C. 
Wires f rom the t h e m i s t o r s vete l e d avay t o the recording u n i t . 
To measure teiaperatuire v i t h a thermistor i t i s good practice t o 
connect i t as one a m of a Wheatstone bridge and li- such c i r c u i t s vere 
b u i l t f o r t h i s purpose > one of ^e^iich i s shown i n F ig . l l f . Ihe power 
s u ^ ^ t o the bridge network tras s t ab i l i sed using a 6 V sener diode, 
located i n a heat slzik, because s l i ^ t f luc tua t ions I n voltage v i l l 
be recorded on the testperature output due t o the h l ^ s e n s i t i v i t y of 
^ e c l r c u l t i y . For thU reason a lso h i ^ s t a b i l i t y res i s tors vere 
chosen and provis ion vas made f o r checking both the aero se t t ing and 
a pre-determixted reading by switching i n pre-set res is tors t o the a m 
mismXly occupied by a l^cxmlstor. la event of any cGsq^onent g iv ing 
riise t o an output e r ro r a 10 chm potenticoeter vas connected i n the 
a m ad4ac<mt t o the pre<.set resistorsaBid the va r i a t ioo of t h i s ccapo-
nent vould re turn the b r i d ^ ne tw^k t o i t s cal ibrated pos i t ion . 
!Ehe reslBtance«terBperature g r o ^ of a thenaistor i s exponential 
but i t i s possible t o Gl>tain a more l i nea r dt iaracterist ic by connec* 
t i n g res i s tors i n s^unt or series v i t h thetberais tor . !Zhe resultant 
netvork v i l l not/ have a teapei^ture c o e f f i c i e n t that i s less than that 
cS the t h e m i s t o r alone and| i n general, the larger the reduction i n 
t0i(pemture c o e f f i c i e n t ths be t te r the i : in«u: ' i ty. A 1 ^ ohm res i s tor 
vaa t i i « re fo re Shunted across t h e m i s t o r . !Ihe output vas taken 
f r c o a 5 K potenticroeter ^ i ^ acted a - a s e n s i t i v i t y ecaatrol aaad vas 
f e d i n t o a biasing u n i t before entering the centre sero recorder. 
Before ^ i s b ias ing n^stea cm be escplalsnd i n more d e t a i l i t i s 
necessary t o comiC/sr the teoqperature rsyoge needed on the recorder. 
During v i a t e r months v i t h a dxy bulb teaperature of --k^Q the 
ve t bulb depression must be measured to an accuracy of O.l^C i n 
order f o r the r e l a t i v e humidity t o be calculated t o v i t h i n 3^ of 
i t s value. A 0.2^0 l i m i t a t i o n i n recording vould c»i6e t h i s e r ro r 
t o r i s e t o 6% r e l a t i v e humidity. I n summer months hoverver t h i s l^pe 
o£ e r ro r i s not as great, as v i t h a dzy bulb tssiperature of %6^c and 
the ve t bulb depression measured t o v i t h i n O.l^C o f i t s value the r e l -
a t i v e htmildity i s accurate t o 1^ I t vss l ^ r e f ore decided t o have 
an output vhich ik9 recoiNier vould p r i n t accurate t o 0.1°C. !Ihis 
voui4 mean tha t the f u l l scale reading of the recorder vould cover 
U5. 
only 10*^ 0. Ctmsidering the bias ing system therefore i t vas necessary 
t o have several high s t a b i l i t y reslstori^ wbidi could be switched i n 
the c i r c u i t em a t a time and «ach res i s to r adding an extra 2^ mV 
negative b ias , o r h a l f scale (5°C), t o the recorder. As the teoper-
ature rtwoge over the year wwad prctoably be w i t h i n -5°C and "^c there 
had t o be 3 teng^erature ranges or 3 b ias ing res is tors . A note of the 
range used vas made during each recording period. 
Only one bridge netvoxk vas used f o r the vet and dry bulb t h c m i * 
B t o r inputs f rcm one pi^cheacmeter. These vere switched i n t o the 
c i r c u i t i n t u r n using a polar ised relay and during one p r i n t i n g qrcle 
(l6 (dbannels) of the recorder the fou r dry bulb t^irperatures were 
taken, tAier^s during the next p r i n t i i . ^ T -le the fou r vet hulh 
t « ^ r a t t t r e s vere taken. The pulse from the recorder vas obtained 
by f i t t i n g a microawitch ^ i c h vas closed whenever C3iaanel l6 
p r i n t e d , but as t h i s pulse length vas i n s u f f i c i e n t to hold a relay 
closed f o r a whole <ycle o f operations a c i r c u i t containing the 
po la r i sed relay vas b u i l t . She polarised re lay contains tvo co i l s 
and as a pulse i s f e d i n t o oae c o i l the relay switches are thrown 
one Vay, but the next pulse must be f e d i n to the second c o i l f o r 
the r ^ l a y sv i td ie s t o be ' thrown' back again. The relay therefore 
could not be uaed by i t s e l f by cro86«coupl ing the pulse input wires 
as i t vould ( f l a t t e r during an lixput pulse so the c i r c u i t ahown a t 
the bottcm of F i g . Ik vas b u i l t . Coasidfirins the c i r c u i t at^graa 
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A TYPICAL THERMISTOR CALIBRATION ( r e d ! c e l ) 
FIGURE 15, 
k6, 
lititb, ^ stfitdtiea as the^ arc Gihotm^  tliat Is with th« Cbumel X6 
laicx^avi t^ In i t s nomaily olostd positltm, tbe ^00 (iF coadtagar 
Is c t e ^ d and I ts ad4^c«at nOjgr is hel^ closed. 'She tiaa constant 
of this uuiit v lXI hold the rsXay cXossd f o r a |)criod Icgager than ths 
poise f rcn the micj*osviteh* As this pulse flovs I t passes via a 
s v i t ^ i n the siofile ooil relay into ooe coil of the polarised relay^ 
svitc^ing in one theimistor fo r the i$«ct 16 dianoels and also diverting 
thi& supply aMsy frcn the t^OOO e(%denser* A feir sec^ds after the 
puis# has ended the single coi l relay opens thereby feeding the asset 
pulse into the second co i l of the polarised relay, %*ilch switches in 
the seco»d themlstor and returns the unit to the original coraditicai* 
^ <allhi»ti(Mi of ths theimistors «as carrisd out using w 
calibrated ciercuTy theznoBieter and vacuw . .'lasks containing s a l t 
solution* Ihe solutic^ nas constantly agitated during calihration. 
As 1 ^ resietwice of the 100 a cables cGmecting the themlstors to 
the bridge aetvwk vould be eqiUlvaleat to seme 1 deg. C on the output 
thet units were calibrated vi th the cables connected. Ihe sensitivity 
potenti<aeter was adjusted to givs apprc^xiaately 10^ 0 f u l l scal« 
d^lSetion on tha dry bulb thenoistor* !Qi.e vat bulb tharalstor 
vas ^en lAianted or had resistors competed in seriss to bring i t s 
effective r^sistmice a t a particular t^i^rature to that of the dry 
bulh thensistor. Caldhmtion curvss vere dravn on l a r g s scale graph 
^per thsreby allowing tesasteratures to be read to 0. l^C over tha y>°C 
range. A i ^ i c a l calihration is shown in Fig. 15 idiare the indicated 
tessperaturd is that recorded on the Eoneyvell Brovn recorder* 
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Iho queatl<^ nov arose as to idiat tapix&ticfa xnt« ehould be used 
ia order to cbta;la the maudnium vet bu23> depre$eloa unoier ^oaBtaat 
bumldlty and dxy hv3>> tesg?eiature cosdltlotui. TeetQ vere therefore 
carried out using two pisychroiaeterft e&tk with i ts own suction unit. 
One ps^cihrciseter w cooatantly eeplmted a t a speed greater than 
6 m sec~^ and the tlav throu£^ the other could be varied and oeaeured 
using a gias meter* Q^tese tvo peyduraiBetex« "Were fixed at the eaoe 
height ahcnre the weoax^ on a dry day vith f a i r l y coxutant relative 
humidity* Hia outputs from the respective peydhrooetera vsre recorded 
as the flow throu^ one vae varied betiw^ 0*5 m «ec"^ and 5 m eecT^ * 
HiB record of - l^e cooetant f lotr pdychrometex' shoved aLtott conetant 
wet bulb deprs»elQn> and the gmph dravn In Fig. l6 vas draim making 
correctione for aily fluctuations In the depreesloa of the consteuit 
f lov Inatrunent* Hm large errors on the readin^B are equivalent to 
the recorder error of but even so i t mi obvious that I f the 
aspiration rate tias p la te r than 3»3 m see'"^  titxe vet bulb depression 
for a particular relative hiaaldlty end dzy buUb taqperature vas at Its 
isa i^aum. Aspiration throu^ a l l the psychrcmeters vas therefore 
adjusted; using ^ gas metres, to be greater than ^ a sec" '^ 
The aeasurenaent of vliid flP|Bgd 
I t would be advantageous I f aeasuroBents of vlnd speeds at the 
tifO levels on the laast could be perf oitoed at the lowest values 
possible as ve i l as at speeds of around 12 m sec" .^ She possibility 
using hot vlxie aneaoaeters vas discarded after a period of 
Qts^iimttAatioa owing to their poor response to the highsr vind 
speeds. Hawsver the Meteorolc^ieal Office offered to loan the 
Bepartment two e^sitive contact-pattern cup anwriometers and their 
offex* vas accepted. Ihis type of ansmcsieter gives readings down to 
a i r velocities lower than had been thought possible before with a 
rotating system but a limjlatioQ is that i t must not be exposed to 
vinds grt^ter than 1^ m seC^. ihe aneactseter cups are made of 
pressed alumiztium and l^e steel spindle runs In a cup s^haped Jewel 
bearing, liow f r i c t i o n ^ torque insults and the stopping i^eed is 
only 0.1 m seC^ idiilst the starting speed is only slightly h l^er . 
For every other revolution of the cups a very light contact is held 
closed for the ciioiaplete revolution and hence remote reading can be 
obtained. A 1.^ V battery was connected across the contacts and ^ i s 
gave a pulse (^Siilcsh could be registered seme distance eimy» 
It was necessary to convert the pulse frcm the anemcneter into 
A directly observable reading tdxich could be constantly recorded. 
Depending on the aoemometer jrotaticn rate t^e pulse could have a iddth 
of betveen 0.060 sec and 6 sec and tiae time between the start<;>af one 
pulse to the start of the next could vary between 0.l6 sec and 12 sec. 
&xie form of counting rate circuit had therefore to be bui l t which 
vouid accept pulses occurring at vaxying times and having varying 
vidth and indicate on a meter the average zate of occurrence of these 
pulses. !Qiis can be achieved i f each pulse causes a <diarge to flow 
^3rou^ a meter, Utie magnitude being independent of the size or shape 
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of the pulse itself* In ths f i r s t case I t lis vise to cause the 
anepiceiaeter pulses to trigger ^ f l i p - f l op znonostable circuit idiich 
v U l deliver pulses of uniform eu^lltude end vidth. Qve circuit 
employed for this purpose Is shovn in Fig* 17 and is that part of 
the circuit to ' l e f t ' of the 8 tiF condenser* A stipulation Is 
that the output pulses oust be sliorter than the tiine between two 
t ^ u t pulses so that th^ moaostshle circuit v U l not accept another 
lijput |»2lse before I t has bad time to retwm to i t s stable state. 
MRHSEtAW (19^) stated that i f a pulse vas of constant amplitude and 
vldth I t would be suitable for feeding Into a diode pump Integration 
circuit* As this circuit vas to be used a recommendaticm that the 
lagi^t pulse lahculd be as vide as possible vassecepted and the width 
ohosen to be 1 ^ la sec* 
The action of the fllp»flop can be e^lained by f i r s t considering 
i t in i t s stable state* Transistor Tl has i t s base connected via a 
10 K resistor to the aegative siq^ply and this transistor is therefore 
ccnductlng hard between collector and emitter* Its collector is hence 
at zero potential and with the potential dividing action of the 1^ 7 K 
and 6*8 K resistors the base of T2 is positive and so this transistor 
is cut off* The US condenser is nbv charged to almost the vhole 
supply potential* The l ^ u t pulse f m the anemometer causes the base 
of Tl to go positive thereby cutting off this transistor and switching 
on T^. Hxe time talnm by the IS (tF condenser to discharge through the 
10 K resiatory nsnely the required 120 m sec, is therefore the time 
for the base of Tl to go sufficiently ne^tive for i t to conduct once 
50. 
more >$xlch causes the circuit to return to il;s stand-by state. !Ihe 
output taken from the collector of $2 is a pulse of constant width of 
,120 m sec occurring at unequally spaced intervals of time, tixia is 
/aotf fed into the diode pumpiotegzektor con^rlslng the rest of Fig. 17 
idioiae action cm t^ e eis^^lned as follows. 
!Ihe f i r s t ir^ut pulse to the diode punp must be long enou^ to 
allow^ Cj^ to cbar^ coa^letely throu^ IXL. During this pulse D2 has 
been cut of f . In taie interval between pulses the time must be long 
enou^ to allow to discharge through 02 as Dl v i l l now be out o f f ; 
is -therefore charged. C,^  must be soall coapared vith so that 
the Voltage cOiange across is small coc^ pared vith the amplitude of 
the input pulee. lEhe next ia;^ut pulse again charges up throu^ SI 
and at the end of the pulse a mttXX IncreBKmtal charging again occurs 
in Cg. ^us there is a series of steps on the output meter which give 
an output voltage staircase wavef oxm. 
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Ideally the staireMe voltage sh^Od iSiov equal lnsi«Mats as 
i n (b) abovsy l»ut ea^ suocesslve polst w i l l cause a progressively 
ioallsr voltage r l t a aeross aod a droopine ncsfllnear output 
resultsas seen i n (a)* I t can be shown t ^ t must be as saall as 
possii^le cooparad with la ordsr to obtain a near llaaar output 
hut unfoi*tui3ately saaller thea the aaaller the OMtput r o l t a f i 
stepi* For this reason* after txperinenting with various eondaaier 
valui»s» Cj^ was c^oica to b* 8 uF and to be 900 ^ F as these gave the 
most linear output, ^e addition of the leaJsage resistor aeross the 
900 eoKbdensfr provided a eoatiiEMiious disehaxging pa^ with a tiae 
constant of 10 sec* As the recorder had a centre sero position a 
biasing arxiKEigement vas neoessazy on the output fros tha diode pua|> 
i n order to achieve a f u l l scale calibxatKm* A sensitivity poten<> 
t i t t e r was also cssmeeted la circuit* 
la ordser to ealihrata the eystSBii pulses yeni applied to the 
mtssostahle circuit froei a pulse generator for the hi«hsr frequeot^ 
ranges and with a manuiU. switch for tht lower frequen(4«s. A steady 
auceesslott of pulses was fed into the circuit aoi as these were 
ec»inted on a scaling unit the nunber per See was obtained using a 
stop wat^ vhilst the ireeordiii^ rea^ilng; was noted. For the lower 
f r^u^cies however $00 0 condenser has time to dis«^uurge more 
before tha tm^ pulse arrives thus giving a vazylns otatput and ti»e 
^ p m d of this error is mem hy the dotted lines Fig. 16. Cali-
bratlens v^m *lS6 cawled out of wind speed registered m the two 
metecs vhi<^ can be seen at the top of t2i« monitoring panel i n Fig. ^. 
/ / 
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iSien the anemometers were f ina l ly connected to the circuit free 
a distance of about 100 m the '^ole system appeared to pcrf om 
excellently. 
jjutcmat^ic ireQQrdin^ 
A 2U hour electric clock was purdiaeed idiich could switch power 
to a socket at any predeteziainsd time* Ciis was achieved by pressing 
pins into holes on the clock face placed at ^ hour intervals. Obis 
clock can be seen at the centre of the monitoring rack In Fig. 5* 
/ The supply from this gsocbst, after being passed tl irou^ a transfomer 
and rectif led, iias able to operate a relay ^ i< :^ was ccninected in 
circuit so as to switch on a l l the recording instruments. The instru-
ments could therefore be made to record autcmatically, switching on 
and o f f at anyrypredetexmlned times. However, during periods of 
precipitation, dEasa@e could occur in the space charge collectors and 
use vas therefore made of a rain detector bui l t by Mr. Collin. With 
the f i r s t drop of rain a relay was made to operate, cutting off the 
su^ly to 'tiie recording instruments. In order to supply power to 
tills relay and also to others that are in the circuits a 24 V power 
pS^ was bui l t i&lch could pass a current of 15 as^. Bemote 
switching of a l l 1 ^ instruments vps nov a r r a n t using an assortment 
of relays. 
I 
FIGURE 19. 
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CaLAPTER 5 
A]|(aX)GUE«-TO-Diai^ COnVKRTBR 
cmsm 
With the type of records dbtalned in atmospheric electricity 
iM& analysis of results is a very laborious task* particularly i f 
t ^ r e are 1^ variablas as in the case of this wox^ * In earlier 
parts of this course a pbotographic recording qrstem was used but i t 
socoi became evident that to read the results fifcm t^e photographic 
paper would bs a major task in itself* For this reason> and also 
with dn eye m future heeds in the Dsparto^nt* i t was decided to 
look into the possibility of purchasing equivalent i^ich would give 
pundhed tape output available for feeding straight into a coo^uter* 
'^ With the help of another research student (Mr* Collin) vho was 
interested in recording during precipitation periods^ information 
was obtained on different types of digital recording systems* In the 
meantime a 16 point Ecaieywell recorder had been cbtalned> but i t VSUB 
found that digital g « ^ for such a recorder would cost over £600* 
The system employed in this case used a shaft encoder fixed oh 
pen drive mechanism of recorder, i&ich gave 999 counts for the 
/ 
I I 
/// i recorder pen movement* This output then needed a translator, power 
unit> prognmraer and tape punch* 
' / ' 
/ Uhfortunately the expense was far too h i ^ , even for ^e shaft 
encoder alone. 
FIGURE 20. 
i 
However wltii l^ie vety kind assistance of Dr* Molyneux from 
Heweafltle University w© realised that an analogue^to-digltal 
converter w i ^ an accuracy of 1 ^ could be bui l t for under £100 
(including punch). Ihie required a ]^tenticmeter to be fixed 
to the recorder slidawlre. A volta@Q> tapped off this isccoverted 
into a frequency ccarrespondlng to the recorder signal* In turn thda 
was counted on decatron tubes and result punched on paper tape 
^Mi<ii. was f ina l ly wound onto a spool. 
A second hand ^hole tape punch was flbtalned and modif ioO. A 
small power supply m& then bui l t In^e puncOi housing, and a micro* 
swit<di f i t t e d to a cam in order that an "operation cooplete" signal 
could be cijtained after a hole had been punched. Fig. SO ^ ovo a 
photogmph of this pua^ Oi* 
The circuit to be buil t was of a design that electronic ccoipanies 
would be reluctant to manufacture owing to i t s limited accuracy in an 
age tAiere more precisicai is required* However 1 ^ accuracy vas 
well within the raqulrOTants of the f i e l d instruments to be considered. 
Over 70 transistors and 100 diodes were used in the building of 
equipaeat* In order to s iB^ l i iy ' fault finding tJie con^onsnts were 
mounted perpendicular to the front of the panel ai^ were easily 
removeable (Fig* Si). 'Sa& transistors most cccBaonly used vere tiie 
p-n-p silicon OC^ and the n^ t-p^ n silicon 2S761. These az^ general 
purpose transistors wl*^ low leaka^ current* 
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Tti9 tAnoOjt uBit imt »s8enbl9d by Mr* CoXUa and nyaelf and 
mounted on a rack UuUt fspeclaUy for tb« fwu^ poed (Fis* 
v i t j i th« iS«catr<«i tub«a vialbla and the nienual ecmtrols «asily 
avalLAtble* c ^ t r o l e allov the p«rfdznaace of ttui inntrument 
to be checked aa alX the operation* can be perfonted elovly. 
!Qie chart drive and tape punch are controlled by a tvltch on 
the power et^ qpply* Ihle can also be controlled remotely hy switching 
a relay i n the power unit* Ify these Eoeans the units say be switched 
on by a cc«itrol clock at any predoteznlned tiaes. 
mscmFnon of comssm 
A s i n ^ l f led block diagram of the converter i s Okom i n Fig. 23. 
!Ihe recorder accepts signals from t^e f i e l d instruments and prints 
them on a chart. A precision potentlcmeter i s fixed to tiie output 
slider of the recoirder and a voltagQ i s tapped off oorresponding to 
the position of the pen. ^ i s voltege f r m the potentiometer is 
constantly being comrerted linearly into a frequency. !Q;e tdnole 
cycle of operations i s started by the dosing of a mierosvltc^ sut 
the recorder i s about to print. Firstly a timing unit opens a ^t t e 
f o r a definite short period of time. !Zhis allovs a number <a pulses 
corresptmding to the input signal into a decatrcn counter unit tthere 
they are stored. Secondly a start pulse i s glvai to the progrsmBer 
and a count pulse i s given to the binaxy scaler. Qie projgroBBier, 
with the aid of another deeatron acting as a ccnmutatori selects i n 
tvum i s to be pundted. I t provides power to various diodes i n 
56. 
thd d l c ^ tm^iz viideh selects t l ^ puxK&iog db&rmt^rof and oloo to 
the iJtecatrm counter ^ t e a vhlch eomsprnd to t i e nutdbers to be 
]?uttdxed. Shese i n ixuen &re feci throu# the output an^ l i f i e r s idilcb 
are energised juat at iSie oaaent of printing, and f i n a l l y Into ^ 
tap0 punch, ition a diaraetor feaa been punehedj a signal frm tfee 
t£^ punc^ tQllQ the prc-jz^aasr to go afcead v i t l i t^e aext character uohl 
3(^l4e ttje reaiii2^<i ehomctors and uusibQrs eorreeponains to tho channel 
^uBt recordeia are puncEiocU Ihe r@6et unit i s ncnr activated to set the 
<lecatrons bacH to their stable £Stato| thus the cycle of q^ratlons is 
eaapleted b^ore the recorder eelacto the input. QSie blnaiy 
scalar counts t h ^ i r ^ t ohannels recorded and t d l l asran^je for 'caaTrlage 
return l i n e feed' to be punched i n particular places on thetape, peralt-^ 
t i n g tabulation of tho results on a t e l ^ r i n t e r . 
She ci r c u i t m^<^B ne^tive I x ^ i c , and current isarmaeed to flow 
into the output amplif iero i^xere no hole 10 to be punched. 
Measrs. Hon^yvBll Controle Ltd. quote an accuracy of f o r the 
j?eccarder and the only o^er cauw of error i n the analogue to d i g i t a l 
coavcjrter ia the voltage ehaage to freawency. Tbis, detexmlaed 
ea^riiaentaUy, i s about tOie overall error of 1^ for this equip-
ment la W5ll below the f i e l d instruaeata' gero fluctuations. 
HSGORBER 
ah© recorder vused la a 16 point tastrument with a range of aV. 
I t s input <^annala are printed i n the fern of points on a chart at the 
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rate of one ertzy Q»k BBC, and alQng^idc i s printed the corrtaponding 
channel nuabtr. !Ihi» Honeyvell recorder mplcy$ a 16 vay ccanutator 
switch vhich connects the external inputs i n turn into i t s potsnticneter 
ci r c u i t . The Inccalng voltags i s aeasured against the slidevire 
voltage and any difference bet-men the t^o.. is smpllfled by a unit 
i ^ i c h energises a bals»ciag motor. motor mores the contactor 
on the slidevire u n t i l the difference i n voltage is zero. A eener 
diode regulator provides a constant voltage to the neasuring clrcolt. 
A alcrosvltch vas f i t t e d to the printing arS) and one i«s also f i t t e d 
to a cam «hich closes the svltch after t^iannel l6 has printed i n order 
to reset the scalers. Ttxe precision potentlcxtteter which supplies the 
voltage<«to«f requehcy converter i s ahunted by a 12 K resistor, i n order 
to help to restore the linearity of the frequency output nfcicb i s 
s l i ^ t l y non^lihsar for low input voltages. 
5hi8 is a unit which receives One voltags f r o t the recorder's 
external potenticaeter (HVl) and converts i t into the r s p e t l t i m rate 
of a short pulse. 
^ e voltage lo^t to the converter i s fed into T2 between i t s 
base and emitter^ and f r m now on for ^ i s unit i s referred to as 
negative with respect to the V line. 
I f the emitter of 35 i s more ne^tive thaus the base of !I5 no 
current w i l l flow frca i t s collector and therefore Tk and f5 v i l l not 
conduct. Hbe potential of l^e base of !E5 i s ^ erefore fixed by the 
resistors 15 Kf 1.3 E and 550 a at about >2 V with respect to this 
58. 
•••18 y line* Siqgrpose that for a start tiie ©aitter of 35 i s at 
about 17 V and the potential at the slidewire cozttact RVl i s 
more negative than 0.4 V (the potential required for base current 
to flow i n T2)j then the potential at the emitter of 15 w i l l go 
positive at the rate dstezralned by the 0.01 \sF condenser and the 
resistors 35 K + HV3. 
When the emitter of T5 reaches a potential of about 0»k 7 
positive with respect to i t s base t^e transistor conducts and the 
collector current ^ i c h passes into the base of i s fed back into 
the base of T3. 'Ihe conseqUenc$: of this i s for the conduction to 
increase further and so bot^ the emitter and base of T3 eure teiutn 
rapidly ne^tive. 
!Ihis conduction w i l l ccae to eai end when the current throufjb 
the emitter of T3 Is insufficient to hold ^  and Tk i n the 
'bottaaed' eondition. [A F.1I.F. transistor i s "bottomed" Mtm the 
input voltage is sufficiently negative to cause maximum collector 
current to flow. Olie collector potential Is then only slightly 
more negative tbaa the emitter potential, usually about half a volt J. 
When this happens the emitter of 15 is now at about <i^ l7 V and con-
duction steps abruptly leaving the base of 15 to return to the 
potential detezmined by i t s resistors. 
During the period lAtere the Quitter of 15 is going positive the 
base of isi held at about *0.3 V by the resistors 15 K, 1.8 K and 
330 Q. Ihls voltage i s smaller than that required for base current 
flow and so m w i l l not coialuct during t h i s pe3?iod. Ihe base of 15 
59. 
i s held at almost earth potential during the flyback period and so 
l^e base of H has now gone sufficiently negiative for base current 
to flow. I33is means that the charging and input currents are 
diverted from the base of TS to the +18 V line. I f H were not i n 
ci r c u i t the oscillations would only occur over a limited range of 
input voltages, due to the fact that the collector current of T2 
at high input voltages w i l l maintain 15 and in the bottcoed 
condition. 1Su» potential drop across the capacitor changes i n a 
rapid linear sffinner i n the f i r s t phase of the flyback period and 
in the second xihase the potential on the capacitor i s almost con* 
stent at a value dose to that of earth. 
Ihe output frequency i s not a linear function of ^  input 
voltage, but f o r values up to 2000 c/s the error is only +0.7 c/s. 
However as the oseillatcsr w i l l not start f o r i i ^ u t potentials lower 
than 0.4 V and as the linearity i s poorer for low voltages i t i s 
desirable to l i f t the toj^ voltage by a constant amount and reset 
the counter dscatrons to a negative niaiber. Ubis enforces a sero 
count to be laade and thereby gives an almost linear output, ihe 
resistors HV2 + 22».T*ilch are connected i n series with R71 ensure 
i3aA% there i s a largs enou^ voltage applied to TZ and this can be 
changed by R72 to a j^t-edetexnined valw* 
Ohe use of slliccm trwisistors renders the circu i t relatively 
insensitive to changes i n ambient ti»^rature althouf^ ut^ change 
in the i i ^ u t resistors snd the 0.01 MF condenser w i l l directly affect 
60. 
freguency output. Ihese ccaponents were therefore obtatined v i t h 
lew and ccRplesmtajy temperature coeffieients. TJ is purely for 
amplification purposss. 
Ihe h pole 5-w»y switch and i t s adjacent Jack J l are to 
allow Inputs not recorded on the 16 point recorder to be fed directly 
into the analogue-to»'digital converter either In pulse form thereby 
bypassing the voltage*to^frequency ccaverter, or in voltage froa 
slmilftr to that supplied by SVl. 
MOHOSMUB TIMiaS tflfIT ASP GADS (PK. 2.k) 
Frm now on potentials are referred to as positive with respect 
to the sarth line. 2he voltage*to*fre(iuency converter is operating 
continuously and i t s input i s allowed into the counters for about 
l/lOth sec. Ht^ia tlsie interval i s detexrained by a mcmostahle multi-
vibrator coaprlsing ITS lujd 7?. ^ e monostoble circuit has csie quasi-
stable and one stable state. A negative trigger pulee frcm the starter 
' unit f l i p s the c i r c u i t into the unstshle states and the circuit sub-
/ Sequmtly flops back Into the stable state, the stable state i s 
/ with T6 conductiag wad TJ cut off. Ihe trigger pulse switches on T7 
thereby switcaiing T6 off. 2he collector of Tf goes positive and takes 
the base of IE6 positive with i t thus cutting off 16. Bie 1.7 con-
denser now discharges through ^  and the 68 E and the ci r c u i t auto-
matically switeh#s b a ^ lAien the base««Qitter voltage applied to Is 
apgproxlmately zero. Hbsi dumticm of the quasl-Btii>le state i s 
governed by the X»7 condenser and TNk -f 68 E resistors. Qiis 
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monostable f l i p - f l o p therefore delivers one output pulse of a 
pre*deteTmined length for each i^put pulse from the starter unit. 
Hie positive timing pulse obtained from the collector of TJ 
i s inverted by T8 and togetixer with the frequency output from 15 
i s fed into the base T9. In the steady state l^e collector of 
Td and hence the base of !79 Is held at about +18 V and therefore 1$ 
w i l l not conduct. However for the duration of the timing pulse the 
voltage from T8 i s sero and so the frequency output from T3 causes 
19 to conduct at the pulse rate. Oils i s inverted at the collector 
of and allowed into the counter decatrons. 
Dhe jack ^ 2 allows other timing pulse to be fed i n as 
required. 
MxmsL^ smam wm (na. 25) 
Ihe recorder microswitch HSl or amual switch PSl, either of 
idiieh sets off the ^ o l e cycle of operations In the aoalogue-to-
d i g l t a l cfKwerter, were both found to chatter duriog i n i t i a l testing 
a£ the equipment. Hiis gave double and trebM'^ counts on the 
decatrons depending on the nvsaber of pulses passing into the timing 
unit, ^ ^ use of t j i i s me(^ianical chatter a bistable multivibrator 
was b u i l t i n order to give a single triggering pulse. 
I t consists of two transistors !EL0 and T i l connected <aie to 
the other i n such a mani^r that there is positive fee^ack round the 
loop. BSadi transistor has two stable conditions, bottomed or cut off. 
73x9 application of a trigger pulse w i l l cause the transistors to 
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change their states frem TIO hottocmd WL cut off to TIO cut off 
TU bottomed or vice versa. In the nonnal state HO is bottcmed 
and T i l cut o f f | but one (or more) negative pulses frcm MSI to the 
base of T i l w i l l tend to switch . . i t on. IhU w i l l cause the collector 
of T i l to go positive vhich i n turn makes the base of TIO positive^ 
and this causes TIO to cut off thereby causing i t s collector and the 
base of TU to go negative causing TLl to conduct. !Ihe unit i s then 
insensitive to aay more input pulses and therefore a single negfttive 
pulse can be taken from l^e collector of TIO. To resets or return the 
unit to i t s original state, a negative pulse i s applied to the base of 
TIO but this w i l l be dealt with later. 
Jack J5 allows for the insertion of a separate negative pulse to 
bring about l^e cycle of operations descrlbad. 
THE COUHTBH XEQAWOW' (FIQ. 26) 
using cold (»thode decade counter tubes for single pulse 
operation for thia mit, the count could be displayed visually as 
well as being read out electrically. A negative izqput pulse steps 
i;^ the glow i n succession through each of the tea mala cathodes. The 
type used (E210A) permits counting rates up to 500,000 pulses per 
second which was well above the rate.required i n this equliment. 13M 
action of the EZlOA i s independent of the shape of the input pulse 
but the manufacturers reccDgnend t t o t a differentiated square pulse 
with 80^ 100 V peak amplitudes be used (Fig. a). Cie ao^plitude cf 
the output pulse is about 7 V (Pig. b). 
63. 
A • 
80-100 V 
(a) 
A 
9v 
*2v 
(b) 
I t w i l l be not^d that the main output pulse i s preceded by a 
'jpre-pulse* of lower amplitude of about 27. The pre-pulse has a 
duration comparable with that of the auxillaxy cathode pulse and 
i t occurs because the main cathode i s pre-ionized by the discharge 
of i t s adjacent cathode. Ihis pre<»pulse vas found to affect the 
action of the following decade and hence i t was necesaazy to use a 
diode gate circ u i t i n the tens and hundreds counters. 
13ae diode Dl is therefore biased to 2 V by a potential divider 
and this allows only tibe top. par't of the cathode pulse from the 
previous cotinter to pass into the base of 551. I t was also necessary 
when assembling the apparatus to connect the anode ]i*esistor directly 
to t^e tube socket t o avoid self-capacitance i&ich led to pazasitic 
oscillations causing false counts. 
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12ie positive pulse of aoplltude 7 V is passed into the base 
of 151 vikicb i s a high v o l t a ^ germanium switching transistor. 1!he 
collector of 15l8?3S sharply ne^tive end the differentiated pulse 
i s the decatroa driviiig pulse. 
"Qx^ output from each decatron i s tai»n from gates Gl, one gate 
corresponding to each bole i n the tape. As the code used i s binary 
coded decimal i t means the gates w i l l occupy positions 1, 2, k, 8, 0 
on each decatron. ISae cathodes from tiie other positions on the 
decatrons are connecte<l to tStoir appropriate gates t h r o u ^ diodes 
\4iich prevent feedback. 
To reset l^e counters to any number a short iiegative pulse of 
about 120 V i s applied to the corresponding position. 
As mentioned earlier i t was neeessazy to reset the counters 
to 9^ and so a eero count of 11 w i l l overcome the non-liziearily 
of the voltage^ to»frequency ccmertev* 
PKOGHftMMER (vm, 27) 
Ih i s complex logic c i r c u i t has the power to activate, i n order, 
any eectioa of ttie analogue to d i g i t a l converter i4ien i t receives 
signals to do so, and also ^ i t s fca:" acticn to be ccnpleted 
before starting with aitother. ^ these means no part of tJae con-
verter can be overlooked and evezy character w i l l be pundied. ihe 
programmerwo2ks i n elcre contact with the corautator decatron (Fig. 28), 
the workings of '«hich are described later. 
65. 
a) Clock pulise genexator 
Ccml^r tixftiy that tba glow is retttoig on the t%ro cathode 
of the ccBSfttttator a« thia v l U he the |est poeitlca* Due to this, 
thez^or«, B<m c u r m t pastes into the hase of Tl^^ svi t^lng I t on 
andpAttlng I ts cOlLlector at earth potential* I t Is held ;ln that 
state hecaase is an effective short circuit hetwsta the anltter 
and collector* HxiM taalntaias the emitter of Tl6 at ahout 9 V due to 
the pot^sjtial dividing action of the tvo IM resistors. Tl6 v l l l not 
conduct unless I t s loiltter Is more positive idum Its base and vlthout 
i s 
any current flowing the trase potentlsVfixed by 12 E and 22 K 
resistors to be shout 22 V. 
I f SGosfaov the glov can be made to move frost the sero cathode 
then 'Slk no longer conducts and the oscillator t r i l l run. Ihe glov 
Is removed by t^e irecorder mcotentarlly closing the svltc^ NSl or by 
manual control 1^ 3* Ohls passes a sharp oegfitlve pulse into the 
base of T15 then conducts for a ^ o r t period of t±ae. Ibis 
causes the emitter of ^ 5 and hence the base of Tl6 to go sharply 
negative and thus Tl6 conducts* As i t does so TL7 coaducts^ and 
eo does Tl6 tihlch produces a dock pulse from Its collector. !Ihe 
.effect of this clock pulse Is to produce one driving pulse to the 
canmutator decalnron and thiis the glov mores from the zero position 
to position 1. Because there is no longer aqy current floving from 
the zero position Ti^ no longer j^ s any base current and therefore 
cannot conduct; hence Tl6 cannot conduct. Ibe cqaplez of Tl6, T17 
and US therefore proceeds to oscillate^ and the rate at tdilch I t 
66. 
0SQiliB.te9 iB gcnrei^d tto3M resiitor aod 0*5^  caadenscr* 
^ opcrOtiQa of the osciUator Id as foXXam» Assimine that 
a cXoGk pCUe la^ as Just bacm fozaed tlie eolttdr of 216 v i l l ba 
eaoei^ztt near tartJi potential. Ihe capacity is dtax^d to about 
16 V but I t doean't stay like tbat. I t prooeecls to discbarge^ or 
cbsfl^ positively tbrou^ the IM resistor going mor» and aore posi-
tive* Sooner or later i t v i l l get positive vitb respect to tbe base 
of T1& and i^en i t does Z16 conducts s l i ^ t l y . Ihe potential oa the 
base of £17 nov causes this transistor to conduct slightly betneen 
collector and eiaitter •«bich has the effect of lowering the potential 
on the base ^ 6 . Ihis action nov allows Tl6 to pass more current 
and l^e process continues vezy quickly causing Tl6 and T17 to go hard 
into CGoduction. iQas omitter of 7l6 is driven in the negative direc* 
ticaa^ thus recharging iht Q.^ ^ condenser to the ccaodition started 
vi th . 2he conduction of course stops idien this point is r^ched due 
to the emitter being negative vith respect to the base, so that the 
ci^ d<gnB3r discharges via the IM resistor again. Qic oscilloscope 
picture of tto vol ta^ across the condenser v l l l therefore be a , 
sav^toot^ Kavefoin vhich Oxmu i^e voltage going slovly positive and 
rapidly negative. Each tiiae conduction telces place the esitter 
current of !I1T goes into the base of TlQ \ihich merely serros as an 
amplifier and tlm» a cloci: pulse is produced at i ts collector. So 
naturally idien stdtch MSI or 7^ is cloned, the progrfBomer starts vi th 
an aortlfieial clock pulse and thereafter runs i tself unt i l the glov 
once more resta m the sero cathode. 
67. 
!I!he duration of the clock pulse Is adjusted by varying the 
capacitance so that i t is Just a l i t t l e longer than the time the 
punch takes to ccnrplete a punching cycle, ^ e object of this v l l l 
be seen later but I t ensures that the pundi Is vorklng fast and 
- ^ r e is no possibility of missing parts of the code, 
b) ItoBXOxy unit (Slstahle) 
Silicon transistors have negligible leakage curremt^  that is to 
say no current flovs i n the collector drcult tmless there is base 
current of -Uie order of lOO ^  lEbls unit is made of a ccoblna^ 
tlon of a p«n-p (TaDand an n*p*n (TS^) transistor. In the stable 
state neither T20 nor T21 are taking current and therefore there is 
no collector current. ISils means the base of T20 Is naturally at 
e^ath potential. Similarly the base of 721 is at -MB V and I t v l l l 
stay l ike t^is forever unless t^e bass potentials are altered. Tbm 
negative clock pulse is fed into the base of TSl and this transistor 
v l l l now mcmentarlly conduct. Current v l l l f lov from i ts emitter to 
coliector and hence a small amount of current f lovs into the base of 
720. This transistor therefore ccmducts and supplies further base 
current to 721. Qie circuit therefore rapidly goes into a conducting 
state in t^idji the current is limited only by the resistances in the 
emitter collector lines and the load. 
The transistors 720 and TSi are nov very heavily bottcoed and 
so the clock pulse has succeeded in causing the coB l^ex of 720 ai»i 
721 to maintain i tself in the 'on' position. The unit therefore 
has t«o stsihle statea# either both cottductlag or both cut off . 
68. 
Ijhen the unit i s In the 'on' condition i t causes power to be 
suqppiied to the o^t^ut aiapllf ler£i» coamutator gates and run out 
ttfiJB^ and also drivea the coomutator on one position. The run out 
l*el«^ starts the punching action and lAien this is caDq;>lete a cam 
in th^ pune^ doses svlteh MS2 (the 'operation ccsiplete' evitch). 
iQlis svitd} otUteQ ^e base of T19 negative vitb respect to i t s 
entitter and thus sndtches i t on, thereby diverting the current frotft 
the collector of T30 avay free the base of 1 ^ . Ibis therefore 
brea]^ the memozy unit loop and T20 and T21 turn tbenselves off . 
cs) Bun out Aa^ifiei: ' 
ThiM unit cci^rises TZk, and 
!Ehe relays in the output aatplif iers operate electrcnagnets 
in t^e punch ii^ich bring plungers into position in order for holes 
to be punched. dSjey are driven through the tape by a csn cooneeted 
to the yms^ motor through an electrcnagnetically opemted dutch, 
^ i s is controlled by the run out a&pllf ier relay operated by T ^ . 
ISie dosing of P£^ aanually v i l l have the same effect on the run out 
relay aa tjie '^ bottcaing'* of the translstozv in the saaaoxy unit. 
^ e negative step voltage f rca the collector of T20 passes into 
the b&$e of T2;^ > is inveirted and passed into TSk ^ i d i i tAi ls t 
noxnally conducting^ is nov svit<±ed off* 
i n conseauencg of this the 2.Q condenser begins to charge; 
this introduces a s l i ^ t time delay idiich allovs the output relays to 
bring the plungers into position before the punching action ccBaaenees. 
The baee of T3^ begins to go negative unt i l , vhen the transistor 
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Switche0> the rm out relay is operated, ihe sener diode Z is in 
circuit to increase the t l i ^ deliya$ ihn potential has to rise to a 
particular level before the zener diode allows the transistor to 
ccoduct. ^e diodes in the emitter and collector lines protect the 
transi^itor froa emf's induced in the relay coi l ^en i t is switched 
on or off. 
d) CoBSsutator drive 
TtM negative step voltage QQ the base of 723 caused by the 
msmoiy unit being switched on, is inverted by i t and passed into 
tket CQBsautor drive tra;^istor T ^ . 
commm ( m . as) 
Olhe pulse froQ T22 is differentiated, paeeed into the base of 
the h i ^ voltage transistor ^isS wid the resdting differentiated 
sharp negative pulee drives the ccomutator on one j^si t ion. 
Hie positiaoiis of the dis^barge on this decatrcst deteznines the 
operation to be perfottoed and are as folliows: 
0 •* stand by position 
1 * 'Space' is punched 
2 * 'Hundreds' digit punched 
3 * "Sism* digit punched 
k 'Units' digit pune^d 
5 m A l l unite reset exc^t binary scalar imlese T89 is conducting 
6 ^ '^ucvlAge return' is punched 
7 •* ' i ins feed' is puncJied 
8 * tlnaxy scalars are reset 
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9 " A l l units reset except binaxy scalars. 
I f the discharge is frcm positions 1,2>3>U, 6 or 7 the current 
passes Into gates G2 (described later) and thence to the part of 
the circuit vhere the operatlcm is to be performed. I f however the 
glov rests in position 5 and. 729 is nov conducting then the reset unit 
is set into operation and a l l decatrons are reset to zero. However 
t&en the binary scalar has arrived at i t s present number, current 
flows into tivis base of 729 ti^ch effectively short clreults the dis-
charge cu rmt to earth and hance no units are reset. The coMutator 
thm steps On one position at a time unt i l , i^en i t readies 8, the 
current into the baae of T^O has tha property of earthing the coUec* 
tor potential of this transistor and hence resets the binary scalars. 
This can also be done manually by pushing FS6. 
^ t n the glow reaches position 9 the reset unit is activated 
once more and the ccoautatc^ reset at the zero positIcxa. 
o\mm Aimjnm AHD CCI«OIA7OR GATES (m. 29) 
I f the glow on the ccxsautator decatron is in position 1 then 
current v l l l flow into the base of T53 In the f i r s t gate (G2). iOils 
current switches on the transistor and effectively short circuits 
taie emitter and collector. As the collector is at +18 V then this 
voltage is applied to the 'space' position of the diode matrix 
(Fig. 50) and onto the output aaiplifiers 1 and 2. Because of the 
negative logic of the circuit these poslti^is are the ones idiere no 
holes are to be punc^d. The diode froa the base of G2| In ccaijunctlon 
71. 
v i th the stabilized swpj^ from the sener dioda, ch<^ the top 
of f tlie pulse from the ccmsiutator cathode. Ihtt reason for this 
is tbat the output from G2 into the diode ntatrlx and jcouater gates 
must not be ragged and hence by squaring the caamutator pulse a 
better shape ie obtained at the aaitter of Ti^* !Qie incoming 
signal to the diode aatrix is passed onto the base of ^ 7 vhich 
conducts^ and loners base potential on !I36 switching i t off . 
Hence that relay v i l l not work. In the output soplif iers on which 
there is no sienel- to svitGh oa, !I!?6 ccaducts and the relays 
v l l l operate and inmeh holes. However i f there was always a 
potential on the base of TiS (frcm A) the output a ^ l i f i e r relay 
vouid operate ^ i n g the reet position and so vith the aid of an 
'and' circuit this power is only switched on vhen both the nemory 
unit is on and a gate 02 is taking current. 
3^ nesltive step voltage f rem the vmory unit switches on 726 
and this causes the <sBitter of 727 to raise i t s potential to -MS u 
Also >dien a sate Q2 is taking current through the 10 K resistor the 
base potential of 727 drops end this transistor is svitc^d on. 
The effect of the diodes between the base of 727 and the -^ 18 V line 
is to l imi t the current at the base to prevent destroying the 
transietor* '0x9 two diodes v i l l obviously lover tbe current for a 
F i g . (a) 
particular vdtage aors than for a single diode. / Hence cely when 
the 'and' circuit is on is there a current flowing into the base 
Of 1^6, and the output relays w i l l only operate at these tlaes. 
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Qomm aecATROi GATES AHD DIOIE MATHIX (m. 50) 
Tbe second clock pulse w i l l step the coaimutator to position 2 
and the next gate G2 Is opened. This time however the voltage is 
not applied to the diode matrix but to the f ive Gl gates of the 
hundreds decatron. Either one or t^ree of these gates v i U have 
ii^ltages applied to the base of their transistors (732) dapeadlng 
on ever of the decatron cathodes the glov Is aresting on. 
The transistor therefore conducts and the voltage frem the ccanu*> 
tator 0ate (G2) is fed to earth. Qie remaining gates (01) are 
s t i l l closed and so iixB voltage from the coBmutator v l l l paas 
directly to their corresponding output amplifiers and their action 
v l l l be surpressed. In this case therefore holes are punched <» 
the tape in the posltiosEis corre^ondlng to the gates (Gl) id)lch 
have current flowing tbrou^ their transistor bases. 
As the ccmautator is stepped on to positions 3 900, k the 
ten$ and units decatron gates are activated in a similar manner, 
whereas tAum the glow is on positions 6 and 7 the current f lov is once 
more through the diode matrix. 
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S3EISaB7 0HI7 (MO. 31) 
Itt caamutator position 9 ane. (tften position 5, current flows 
frcm the cathodes to the base of which svitches on a gives a 
negiitlve pulse on the base of 712. ^ i s pulse can also be manually 
obtained by pressing PS2* Ttit effect this is for 712 to ccaiduct 
mcmentarily and with the aid of a step up transformer a large nega-
tive pulse from the seconclazy co i l is applied to the trigger of t^e 
cold ca1±tode tetrode GTS 17? M. This causes the tube to f i r e drawing 
current throu^ the anode resistor, and hence the anode potential drops 
below the ztmnlng voltage of the t\d>e, "*Aiich cuts off . Bie large 
negative pulse on the anode of tihe tetrode is fed via condensers to 
reset the decatrons and stairter unit. 
I t was necessary to set the voltage of the sustainer electrode 
about 100 V mosie negative than the cathode so that i t s discharge does 
not go out ^en the Eiain dlsdjarge is eo^tlnguished. Ihe reascai for 
this is l ^ t owing to the small number of free electrons in the tube 
i t may be a \&ile before ioaitation is sufficient for i t to be 
restored* 
Bliam SCALER ifm, 32) 
In order for a teleprinter to print the punched data in columns, 
the code ^carriage return line feed" has to be inserted on the tape 
at S ] ^ c l f lad points. Fortunately the recordsr is a 16 point instru-
ment and l6 is a binary number. I f therefore f ive 8cale«of«.two 
counters are bu i l t , outputs can be obtained at the end of 1> 2, k, 8 
or 16 counts, and t^e output used to svitchcton 729* This shorts the 
7k. 
reset action of the nvsiher 5 cathode on the ccemutator v h l ^ then 
progresses to positions 6 and 7 to punch the required code. The 
output of the teleprinter can therif^ore be set into columns of 
1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 numbers. 
The binazy counter shown in Fig. 32 Is based on the Eccles*Jordan 
bistable circuit. The basic requirement for such a circuit is that 
each of a series of unldlrectloaal pulses applied to the circuit 
should cause the circuit to change from one stable state to the other. 
la this way the bi-stable circuit carries out one cca^lete cycle for 
every two input pulses, and v l l l give an output of me dlrectiiMial 
pulse for each qrcle. A division by two is thus adileved from Ix^ut 
to output. 
Consider the state 75^ is conducting and T55 Is off . The 
base of 73^ w i l l nov be s l l i ^ t l y negative with respect to Its emitter 
and therefore diode DI w i l l be conducting. 733 Is cut off and Its 
base is at the same poteitlal as i ts emitter and so D2 w i l l not be 
coaaiductlng. A negative pulse applied frem the starter mit through 
the 0*1 |iF condenser w i l l therefore be passed by the diode idilch Is 
most positively biased (D2), and this has the property of svltching 
733'on. ^ 9 consequence of this is for the base of 73^ ^ to go posi-
tive to the potential of i t s emitter thereby svitching I t off and 
one cycle has been coapleted. The output from laie collector of 
734 Is taken up to the next binary scalar and also to a single 
pole f ive way selector s^jltch. This^tOh can then select idtich of 
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75. 
thd bimxy pulfiee I t seeds to pass m to the base of T29. lOie five 
sc&lex9 sure r$set both fran tltd 9 positlcga of the ccouutator ead 
also f & aicro-swltcji 00 the i^corder vhich closes after daarmel 
16 has printed. 2hlS reset action is slap3;y the conaectloa acoen-
tarHy of the has^ of to earth potential on a l l the scalers, 
thextthy returning then a l l to the ssaie state at the same time* 
The tape froa the ponch is autooatleallor wound mto a spool 
driven a motor idth a slipping dx'ive connecticrn* Tbls ensures 
the tape is vound t l ^ t l y without rislc of tearing. 
POWER SUEPLISS 
Two power units ewgrply the analogus>to*dlgital converter* 
Power supply 'X' (Fig. ^3) is situated inside the tape punch housixtg 
and pcNer supply 'Y' (Fig. 3k) is mounted on the main rack. The 
fozmer unit^ Msploying an auto transfomer, svQ>pli«B 120 V A.C. to 
the punch motor, 80 V D.C. to the punch relays, JO V D.C. to the 
tape winder and 12 V D.C. to the punch run out relay. Rectification 
is achieved using siliccai rectifiers. 
Power unit however supplies D.C. voltages to the main 
anaologue-to-digital converter. Hus 2k0 V A.C. liqput to this power 
pack can be switched on manually using a double pole double throw 
switch, and as this is done a neon bulb illuminates a red disc on 
the front paoel. ^ i s mains voltage Is also fed to the recorder 
amplifier and to two trans^omers* One transformer gives a 20 V 
A.C. output whereas the other transformer gives -titiree A*c:* outputs, 
namely 90 V, 5 V and TOO V. Uie 20 V, A.C., after being i«etif led 
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vi tb A bridge jrectifitr^ ia split luto tw> output^ oot stablllztd 
and cm not. Qm of -^esei liicoi^poriikting an l8 V t^mt dlocLt « 
2000 (iF cond9n89£>, ev^pj^lis the a ^ U i M d Supply 18 V(A) to the 
coii^«rter> aad th« other uftlng tvo ^000 iaF •moothing eondtoMrt 
aupjillea the unstahiliaed 18 V(B) to the contrerter* !Chla latter 
unetabUiaed svcpply is fed to tto high current tranalstora and the 
relaya^AB i f thez>9 had only been a aingle l 8 V aupply the eonatantly 
vazying load vould greatly binder the atablllaation neceaeaiy for 
certain traaslatore. 
Ihe ^ V output from the aecond transformer la the heater ei^ yply 
to a double diode rectifying valve type no* yjhG, To allow for 
fuH^wave rectification the centre tap of the TOO V winding la 
earthed and the output aaoothed with tvo h |iF condenaera and a 10 H 
choke giving a ^00 V O.C. source* Ihe 90 V A.C. eupply la rectified 
v i th a aillcon rect i f ier auod Biaoothed* but one aide of the output la 
connected to the 18 V(B) supply giving a total of 110 V D.C. output 
for the decatron drive* ^e oanual avitch Gl or relay avitch Al 
allowB V A. C* to be fed into the punch pover aiqpply and therefore 
placea thle unit in the atanclby poaitlon; a neon bulb in thia circuit 
UlusiiiQatea a green di&c on the panel* Another manual avitcb S2 or 
3nelay ewitch A2 feeda ^00 V DC onto the anode of the decatron tubea* 
Thla voltage la oiily switd6ied on during recording eo aa not to cause 
a glow on a poaltion of the decatron tubes whilat t h ^ are not in use 
so aa to lengthen their l i f e* 
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I t ie possible to switda the relays Al and A2 autCBiatleally 
along with the c ^ r t drive switch thus allowing the analogus-to-
dlgital<Dnverter and recorder to come into operation. Bxe socket 
outputs from power sttpply 'Y' are shown at the top of Fig* 3^ and 
t h ^ a l l placed at the rear of the unit so that they are easily 
accessible. 
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CHAPCSR 6 
UBQBkTOm TESTUn OF TSB SPACE CBABQS COLLECTOBS 
GBHERAL 
MOORE ET AL. ( I96I) investigated the properties of the f Uter 
medium used in these collectors by drawing a i r containing approxi-
mately 10® condensation nuclei per cm® through the f i l t e r , and by a 
^otometric loethod of evaluation concluded that the. f i l t e r removes 
99^ or more of titiese nuclei. 
However, as can be seen froa Table 3 t to radius of large ions 
and condensation nuclei is a factor of 100 l a r ^ r than that of email 
ions and, as small ions contribute a mior part of the atmospheric 
space charge away from city air , I thought that these previous tests 
were insufficient to prove the rel iabi l i ty of the collector. I f i t 
could be shown that the space chaurge collector could remove a high 
proportion of amlX ions this type of apparatus would be an excellent 
space charge mi^suring device in dean air. 
TABLE 3 
RAOIUS MOBILriY 
cm X 10~® cm sec""* per v m"^ 
ftiiall ions 6 1-2 
Intermediate ions 15-70 0.2-0.01 
Large ions 8O.5OO 0.008^0.0003 
Fine dust, smoke, etc. 100-100,000 0.003-0.000000^ 
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The actual testa were carried out during a period of two montha 
m a am&ll rocQ cf dioensloas ^mx^mxhtu where there waa vexy 
l i t t l e dlatuziaance of the air due to hunan aourcea* 
HBCORPgOP E Q O I I M E S T AIID C A L I H R A T I O H 
During the earlier paxrt of the teata idien no accurate flow^ 
cieaaurlng equipaent waa available i t waa d i f f i c u l t to auHwure the 
volja&e <af air that the l^ birae atage c e n t r i f u ^ fan had aueked throu^ 
the f i l t e r * A venturi tutbe waa conatrueted and inserted in the rubber 
ttiblng exhauat lead from the apace @faarge collector* Uaiog a atandard 
^ t e r maaoDteter a ]^aaure drop waa dbserved) but la order to detain an 
accti^table value for tha flow i t waa neceaaai^ y to purohaae a aanaseter 
aaitaa>le for sumaurliag the preasure difference much aore accurately* 
However In the auian tlae the Korthexn Gaa Board had agreed to our 
pt^rchaeing accte aecond hand gas neters| thus the venturi tube method 
waa abandoned* 
In the few weeks before the metera were due to arrive a roueh 
calibration was ourrled out using a 90 cu. f t * polythene bag* Obla 
waa oade with a regular ^ p e ctf aldea 3 f t * x 3 f t * x 10 fti^ with a 
small hole in one cozner in i^ich the extzactor fan eacbaust could be 
placed* !Ihe bag lay between ci^boarda ao placed l ^ t Ita shape 
rsEBaimd rectangular while i t waa being inflated, and a calibratl(^ 
curve drawn of voltagd supply to the extractor fan against volume of 
a i r paaaed per see* IJhe resiatancetiD flov> due to the polythene bag, 
would be very alight owing to the very thin polythene sheet frca \dxich 
i t was cc3)atructed* For the la^er teats however the gas meters were 
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obtained; had alreaidy been calibrated to 1^ 
Two vibrating areed ele^^trometers were used to m^sure thecurrent 
flowing to earth frota the space charge collectors and the outputs 
from the B^^lfiezns were fed to recording apparatus in an adjacent 
dark room. 
!Qis recording was carried out photograpblc»lly. Two Tlnsley 
mirzQr galvananeters were used, each having a periodic time of 2 s<ic. 
In order to give c r i t i ca l dan i^ng^ shunt resistors of 10 K were 
connected across the coils ^ i c h hlid resistances o£ about <3bms* 
Xhe s ^ s i t l v i t y could be altered at the vibrating reed electrometer 
ntetia amplifier unit which gave an output of 1 mA f u l l S(»le indepen-
dent of the voltage range selected* 
!I!he camera used for these recordings WAS made in the laboiatozy 
woz^ elhops and i t was equi]^d to take a 100 f t r o l l of 2M) am width 
recording i^per. In order to drive the camera a gsared down 2^^ V D.C. 
motor was used (the supply coming from a mains rectif ier unit) and 
this gave a paper speed of 3^ Inches per hour. Qie ealvancneter laisps were 
focussed to give a pai»llel beam of l i ^ t through a vertical s l i t . 
!IhlQ was-reflected from the plane mirrors fixed to the galvenometer 
suspensions onto the plastic camera lens idiic^, being a cylindrical 
horizontal lens, focussed the verticed s l i t Image to give a spot on 
the recording pa^r* In later ea^riments a fogging lasrp was switched 
into operation for 30 sec in evezy minute to provide a time scale for 
record analysis purppses. liChis unit was operated by a microswitch 
and cam driven by a mains powered motor rotating once evexy minute. 
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TtiQ l^vancmetera wwre arrangad to $ive a centre sero on the 
recording paper but the tracea were separated e l l ^ t l y in order to 
be 0a8iiy diatinguiahable frcn cm cmother* 
VatJOiSBM DOR (SBSERAiPOIt 
f o r the purpose of the teeta I t waa neoeesaiy to inereaae e<m-
siderably the eoneentratlon of small ions i n the air and aa a r t i f i c i a l 
ioniser had -^us to be conatructed* Uaually one aaauiaea that l<»ia 
faraed in the a i r are a l l of the same kind independent of the a i r 
lonisftr* Ihia aaauaption 10> vlth lum exceptlGoa, correct idiea 
producing ions In pure gattea under reduced preaaurea, but not in air 
at atmoapherio pztsaaure. l o t bodiea and corona dtachari^ have been 
found to fozm ions with lev and h i ^ loo^illtiea (SU^SIk 1993)* Alao 
ultra violet r a ^ t i o n produces a pr«dcalnaace of larat loaft (lORlXGBR 
and $IE31C& 199a}* The ejiperlmenta to be perforned would benefit i f 
the small ion concentration of the air far outve l^d the large ion 
cimcentration and I t was therefore conaidared advlasble to build a 
polonium lon-*eenerator frca tdildi only SBsaU lona would be esq^cted* 
HiCKS (1^6) h^d deacrlbed eudti a gcmerator for use in the 
biological alrt^emdltionine of hoapltala> and an iaatrument elfflllar 
In design was constructed fo r tlie teatlng of the apace diarge collec-
tors* A :^otograph and ech^satic dlagraai of the poloniui i(ai»generator 
are aaan in Figs* 3? aad 36. 
A brass ttxbe ^ m In diameter had a strip of Fo 210 f o i l placed 
caa the inaide 2 cm below the top of the tvl»e* ISiia vaa inaulated. 
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with perspex, from a 2^ V IXC. blower motor >aiich was used to 
propel a i r through the tube and into the encloMd roGm where the 
tests were to be carried out. lisgative ions were separated by 
connecting the negative terminal of a h i ^ tension battexy to the 
tube and the positive tezminal to earth. In the radium decay series 
Fo 210 is the last radioactive elment, giving an advantage that only 
O-rays are emitted wi^out aqy by-products which cause large ions and 
therefore only small ions are produced. 
Tfng UJSSTS 
OSie space charge collectors were f i r s t placed side by side on a 
bench in the dust free rooa and the extractor unit placed outside the 
door to reduce ionlsation caused at the carbon brushes. As the gas 
meters were not yet available i t had to be assumed that a 'Y' function 
in the extractor hose upstream from Ha ftm would cause eqtual pressure 
drops across both f i l t e r s . 
the window of the rocm were opened and an extractor fan switched 
on to aid circulation of the air . Bssults showed very similar traces 
from both collectors, but i t must be appreciated that the rocn w i l l 
contain ssoall pockets of varying s^ace charge giving rise to slight 
discrepancies between the traces. 
Both collectors were now placed in tandem in order to calculate 
the amoimt of (diarge cau£^t in the downstream f i l t e r , and simultan-
eous readings were recorded on the photographic paper. Ihe trace 
shown in Fig. 37 is a photograxdi of a typical result where the 
conditions were as shown* 
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Prior to aiqy set of z«sults being taken the eidvananeters were 
calibn^ted i4 position so as to oveTccme the possibility of »ero 
cliwsig$ islna» the last record. Ihe two traces were for different 
ssns i t iy i^ ranges in order to ao^lify asQr effect in the downstream 
collector* i t c«£i be seen tbat less iAm 1^ of i3x% <^ tiarge appears to 
esciapt l^rough thi# f i r « t f i l t e r . Similmr readings have been obtained 
oiver St wide rsags of flow r»tes and wit^ the collectors interdiaagad. 
^ s e tests howtnirer did not indicate eicactly how many ions were 
emAing both f i l ters without beihg recorded. %e answer to this was 
G3»taliM!d vi'^ the use a oylliidricai ion counter kindly loaned by 
}3f. K.A. Hiesu&i ot this D |^iartmeat. !Qiis was used fo r measuring the 
concexltratiaa of smftll ions present in the rocm before and after 
f i l t r a t i o n . 
me ion counter was f i r s t described by msSSS (I901) and i t 
consists of a hcdXow cylinder wlt^ casaier ooazial oyllnder as 
Shown echematicalljr in Fig. (a). Screening is provided by means of 
m earthed aluminiu)& box cover. Air is drawn between the two cylinders 
by an extractor fan and a potential difference is applied between the two. 
3^ 
Fig. (^> 
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Ccstaider an ion P of aiobility K in a ecmdenaer of length L with 
inner and outer cylinder x«dil r and R reapectively* Let the air 
flow be a ahd the potential difference V in auch a direction aa to 
attract the ion to the central electrode. <Ihe ion F haa two perpen-
dicular velocities 
dx 
where F la the intensity of the electrical field* Ihe potential 
gradient at a point y from l^e axla la given by 
M V 
Oiherefore • f 
y3^8er 
^ f a x « . l o ^ | y d y 
and in order for a l l ions of mobility K to be ci^tured Inalde the 
length of the condenaer 
f j r ' ' d x . . l o g ^ | / % d y 
o B 
^ « - i X o g ^ | ( l f . r « ) 
For a potential V therefore, inaide electrode of the con-
denser w i l l capture ions with the mobility of 
and ions of smaller mcbllity w i l l not be captured. 
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ihe dlmenaioaa of the Puzham ion counter were R « 2* 8 cm 
r s 0*6 oa i;i M 32 cm and the potential difference V was such as 
to attract a l l ions with mobility greater than 0.8 cm sec"^  per V aa~^  
for a 3 l i t res aec^ ^ air flow throu^ the tube* 
Cie central electrode the ion counter was ccmnected through a 
IQi i cd^ resistor to earth and a vibrating reed electrometer waa used 
to measure the potential difference acroaa i t* Gas metera were used 
\ 
to msaaure the flow and once more the extractor fan waa placed outside 
the room. 
^e z^sults of thlS/ 6x^rlme^t can be aeen in Fig* 38 iritxich haa 
been traced from the photographic record* Firstly the poloQlum ion* 
generator was awitdied on and negative o&all icsis were produced. A 
density of 12,000 negative aoudl ions caT^ waa recorded on the ion 
counter* Secondly the Ion counter vaa attached to the esdaauat aide 
of a apace charge collector and the flow adjusted to be Identical to 
that ih the f i r s t stage of the ajQierlaent* Photograjhic recorda were 
taken of theae two reaults but with different scale aeaaitlvitiaa. 
The Vibiating reed electrometer used for this experiment had a fluc-
tuating zero error on '^ile very aenaltlve scale and this waa alao 
recorded in order for corrections to be made* ^ meaauring to the 
top of the peaks recorded aa air flowed, i t was calculated that the 
collection efficiency of the f i l t e r vaa better than 99.8^ f o r maall 
Xom with a flow of 3 l i t rea sec"** throujji the f i l t e r . 
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Soete iooB OS Icnmr abb l l l ty must imr* heen rec( :^<dtd by tb t ica 
counter laut even t l lo i r ing f o r 9 10^ loaeeuzvc^ In the aw^er colI«eted 
this f i i ^ results aore vezy simljlar* 
I t c«a therefore tee fttsaoed that the nuaber of lateznsdlate aod 
large Ions efcaplmg eol lee t lm a t the f i l t e r taust he very- mach enaller 
than 0.2^ f o r the tlatr ujied. 
FIGUEE 39. 
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IBS S l f f i 
Durham Uhlveralty Obeervatory $taada oa a h i l l 130 m abo^e 
sea lervel and ahout 1 Ka to the in»Bt of Xhixhasi C i ^ . Sie obeerTrmtoxy 
i s gurrounded by agricul tural land and is v e i l atay trm. large douroea 
of ataoBpheric pollut ion. !Qie eite CKffere isany advantages and a use* 
f u l set of meterological instrumdnts are maintained there. Fig. ^9 
showa a j^o%Qsm^ of the cbservatory and Fig. ko gives an idea of 
l^pe of countxy oyerloolced by the building. 
^ 21 m l a t t i c e mast on ^ i o h thei instruoents w r e placed i s 
at the centre of ft f i e l d about 80 m due vest of the cbservatozy. 
(Qte timtf «hi<^ can be aeen i n Fig. kit ^ ereoted by the Hoxth 
Eastern Elect r ic i ty Sea|C>tn 19^2 »M i s guyed at four points. I t 
has a ladder r i g i d l y bolted to one side l e i ^ n g up to a platfoza 1 B 
belov tha top, and an am is f ixed Just belov this platfoxm on the 
southern side <^ the natst to carry e pulley f o r hoisting. 
Becausi of the distance froia the nast to the obseryatozy i t 
vas necessazy to i n s t a l l aoae of the electr<mic equi|iBi»t| gas aeters 
and Junotioa booees at the foo t of the mast. For this reason two bcsces 
were b u i l t . Hie largest of these IAS erected 2 m f res the baae of the 
oaat and I A S coru^tructed m i^or t legs v l t h an i^ pfper and lover ccn-
partoaat* ^ a instnioents i n the lover caipartiBent could be observed 
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hy opening doprii ftt elthar eide id i i ld t %o sada &atry to tbe tapper 
deck the sloping roof had to be l i f t e d (XTf. !Ihe outsido of the 
bcaE tns covered with aluminlm aSieet and the varioua connecting 
cdhlee vere brou£)it throu£^ holes cut In the underside. !Qie lower 
deck cc^tala^ tvo vibrating reed electrometer indicator units along 
with three bulbs idi idi itere always svltched <m and vere acting a& 
heatere. An l8*core cable from tiHe obtsezTatory yms ecmnected to a 
Junction box i n the upperdsck i ^ r e t^ere vere also installed six 
^ 0 y A. C. sockets euad a coaxial cable Junction boK. In another 
section of the u^^er deck a Variae t ^ s f o r m e r tea; vaxying the A.C. 
voltage to the extractor fan vas installed along v i th 2 relays. 
Ihese relays allowed remote control of the power to the suction fan 
and f i e l d a i l l to be perfoaoed from the c^servatoxy, as well as fo r 
autooiatic switching Of current to ike vet and dzy bulb theznistors. 
!Ihe second f o s i vhich MAB also heated> laie placed between the 
iat t icevork at the foot of the loast. I t contaii^d the extractor fan 
as v e i l as two gas iaeters whicb monitored the flow th rou^ the space 
ciharge collectors* 
Altaainim and alka-Uiene ti^e of dlaoeter 1 inch was aainly used 
f o r the suction pia^s as i t was vexy r i g i d and could be bolted to 
the laaet. Inside the box however rubber tubing vas used as this 
could be eoBpressed with Jubilee hose clips and the f low th rou^ 
eac^ instruBHtnt thereby controlled. 
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As tha eidbauBt fuoes f roa the extractor fan contained h i # 
quantities of positive space charge i t vas thought desirable to 
d i a ^ r g e thie $(^e distance avay i n order that i t vould not be 
msaaured by the space charge collectors. For th is pirpose the 
fumes vera led, v ia IS cm diameter aisbestos flue«pipes# to a point 
seme 30 m distant i&era the prevailing vlnd vould carry the charge 
a v ^ f ran the taaat. 
Wooden cro8s<^iBaibers vera bolted onto the siast v i t h '4' bolts 
to provide eaeor f i x i n g of the ateel plates containing the space (duu^ 
ci^lectors and head units. Eowwr, because of the ccmsiderabia 
veight of these anits and the d i f f i c u l t y i n assasbliag then together, 
i t vas decided to haul the ccstpletely assfloebled unit to the top of 
Hut mut vith bloch and tackle* The oost suitable positica fo r the 
upper eolleetor vas probably Just belov the axm of tbe nast at a hei«^t 
^ about l8 m> a* i n th i s posltioa the am vould considerably reduce 
the Qihanced potential gradient due to the oast* Also the iatslce of 
the collectors vould face into tine prevailing vinds. "Qiis vould 
mean t M t the laajorit^ of results vould be obtained nitm the a i r 
did not f i r s t pass through the mast, and hence lose ions of one sign 
at the surfa(»> of idxe mast due to the high potential padient. In 
order to f i x the top space charge collector i n pos l t ia i a tei^late 
vas used f o r correct asseB^ly of the vooden cross-aaabers, and then 
'tiije actual space charge collector unit vaa easily bolted on vbi l s t 
s t i U being held by the bloch and taeJOe aysten. 
mhe 70 f t . cables connecting the v lbmt ing reed electroaeter 
head unit and oain a c ^ l i f i e r unit vers v e i l v l t h i n the manufacturers' 
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reccia&iended length l i m i t of 100 f t . 
Ihe p^ohrcDietere idiich vere f ixed onto the oast v l t h 'J* 
bolts at ^ la> 2 a and 19 m faced north so that a low sun vould 
hot ehine direct ly into the intakes. % i l e t i n use the vater con-
tainers had fz^g^uently to be cleared of insects and r e f i l l e d , and 
^ e muslin covers f o r the vet bulbs vere replased i&enever they 
becaine d i r ty . 
!Zhe anemoaieters wsre easily supported as their main shafts had 
tapered plugs ^t the end ^ i d t i vere inserted into tapered sockets 
l^nnanently f ixed on stands. In the case of the lover anesiCDieter 
a han<3y'-angle stand ms erected on the grouz»i soae 3 a f r ca the aast 
socket 
and the brass . permanently f i t t e d at 1 a. During hours ySaen 
recording vas not taking place th is anemometer vas moved indoors. 
Tbe upper anemonster vas f ixed at a height of 17 m protruding to 
vest of the mast and vas held i n position by hancly««ngle 
8i;®J«>rtB. owing to the d i f f i c u l t y of taking this upper instnaaent 
indoors during periods of precipitation a cov^r could be lowered over 
i t on 4 brass rods and a heater i n the torn of tvo 6o vatt bulbs 
c^ainected i n aeries vas placed i n a box Just below i t . The lover end 
of the cover, >^iQh vas noxnally ^ m above the anemoDieter cu^s, could 
be lowered over the anemometer to meet the heater unit by the help 
of a pulley and a long %rire which stretched to the foot of the mast. 
HhiS upper aneacaneter vas placed 1^ m below the space charge collector 
ko that i t vould not Isopede any a i r l i ke ly to be sucked into the 
collector. 
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The upper f i e l d m i l l had b e ^ b u i l t and vas being used by 
Hr. Col l in , but he kindly offered i t f o r my use during f ine 
veather periods. ^Chis vas fastened onto the p la t fom at a h e i ^ t 
21 m and vae inverted. In the ca l ib ra t lm that Mr. Col l in had 
performed he had alloved f o r ^ e high e^osure factor due to the 
mast. 
ISie lower f i e l d m i l l vas placed i n the surface of the earth 
to eliminate any effects c»used by i t s framevork, and i n order to 
eliisin&te aiay effects due to tJie mast i t vas f ixed at a distance 
of 30 a from i t s base. As dampness vas l i k e l y to be a b ig factor 
i n a f fec t ing ^ e m i l l ' s performance the hole i n idii<^ i t vas f ixed 
vas concreted and the handy'*angle supports caaented f ixmly into the 
base of the hole. Bsatiag hulbs vere placed i n the hole, and dai^ 
a i r could escape th rou^ a venti lat ion hole near the stirfacej ^ s 
also aided the entity (J£ virea* A i m stiuare aliaainium cover vas 
p l a ( ^ over the f i e l d m i l l f lush v i t h the ground and a cirdOar hole 
vas cut i n tibe altmtiniin ti}roui^ vhieh the rotor of the f i e l d m i l l 
protruded vexy s l igh t iy . When this instrument v&s not i n use a 
cover could be placed over i t to prevent rain from entering the hole. 
Thi» caliiode foUover v i t h l n 1^ f i e l d m i l l case vas permanently 
switched on so that ifflmedlateiy pover va« s v ^ i e d to the motor a 
signal vould be obtained. Qte heating froa this valve vould also 
help to keep the e lec t r ica l coc^i^aenta dzy. 
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vaien calibration of the m i l l vas to be perfozn^d an aluminium 
table v i t h vooden legs ^ m high oould be dropped over the instrument 
end tfith the aid of a v i re from the table top to the observatory 
d i f ferent potentials could easily be applied betveen tbe table and 
earthed f i e l d m i l l rotor. 
A l l cables from the boxes to the observatory vere carried ebout 
30 cm above the surface on stalceSf ao that gras< and veeds did not 
grow over and hide themi thay then pasaed throu£^ a (^aanael unKler a 
path near the observatory building vhich they entered t h r o u ^ a hole 
i n the vai l* 
Inaide the cbservatory a 2 KVA isolation transfonaer supplied 
pover to the boa^s i n the f i e l d . Ib is vas a safety precaution as 
one side of the laains i s noxiaslly very close to earth potential and 
theraf ore only l i v e lead needed to be accidentally touched lAii ls t 
a persoa vas on the mast f o r him to receive a sevezx shock. With the 
a id the isolat icn transformer hovever both sidss of the mains vould 
hava to be held to receive, th is electric shock. 
IXtring I n i t i a l testing of the e<^ui|iment the f i e l d m i l l output 
vas d>served to have variations superiaqposed on the sigaal once evezy 
minute, and only a f t e r extensive cbsezvations vas this related to a 
pulse systffiii used i n an adjacent hut housiog aeismcneters. Ih i s pulse 
vas being fed back up tjie mains earth lead and coto the serettiiag of 
the coaxial cable from the f i e l d m i l l . To overcome this d i f f i c u l t y 
and also to eliminate earth currents i^ lch vere flowing i n the 
vibrating reed eleetrqtBater outputs the earth connections vere altered 
to be f ixed to a single point on the mast. 
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There vas also trouble v i t h the underfloor heating system of 
the c^sezvatory building. As th i s svit(^ied on, the mains supply 
voltage dropped from 270 V to 220 V. This direct ly affected the 
f i e l d m i l l power packs es the filament voltage also dropped 20^ 
thereby affect ing the amplifier output considerably. A constant 
voltage tran&foxaer vas t ^ r e f o r e obtained to overcome this d i f f i c u l t y . 
I n order to rewind the data tapes toe introducing into the 
caBputer* tvo 16 am f i l m winders v i t h a kiX gsar ra t io were f ixed 
onto a vooden base. The tape spool f r m the recorder vas f ixed on 
one iiide and ^ tape vas revound onto a central core protruding 
from a brass dise f ixed to the other side. This allowed tbe revound 
tape to be easily s l i d o f f the core and stoxed i n boxes. 
HSCOBDim I'BQCEIIOHE AMD AHALYSIS 
During recording a detailed log vas kept. Ciis gave details of 
the past and ;);£resent veather conditi(tt8, a i ^ i f l e r sensit ivi ty and 
psychrcmeter tesoperature ranges. I n fau:t any observed event tAiich 
migbt have icioe influence on the infoxoation being recorded was 
noted. 
Altogetiier about 500 hours of recording have reduced 750 f t . 
of record vhidi has been analysed. !£his was made up of records 
c^tained on over 7^ days i n the past twelve ticnths. 
9^ 
Ihe output (^cle on the data tape i s repeated eveiy ^2 channels 
and the i n f oztoatim i n evezy channel is represented by an Integer 
batveen 0 and 100. Of these ^2 numbers l6 are referred to linear 
relationships and an easy arithmetical sm can be performed to obtain 
the correct value. Tbe remaining l6 values have to be intezpolated 
from 10 non-linear graphs of 'sdilcai 2 are f o r vind calibrations and 8 
f o r temperature calibrations. Hhe computer programme has therefore 
to accept ^2 nuffiabers at a time, and perfcon operations on each number 
beiore pr int ing the results i n column form, iftere variations and 
gradients can easily be observed, ^ e output vould be oS: space 
charge, f i e l d and vlnd a l l at 2 levels, dry bulb temperature at k 
levels and absolute humidity at k levels. Fortumtely i t i s Just 
possible to f i t them a l l on one l iue of the teleprinter output. l a 
order t o intezpolate irczn the non»linear calibration curves i t vould 
be extremely d i f f i c u l t to feed i n a l l the numbers on the x-axis and 
the correq^ndlng values on the y«axis each correct to 1^, as this 
vould take up too much computer time at the comoenceasit of each run. 
A much better method i s to f i n d the equaticms of the curves, from 
^ i c h , on feeding i n a value from the x<*axis, the value of y is 
found to an accuracy of I j l . 
'0x9 E l l i o t t 803B ccaq?uter performed the operation f o r f inding 
the equations of these curves by accepting the values of x and y \ 
obtained i n the calibraticns, and f i t t i n g a polynosial to them ^ 
using the method of orthogonal polynomials. Oils Itezation process \ 
vas described by O.E. FOfiSJflHB (1957)* Given pairs of values \ 
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(Xj> y ^ ) , i ^ If 2, . . . , m, the programme ccn^utes a series of poly-
nom^ls 'Pj^(x), ^g^Mt etc. , where 
Pj^(x) i s of the fo r» 0^ + C x^ 
P (x) is of tbe foafta + C,x + G x* 
S G i f t 
P-{x) is oi the form C + C x + C x* * C x* 
w i s e 
and so on up to i f m > 21 or I f a < 20. Each of 
tiieee polyncsnials F^(x) Is such that i f y^^ -j «« f^ix^) then the sum of 
the sqtwares <^ tlie deviations J ^ Cy^-y^P i s a minimiau Bie data 
t&T.7^3 are preceded by the number m e.t^ also a value & lA^ich detezninss vhether or not the devieticai of any particular value <^ y^ ^^  from the 
correct value of y^ should be punched. Hie cri terion i s ttat (y^-y^i^^) 
w i l l be printed i f and only i f ^ ^[71 ^here y is laae mean 
value ^ y ^ ) / a ' l a each case S vas diosen to allow the deviation to 
be printed csily i f the exror was greater than 1% The output gives, 
f o r each polynct&ial in turn, the eum oi' the squares of the deviatic^s, 
the nutober of points idiich l i e bot^ above and below the l ine «»d the 
maxisuimi negative and positive deviations. Also printed, Vbere necessary, 
is the io^portant value of J f o r each case i^ere the deviation i s such 
n'^-rM > § v e i l as i t s deviation. Wien th is l a t t e r term is 
not printed the coasted curve i s within Vft of the calibration curve. 
!Qie f i n a l p r in t out f o r eaidi polyxmial is a l i s t of the coefficients 
OS eadli preceded by I t s associated power «tf x. I t i s theref oie 
immediately seen i^en an equation i s reached satisfying the conditions 
required and the i^rograsme can be stoj^ped. Tht podynnwlftTs co i^ ted 
x«u}ged f roa degree 3 to degree 6 and the coefficients vere quoted 
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correct to four figures. 
I t i s recamitend»d that the values of x and y be positive i n the 
i te ra t ion process used, and therefore fo r the teo^perature curves the 
values of teQeeratuie vere raised by lo'^ C vh i l s t the recarder values 
ranged from 0 to 300. The 0*300 range is based on the fac t that 5 
ten^rature ranges vere used i n recording, each coveriag Id^C, and 
therefore -5°C on the recorder i s isspi-esented by 0 atjd 25°C by 300. 
So, f o r exaople, i f •Qie raa^ on a particular day vas from 10® to 20° 
then 1$0 vould be added to the number on the data tape by the ccc^juter 
before interpolation ecBmeneed, and then 10°C vould be subtracted frcm 
the calculated value to arrive at the t«n5»erature required. 
llhe con^uter v l l l nov calculate the ejcact values of space charge, 
f i e l d , vind and temperature but the values of absolute humidity s t i l l 
remain to be calculated, ate values from tables are once more un-
suitable f o r feeding into the computer but i t i s possible to obtain 
humidity values by considering the prea««re*t«^ imture curve f o r 
Saturated vater vapour. 
VP.-. 
Pw 
P 
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fj^ i s the dry bulb temperature, the vet bulb temperature and 
T the temperature of dev point v i t h pjj , pj^ and p their corresponding 
oaximtoa saturation vapour pressures of vater. Begaault's formula fo r 
psychroaeters v i t h strong ««iptratlon zates, nsaely 
P * Py - 0.000656 H(TJJ - f ^ ) 
gives the value of p lAleh is the pressure of aqueous vapour corres-
ponding to and T - j . H i s the atmospheric pressure and f o r the 
purposes of this project i s taken to be 1000 1^) i n this fozmula T 
Is measured i n degrees centigrade. Ihe value of p i s directly pro-
portional to the value of absolute humidity or vapour density of the 
a i r and i t i s therefore cc^sidered suff ic ient to calculate p Instead 
of the absolute humidity. Once more hovever the equation of the curve 
must be foimd i n order to obtain p^ frem but this can be obtained 
from the Clausius^Clspeyron equation. Ihis equation Is 
" d r ^ - ^ ^ - f 
vhare e^ i s the saturated veter vapour pressure, v^ ^ and v^ are the 
specific volumes in the l i qu id and vapour state respectively, L Is 
the latent heat oi' vaporisation and T is the tempezature. ^ t by 
and 
assuming Vg » v^,/ that the perfect gas lava hold then 
I f s ^ L d l 
^e re R i s the specific gas constant l o r vater vapour. By lategzatlng 
th i s equation, and putting i n values of e„ and T from the xange to be 
used i n order to f i n d the ccaistant of integratlcm, the fo l lovlng vas 
S1 S2 F2 W1 U2 
90 120 70 2.9 4.5 
90 120 70 3.2 3.8 
80 110 90 2.6 3.5 
7° 130 70 2 .5 4.1 60 120 90 3.1 5.0 
60 120 70 3.0 4.5 
90 120 90 2.5 4.6 
80 110 90 3 .4 4.6 
80 150 90 2.9 4 .6 
100 190 110 3.2 4.8 
240 310 130 3.1 4.3 
240 230 130 3.0 4.6 
280 210 130 3.6 4.7 
240 190 110 4.1 4 .6 
170 230 130 3.2 4.4 
200 240 110 3 .0 3.8 
210 140 110 3 .4 4.5 
140 140 90 3.1 5.4 
90 110 110 3 .8 5.1 
100 1(10 90 3 .4 5.0 
80 150 90 3 . 4 5.3 
110 220 90 3 .4 5.2 
180 240 90 3 -1 5.2 
270 80 70 3.6 5.5 
110 40 70 3 . 2 6 .0 
50 30 70 3.7 5.5 
30 50 70 3.7 4.7 
10 40 70 3.0 4.7 
10 80 90 2.9 4.3 
40 70 90 3.1 4.7 
50 90 110 2.8 4.3 
80 140 90 3.0 5.3 
80 110 90 3.4 5 .3 
60 110 70 3.4 4.6 
70 110 110 3.1 4.4 
80 110 90 3.6 4.8 
80 130 110 3.2 3.8 
80 140 7° 3.1 4.0 110 110 9o 2.8 3.9 
80 80 70 3.0 5.2 
70 70 70 3.8 6.0 
70 60 70 4.4 6.3 
50 80 70 4.2 •5.9 70 30 70 3.6 5 .3 
70 40 50 3.5 6.3 
40 50 50 4.0 5.8 
20 100 90 3-6 4.6 
50 120 70 3.0 3.4 
90 120 70 2.9 3.6 
110 100 70 2.8 3.5 
150 90 70 2 .6 3.4 
110 90 50 2.9 2.9 60 100 50 3.1 3.5 
50 60 50 3 . 1 4.3 
60 0 30 3.4 4.7 
10 -10 50 4.0 5.0 
-10 20 70 4-0 4.6 
0 10 50 4-2 4.5 
-10 10 30 3.9 4.5 
-10 20 50 3.4 4.4 
10 50 50 .2.4 4.1 
30 60 30 2.4 4.0 
40 60 50 1.9 4.5 
90 60 50 2 .0 4.4 
70 40 50 2.2 5.0 
50 30 30 3-0 5.4 
20 30 30 3.2 5.9 -60 30' 30 2.8 5.5 
20 30 30 2.4 4.8 
30 40 30 2.5 5 .0 
10 30 50 3.2 5.0 
0 30 50 3.0 4.5 
0 50 50 3.0 4.5 
10 30 50 2.8 4.6 
30 70 70 2.7 5.1 
30 50 70 2.5 4 .6 
T1 T2 T3 T4 VP1 VP2 VP3 VP4 
12.91 12.12 12.10 11.64 
13.10 12.24 12.22 11.13 
13.91 12.52 11.83 11.19 
18.2 18.2 17.7 15.6 
18.2 18.0 17.8 15.8 
17.8 18.1 17.8 15.7 
18.2 18.2 17.9 15.8 
18.1 18 .0 17.9 16.1 
$ 18.0 17.8 15.7 
17.8 17.6 17-6 15 .4 
17.6 17.4 17.1 15-3 
18 .0 17.7 17-6 15.6 
18.5 13.0 17.7 15.9 
18.2 13.1 18.0 15.8 
18.3 I8 .3 , 18.0 15.8 
18.8 13.6 18.1 16.4 
18.8 18.7 18.5 16.5 
13.5 18.2 18.1 16.0 
19.2 19.0 13.6 16-5 
19.2 19.0 18.9 15.9 
18.7 18.7 18.5 16.0 
18.6 18.3 18.2 16.1 
FIGURE k2. ' 
12.72 11.95 11.76 11.30 
12.78 12.07 11.76 10.96 
$ 12.24 12.03 11.08 
12.01 11.30 -11.41 10.93 
12.89 12.26 11.89 10.99 
12.84 12.08 11.93 11.31 
13.05 12.41 12.29 11.41 
12.72 12.01 11.50 10.47 
12.47 11.55 11.31 10.97 
12.86 12-34 12.19 11.11 
12.10 11.25 11.40 10.16 
12.28 11.95 1'1i42 11.01 
13.01 12.45 11.71 10.55 
11.67 11.08 10.92 10.41 
11.73 10.91 11.02 10.35 
12.03 t l . 3 8 11.16 10.46 
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^&VQ T i s i n % ami QQ i a mb* 
Hie c o q ^ t ^ r v?ao now able to f inSl aic valus or % by equating 
the exponaatlal o f tiio a .E .S. of th io euEsatloa and beace the vapour 
prespux^ o vao TeuEd. Sh i s pycwqss vae rc-^ate4 by "ike camputos' for 
a l l k tfet ciad ds^ y bullj. t^ainssti-bus^Q i a cdcb block 52 aunbsro frcs i 
tbQ 4ape. 5Sie CGSKJU'SOS' p'oggmss x.tio now eocploto and i t accepto 
39 aic^es-D (st a. tiers i'Ksa the cSata tiaps, s a r f o m s a l l qperations 
J u s t deacrlbod and paadigo l^e rasultB l a s i d e SO cee bei'oro Inaoediately 
accopt ica anotlier blcek of r e s u l t s . 
Ao cm Gijaawle o:.' taio tiiae saved, tha r e s u l t s obtained f?oa a run 
of onli/ 3 bouTG m tbs cooputor corresponding to 8 bours recording, 
t«>uld tals2 a pss?acHi 1 tfeok (7 x houro) of continuous vork to 
c a l c u l a t e . 
P i g . 42 I D a ^ t c a r a ^ of laiQ output from t^ie cosiputer. 5fee ^  
eign slf^nif iee t£ie raro occurreace \fm:^o an error hao been punched tm 
tbe data tape. 
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CHAl^TEH 8 
HESULTB 
1. SPACE CHABSES CfVER SHOW 
IntrpcLttctlott 
Space charge concentrationa at tvo different helots, 1 m and 
2 a respectively, ^ r e recorded during the vinter of I965-I*. During 
this period there were isai^ occasions of frofity condltlcms but only 
few occaolonB on \ftilch snov covered or partially covered the ground. 
B^ore discussing the reeults in greater detail i t v l U be vise to 
consider briefly 00333 results pret'lously obtaiisd of tiie charge in 
the air over anov. 
I t seems to be generally agreed that the blovlne of snow oay 
account for the hi&i positive potential gradient in wintry condi-
tions. 3IMPS0IJ (191$) found large and usually positive values of 
potential gmdloat ^ea there was dr i f t ing snow, lAiilst SCRASE (15S>7) 
sugsssted that idien Ice crystals collided with one another the ice 
retained a negative charge and a positive charge In the foza of ions 
was i^sed to the air* NOBIHIMi and SIESm (iS^'y) shoved that vhen 
snow le blown, small invisible enow particles mrzying several hundred 
electronic charges are passed to the air. Becent];/ however MAGOJRO 
and SAKUBAI (I965} found negative charge lying above positive in the 
f i r s t metre and positive space charge above that, airing coaditlono 
of melting DIOGSB and OVM ( 1 9 ^ ) reported that vhen a stream of air 
passed over melting Ice the air obtained a ne@sitlve charge and the 
Ice retained a positive charge. MATTHEWS and MASON (1963) failed to 
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confirm -tibia but DIIQIIB iX96k) bA« isuggested that the presence of CO^  
la their Ice voold eliminate taie charging affect on bubbles 
released in ^ 0 meltlztg. 
BeBultiat obtained 
On four separate occasions the potential gradient at the surface 
and the apace charge density at 1 m and 2 m vere recor<!ed continuously 
for periods of several hours i&i l s t snov vaa lying on the ground. 
There wm also recprdlags on occasions i&en dzy saov was lying on 
neighbouring high Xsnd and ^^l l s t there vere frosty coaditions without 
snow at Duzhao)* laf oxnaticn tax the state of the ground in the area 
surrounding Duxham was cbtained from the various Mste&rological Office 
stations and consulting ^ records that the Duzhsa County Wster Board 
had obtained froia l^elr resevoir station reports. Usually under nozval 
circumstances i t was not unccBiaon for/\SP<ikce charge density to be as 
large as H^OO e caT* but for coavealeftce w i l l regard values fipreater 
than ;*kOO e osT^ as being uzmsual. In winter months a total of 
approximately i ; ^ hours of record was bbtained on 26 different days 
f r m lAilch there were nine records idjere the space charge exceeded 
;fUOQ e cztT®. On seven oi these occasions i t was clear and frosty and 
dry snow lay on t^e h i l l s surrounding Duxham on four of them. During 
the regaining months of tiae year another 1^ 0 hours of record did not 
show one occasicai m a clear de^ r In ^ i e h the space charge density 
even approadied +ttOO e croT®* 
•She records cbtained froa the four occasions when snow lay on the 
ground at Durham w i l l now be considered further. These were 
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(A) 19 Deceafljer 1963 1300-1900 hours 
(B) 20 DBcaniber 1963 1530-1800 hour» 
(C) IT March 1961* 19i»0-l8ltO hours 
(D) 20 March 1961* 1000-iS15 hours 
and i t w i l l be ieen later that period (0 ) is of outstanding interest. 
She values of humidity, wind speed and direction were obtained f rem 
the Observatozy records and together with the space charge and poten* 
t i a l gradient values the InforiBation is shown lo t ^ l e k. 
During pex'lods (A) and (B) the snow was not oelting and there 
was a c l i ^ t l ^ . On these two occasions the space charge and poten-
t i a l gradients were contlnaously positive and although space charge 
was not recorded 4t iSt tt in period (B) the values at 1 a and 2 a in 
period (A) were in very close agreement with one another. During 
periods (C) and (D) the snow was Belting rapidly and on the foraer 
occaslm the poteatiaX gradient was twice oeasured at 1 a as well as 
the usual 0 n and m. In the l i ^ t surface winds of period (D) the 
potential gradient at the ground was constantly negative whilst the 
space charge values at 1 a and 2 a kept close to^^ther and rsiiaiined 
mo t ive . Honever during period (c) the wind speed was consldenkbly 
h i £ ^ r and the space charge was alwi^s negEttive at 1 a and always 
positive at 2 m ftoa the start of the record unt i l l800 hours | after 
t^is t isoi as can be seen In Fig. the space charge values slowly 
approached one ai)iother and coincided at about I830 hours. On the 
two occasions i^en the potential gradient records during this period 
were available at a l l three levels t h ^ showed that the value «as 
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more positive at 1 m than at the surface but less positive at 21 m 
than at either of these two heijo^ts. 
Table 2 shove values of space charts and potential gradient on 
two occasions during period (C) and Figs, k^i^ show various portions 
of the space diarge and potential gradient records in periods (A)^ (c) 
and ( D ) . 
!Ei>b le p 
Space charge and potential gradient in period C 
X^k2 hours 163d hours 
At 21 m +350 +220 VoT^ 
2 m +100 e oar® 
1 m ^kO VhT* -150 e -»500 TaT^ 
0 m +400 Via-* 
During period C the snow was vesy wet and certainly not blowing 
and the partial snow cover was rapidly disappearing. Houtins dbserva* 
tions of the state of the ground were in fact carried out A% the IXuhaa 
IMlverslty Science laboratories site 8<ae 1 Sa distant from the obser* 
vatory and t M l s t reference to snow was made at 130O hours there iias 
no sucdi reference at I600 hours. A new f a l l of snow occurred prior to 
period (D) but this was melting rapidly and was noted to have cqe^letely 
disappeared by 1^ 00 hours. I t ouci be seen Oh reference to Thble k that 
period (0) was acccapanied by very misty conditions azid the relative 
humidity approached 9556. Olhe hlfi^ negative values of potential g»dient 
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and space charge aisoclated with aisly conditions w i l l be discussed 
later in this Chapter t^ere i t w i l l be shown that they are probably 
caused by corcoia dlsc^rge at h l ^ tension cables in daap conditions, 
tdiich gives an excess of negative ions to the atmosphere as suggssted 
by mnsm (1952 .^ 
TbjB wind during periods (A) and (B) was between W and UN and the 
reports conpiled at stati^ms on the h i # moorland approximtely ^ M 
in t^is direction froa Duzhaa were of fine frosty conditions with 
blowing snow. During period (C) the SB wind ai^ roa<died free the high 
land on ti3& Yorltehlre laoors some KB distant hit once sore the reports 
from this area were of dry blowing snow* A l l the local weather statioos* 
reports for period (D) referred to melting snow and widespread nlst or 
fog. 
Discussion 
!Zhe persistence for a period of 3 hours in period (C) of different 
polarities of space daarge at 1 m and 2 m is the most strihlngftature 
of these observations. With a wind speed of sane 10 a sec~^  there aust 
have also been strong tuxbulent mixing and hence a separation of charge 
in the proximity of the space charge collectors. !Qie fact that this 
space chargs difference f a l l s to sero on the disappearance of the snow 
leads one to wonder i f the charge ssfaration vas caused by the melting 
procese in the snow. Figs. 1*3 and k$ illustrate these features. The 
possibility titiat the hig^ h wind blowing over the snow would Itself cause 
this charge sepaietion was ruled out as la periods (A) and (B) vtilch 
had wind speeds and presumably mixing cce^rable with those in (C), 
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the space charge pattern was quite different. Also in ^cs-iod (D) 
where ther<e "was laeltlng snow but ao appreciable wind ths ^ c o 
charge pattern was a^^in different. I t BQCOS reasonable to assunie 
therefore that the charge separation noticed la (C) was due to the 
cc^ination of the melting process and the acccsspaQylng h i ^ winds. 
There isas pezhaps the possibility that instruntental faults could 
cause errors la the rdoorded values, but the fact that a zero ctock 
had been casrisd out on t l» ai^^aratus for eocae 3 hours immediately 
prior to the record and for a brief ^ o l l during the record appear to 
rule out this as a source of error. Moreover, for the l60 or so hours 
in t^lch the collectorc were installed at 1 m and 2 m, there was only 
the one oct^iati 'vdiere the two records diverged for more than 1 mln. 
There was therefore every reason to have confidence in the equiiment, 
especially because the S|»C6 charge results sensed to be conf izmed by 
taio potential gsadieht values. Pig. kj gives an inipresslon of the 
electrical state of the atmosphere at one instant in period (C). The 
total space <^sm unit area column shown in this figure is 
deduced frcm ^oiaaoa'e equation and shows ^0 deviation from the 
nozioal fine weather value. During this period the humidity records 
point to an upward movffijent of water vapour. 
There is a possibility that the f i e l d m i l l at 1 m which was 
inverted and calibrated allowing for an exposure factor would peihp,p8 
suffer an error in concentrations of high space chargSjbut the 
recorded values at this level were too staall to introduce serious 
errors. Using Poiseoa's eg,uatloa applied to the potential gradient 
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at 0 m and 1 m the space charge at 1658 hours was calculated to be 
-9^00 e osTf and similarly by using the 1 a and 21 m potential 
gradient vfLLues the space charge in this region was 7^70 e <mr'. 
!Qie corresponding value almost 1 hour earli«:> at 1^1*2 hours was 
4860 e c&r°. ^ i s hijih vQjper positive space duirge density agrees 
closely with that cbtaioed during periods (A) and (B) and can be 
associated with the observed blowing snow from the surrounding hii^land. 
?rm Fig. 1*7 i t appears tts&t the negative space charge layer is 
situated vezy close to the ground eerpecially because the calculated 
value of space charge from 0*1 m was 5^500 e cm~® and the recorded 
value at 1 m only '*^130 e aoT .^ C3mr^ sepazation occurring at 
the surface would account for this reading i f the positive charge 
remained on the melting snow, or very close to the ground, and the 
negative charge wae blown Into the air. 
J£ a fine weather value of +100 V m"""' is assumed f o r , the poten-
t i a l gradient j then by applying Polsson's squat ion to the potential 
gradient results, the deviations from the nozmal value of the space 
charge per unit area column are calculated to be -3^»000 e cm**^  
between 0 and 1 m, -2,000 e cm"® between 1 and 2 m and +1,1*60,000 e cm"* 
between 2 m and 21 m. Ihese differences yield an excess of ••692,000 
e cm''^  above the normal for heists greater than 21 m. ^e negative 
space charge recorded at 1 m and positive at 2 m io^lles that there 
is 9 charge sepazation very clo$e to the collectors ihich is detected 
before being dispersed, even by the winds with speeds of between 7 and 
l l * m sec~*^ . tQieae results are also ccmsistent with the proceis des-
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erlbed by Dinger and Gunn in 19^ and M&gono and Klkuchi in 1963 in 
which the maltlhg snow lies en the ground and gains a pusltive charge 
whilst the negative c^ haress are released at the surface under cotaidi* 
tiotts oc strong winds. This process seems to be verified by the fact 
that the space charge In 1^ atmosphere reached Its moore usual state 
after the sziow had disappeared from the near vicinity of the iastru* 
meats. I t is unliicely t ^ t this process occurs in period (D) as there 
is ho difference in space charge densities at 1 m and 2 m. The wind 
however was much lighter being coly about 3 & sec"*. 
In concilusion therefore i t can be stated that the chaurge separa*^  
tloa occurs when wind speeds of about 10 m sac""* blow over rapidly 
melting snow. These results are of interest because of the fundsmental 
role which ice and water play in l^e modem T o r i e s of cloud eXectrl> 
ficatlom 
2. apAcs caasgs vmwcEP m POIHT DjBmmi TBOM Tsms DURHS A 
Iiittrochactioa 
Point discharge is the phenomenon lAlch occurs in high electric 
fields at raised points. Thers is a limited region of-very mueh 
enhanced f i e l d close to the point In idiich, i f the f i e l d is large 
enoughi there is a possibility of ionlsatio^i by collisicii. Dep^dlng 
on the siga of the poteatial gradient^ ions of one sign w i l l travel 
into the point idiilst Ions of the opposing sign w i l l move away from 
the point to form "idiat la known as corona space charge* I f the space 
charge produced at the point is measured then the current throu^ the 
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point can be estimated. MAUBD and CHAUffiBS (1960} detected such 
space charge by measuring a difference in potential gradient at 
places upwind amd downwind of a discharging point. 
!Q)iere is a possibility that a similar process could occur at 
natuzel cibjects such as trees and this could be a vezy iiq^rtemt 
proceee in the transfer of charts between clouds and grouM. In the 
past sotae measurements have been i n accord with such a process whilst 
others have failed to show i t . ^e results about to be discussed 
Indicate the occurzHsnce of point discharge at trees and a Galeulatioa 
of the current per tree is performed. Tuo methods have been oiployed 
in measuring the current throu^ a tree. SCEOBLASD (1928) cut down 
a small tree and supported i t on insulators but, iihilst i t vas then 
easy to measure the current throu^^ the tree, i t aosx^ died. MIUKSR 
and CBAIKEHS (I961) insex^d electrodes into a tree thus short 
circuitizig seme of the current through i t and their results showed 
evidence for point discharge currentsj CHAIKEIffi (1962) however, 
whilst comparing results from this tree with those from a nearby 
a r t i f i c i a l point> found that at the time of a close lightning flash 
t&e currents through the point and the tree did not correspond 
exactly. MAUHD and CHAIiiBSB3 (I96G) detected space c^jar^s produced 
from a line of trees but found no such effect from an Isolated tree 
whicii was expected to give point discharge currents. However i t was 
pointed out that this tree was in f u l l leaf and the results indicated 
that a tree in leaf gives rise to less point discharge than a tree 
>^ich is not in 1 ^ . 
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ih6 poteotidl p«dieQt batveen <^rth imd cloud vould be ajtsocted 
to Increaee v i ^ altitude i n ^seoee of corooa sp«G« diRrg» but 
th9 a!ea8ureQi5»t$ of BJMI^BCaK aod SCl/^ (1937) auid SXM^N amd 
BOBXEfS^  ( 1 9 ^ ) faUed to Oim tbia and t}m«fo¥« g^rent doubt vas 
4K^r93Sed aa to iihetber sueh 9p&^e charfid vae produced at txtKis* In 
ord^r to dttais l^e relation betvaea rain curreats aztd point dlscdiarge 
cuii^Qts bo«eVer» tbe p^resence of tStti$ spRce c^rge end al i o t!ie 
increaee of potential gjcadient v i t b b e i i ^ t are Fequlred^ ae pointed 
out by BmPam {19^9) «M CSmmiS (iS^lh Meaeuremente dur l J^ 
thunderetonas bave often ^OH«d that potentlel gradient chauiges 
ftign after a l i ^ t n i n g f X a ^ and thiB phenoBienon can be explained by 
the preeence o£ corom apace cbargs* fioiwever fSSEOSR (1962) c^tained 
r e ^ u l ^ frou \^icb be deduced tbat there vas no cbange of conductivity 
below a tilundorstoria and therefore corona apace eharise me not 
produced, but CHAIMEJ^  (196U) arguaa againit these results. 
Beei^ta 
On the a f temooa of Tuesday A p r i l Slat 196^ * there had been very 
heavy r a i n f a l l tisut m lightning* Sovever, after the rain had stopped 
a aaiBber o f lightaaing flashes occurred bettwen 1530 and I550 houre 
G.M.I. 33bLe wind speed varied betwaea 2,k and %k m sec"**- frombetwaen 
directions of 155° *n4 175°« 
Ourlag the etom tha potential gmdient had been recorded at 1 a 
ahd 20 ffi at intez'valfi of 19.2 aec« but only after the rain had ceased, 
na£iely 1555.50 Q.M.T., was apace charge recorded although visual 
obaervatioh -v^s carried out for 1 min. previous to this. !Ihe results 
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obtained are lefbovn tu Fig* 48 tbe ap&ca charge and potentJiil 
gradleat valuta are plotted eepamtely aXthou^ t h ^ ve^.^ originally 
recorded on th<s sams aiws* Is order t o obtain the exact t i i ^ s of the 
Xightoing flashes refereoce vas laade t o scne ccsitinuous recordings 
lOBde at the Scleaee Lebomtorlee site by Mr^  Ovolabii and on 
the occasion i^ere thunder vas heard i t vas sarked on the record at 
the inatant of bearing* 'Out tines given are consistent among thm*-
selves but may d i f f e r by up to five minutes fraa 0*M.T* 5here are 
more l l ^ t n i n g f lashea marked on the record but these d id not give 
any interesting records for space charge* 
Ihree periods seem to be vorth investigating; these are 
(A) The f a i r l y steacly conditioas froa 1 5 3 5 * t o 1537*50 hours. 
(B) naie conditioas after the mala li^Sitaing flash at 1557»30 to 
l$lil * 0 0 hours* 
(C) After the earlier lightning flash at 1552*30 up to the steady 
coaditlcaas at 1335.45 hours* 
'Oie irecordings o f the potential gradient during period (A) gives 
average values of +T50 at the top of the oast and -160 at 
1 tt. Also during this time, the average space charge density at the 
upper collector wis -3120 e ccT^ ^Jhilst tbe lower collector registered 
-2670 e csoT®* !Qie lightning flash a t 1537«50 caused the potential 
gradients to decrease (julcltly and the tlae constant for their 
recovery vas approxiiaately 23 sec* For a few seconds after this 
flash the space charge at the two levels remaind constant but then 
i t vent rapidly positive v i t h the greatest rate of change for the 
upper collector occurring kX sec after the flash* Ihe values reached 
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isaxista of 4200 e oT® at the top and 3I1OO e cm"*" at the foot of the 
maat^ and a period a£ about 3 nia* elapsed before they returned to their 
original negative values. As can be seen from Fig. 48 a similar state 
of a f f a i r s occurred after the flash at 1532*30 i n period (c) and visual 
observations shoved negative space charge of about -4000 e cm*"^  prior 
to the flash. 
piscueoion 
lihe results point to the possibility of point discharge somewhere 
to ths vindvard of the mast producing the positive space charge z^ ecorded. 
Sie position of the point discharge area <am be calculated by measuring 
the time from the l l j ^ t n i n g flash to the instant utoartt the greatest rate 
of increase of space charge occurred i n the »;5jper collector, and by 
knoving the vind speed the distance can be estimated. The wind speed 
at the top of the mast varied betvsen 2* 4 and 5* 4 m seC^ and i n 4l sees 
this corresponds to distances of betveen 96 and 221 m. A map of the area 
is shown i n Fig. 49 and the shaded area shows the region in i ^ i c h tbia 
corona space charge appears to have been fonaed* % studying this 
eha4iid portico i t seems most l i k e l y that this space charge originated 
at the line of trees bordering the road and the house to the north* 
Qie b o t ^ s to the south vere coajpletely dominated by the adjacent 
trees and can therefore be neglected. I t i s interesting to note that 
the trees were at this time in bud but hot yet i n leaf. In order to 
obtain the average distance betveen trees a tape measure vas cfbtained 
and a more accurate map drawa before estimating the average linear 
s e r r a t i o n to be about 3» m betveen each tree* 
U2. 
During period (A) there i s a potential gradient difference 
betveen the tvo f i e l d aiUa of 920 and there is an avezags 
space charge density of -2900 e cm**®. Using Poisson's equaticm 
this apace charge densiiy corresponds to a IO50 difference 
bet^reen the two f i e l d milla, and i d i i l s t this ia only 1^^^ more than 
t^e cbeeryed value tjiere could be three factors tending to cause 
^l e error* In the f irstpplaee t ^ r e is possibly a non-unifoxmity of 
space charge throu^out the height of the oast, vhilat another error 
vould be caused by corona apace cOiarge produced at the oast i t s e l f 
vhich> ^en travailing v i t h the vind, \»uld affect the upper m i l l 
more t^ian the louer one. Finally an error could arise in the c a l i -
bration of the mills due to the exposure factors, as these factors 
mre determined i n ordinary fields and not under conditions of 
excessive apace charge* In these la t t e r conditions the space charge 
w i l l have a similar effect on both nUlfl and therefore uaing the 
calibrated exposure factors the lover m i l l w i l l record a greater value 
than i t should Reread the upper m i l l w i l l record a lover reading* 
Xharing period (A) the space charge ia reasonably constant at -2900 
e cm~° and i t i s therefore possible to calculate approximately the 
average current per tree provided the heic^t of the space charge layer 
ia known* I t ia d i f f i c u l t to eatlmte such a height however and 
the;refore i t ia more real i s t i c to measure values of current per tree 
i ^ i c h cuat then be multiplied by a h e i i ^ t factor* As the vind vas 
bloving at an average speed of 5*9 m eec""^  the t o t a l current per metre 
length perpendicular to the wind direction can be estimated to be 
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0* 036 yA reaching the height of the mast* Tbia however could be 
the value 19 to a point several times the height of the mast thereby 
giving a much greater current* !Che tree separation of 3*4 m therefore 
gives a current value of 0* 12 jiA per tree, to be multiplied by this 
unknown factor due to the h e i ^ t of the space charge* 
I t i s possible to estimate the corona space charge after the 
lightning flash per metre length of trees i n the horisontal layer 
betveen t^e grcamd and the top of the mast by calculating the arok 
under the peak in the space charge curves of Fig* 46. Ttie t o t a l 
charge per metre Xej^th of trees v&a calculated to be 7*65 |xC and 
by assuming that the potential gradient remained negative for sec 
the average cuxa^ent per tree V&B about 1.0 ^ i c h again had to be 
multiplied by the uncertain spread factor* ^ s e values are of the 
order to be expected because t^e Immediate current after a f i e l d 
chac£^ vouid be greater than the steady current, due to the fact that 
the space charge vould not have had time to build iqp and oppose the 
local f i e l d at the point* 
^ e negative change of potential gradient ^ en the lightning 
occurred gives an impression, at f i r s t s i ^ t , that the cloud is of 
aegative p o l a r i ^ (positive charge at the bottcm) i s not the 
most cacBmctn type of cloud* Bovever this change could be caused by a 
flash v i t h i n a cloud of positive polarity i f the flash uas further avay 
than the reversal distance i ^ i c h i s usually about 7-10 Sa* Tb.e fact 
that, as the sky cleared^ the potential gradient vas negative suggested 
that the cloud ma of negative polarity but this InDoxnatlon is not 
important* Beferring c ^ i n to the pea;ka i n the apace charge record 
of Fig. ii6 i t is of iatereat to notice the delay in arrival of the 
corona apace chax^ to the bottom collector. 'Qxit shows that the 
wind speed ia lover closer to the aurface than at the top of the mast. 
Also tuz^ulence haa dietributedthe corona space charge reaaonably 
unif oztffllly i n suc^ a short distance as the charge collected by the 
lower InatruBieat was only. ?25SS below that collected by the upper 
instrument. 
Ihese results indicate tii&t corona apace <Siarge i s formed during 
a thunderatcsaa at treea i ^ i c h are i n biud and the amounts are alrtllar 
to those liberated by a r t i f i c i a l points* Hence the estliaatee of the 
t o t a l point diacharge currenta below clouds aeem to be accurate and 
this process must be important i n the transfer of charge between 
elouda and earth. 
5. M ELECTROaS EggECT DUB TO TSE MAST AMD SPACE CHABOE COLLECTOB 
Introduction 
When tile two Space charge collectcrs were situated at 1 m and 
2 m respectively "Uiere were veiy few occasions on vhich the two 
reoorda were practically identical. However, tAea the upper collec-
tor was installed at 19 m there was often a recorded difference of 
space charge between the two levels. As more records were obtained 
i t became evident that the upper collector readiijg was inversely 
correlated to the upper wind speed and \ihsn there was a strong gust 
of wind the 1 m and 19 m records converged. I t then seemed that axx 
electrode effect existed tovards the top of the mast. 
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OSiere are two different effects li k e l y to be produced nhich 
vould depend on the vind speed, vind direction, potential gzadient 
and small ion cooeentration* For the purposes of explainins these 
effects consider tlmt the space charge density is constant and 
positive and i s being measured at 1 a and 19 m, potential giradient 
is being measured at the ourface and wind at the top of the mast* 
iCDRKMAlI (1956) measured the potential gradient perpendicular to the 
mast structure on a 33 m mast at a point 10 m below the top* He 
found that this value was 1 ^ times greater than that at the surface 
of the earth at a point well clear of the mast* I t is reasonable to 
assume therefore that the potential gradient is enhanced about 100 
times near the 19 m collector and vher^is at the foot of the mast i t 
w i l l be reduced* I t is also not unreasonable to assume that the small 
ion concentration i s about 5OO ca"^ for each sign, and to neglect the 
effect of large icais owing to their veiy low mc4>ility* In the vicinity 
of the 19 m collector the aaall ion ^jeed is l i k e l y to be eanparable to 
the horizontal wind speed and thus i n the a i r lying close to the 
collector there w i l l be a very mu<±i enhanced positive space charge. 
J£ the %7ind blows frem the rear of the collector some of this positive 
charge v l l l be carried by the wind and drawn into the Intake of taie 
collector as ^ owa in Fig. 50(a). The Instrument w i l l thus record a 
hi#ier positive value of char^ density than the value expected at that 
level i f the mast had not been there* I f the horizontal vtaA speed vas 
increased this electrode effect would be reduced, and as the wind speed 
f a l l s so the electrode effect w i l l increase* Siis effect is illustrated 
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i n Fig. 50(b). Ihe 19 n charge density i s greater than th&t at 1 m 
due to the electrode effect but as the low wind speed increases or 
decreases so the i ^ e r charge reaponda inversely. 
Another point to consider is tdien the potential gradient at the 
ground changes sign as in Fig. 51(a). I f the surface potential 
gmdient changes by 50 V ispT^ i n 1 mln and changes sign, i t corresponds 
to a change from •K).5 to -0.5 VBT^ in 2 sec, or from +50 to 
1 
-50 VBT^ i n 2 sec at l^e 19 hi level on the mast. Dius i f the wind 
speed is apprt^lnately 0.5 m sec"*^  a small maaa of a i r w i l l take 2 aec 
to paaa the space charge collector. During thia time the potential 
gradient w i l l change from ••50 Vm"^ to -50 Vm""* and the speed of 
attraction to the collector of the positive small ions i n this cubic 
centimetre w i l l change from ••O.5 cm aec""^  to -0.5 cm sec"^. In a 
0.5 cm layer of ai r very close to tdxe maat therefore, t h e n c e charge 
density could change from ••500 e cm'® to -500 e caa"^  within two aecoads 
etni the recorded output would be aa in Fig. 5 I (a). 
!Qieee two illuatrations just described show one aspect of the 
electrode effect on th.9 mast but another entirely different result 
la l i k e l y whidi can be explained aui follows. Consider that the wind 
speed i s vezy low and i s blowing tiirough the maat structure before 
arriving obliquely behind the intake of the space charge collector. 
Aa electrode effect similar to that described w i l l therefore be In 
operatl(m. However, assume that the surface potential gxadient i s 
+100 Vin"^ and hence the small ion speed at I 9 m w i l l be 1 m sec***-. 
I f the advection is low enou^^i there ia a possibility that a l l the 
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positive small 1 ^ that blow through the mesh of the mast, which is 
apprcscimately 1 m at this level, w i l l be f i l t e r e d to the structure, 
and hence i^e ncxnaal electrode effect would sot occur owing to there 
being vety few or no positive flotall ions l e f t i n this pocket of air* 
BefezTing to Fig* 51 (b) thereforei i n the f i r s t case the electrode 
effect causes an increase of positive space charge in the 19 m 
collector v i t h a further increase as the wind speed drops* A point 
w i l l be reached when vexy few or no small positive loos remain i n the 
a i r at this level as they w i l l have been f i l t e r e d out, and hence there 
w i l l be a rapid chaise cf sign of space charge. The dowmiard movement 
of positive small i^^s w i l l be affected by the enhanced f i e l d at the 
top of the mast and these w i l l therefore not reach the level of the 
recorder* 
With these effects Just described an increase of potential gradient 
would presumably have an effect similar to a decrease i n advection and 
vice versa, if&ereas i f the vind was from such a direction as to blow 
directly into the intake of the collector the effect would be reduced 
Or eliminated* The electrode effect due to the zoast and collector can 
therefore cause an excess of space chaz^ at the 1^ m level within the 
yahge of the simm ion ccauj^tratlon of apprcatlmately jJ^ OO ions qs*®. 
Ihere w i l l be no notic#able difference i n the potential gradient caused 
by such an electrode effect aad i t can thus be distinguished frcm oi^er 
effect?. 
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Heaults 
ISiere have been many occasions ^ere the effect shown i n 
Fig. 50(b) has been observed. A copy of such a record can be eteen 
i n Fig. 52 where the wind speed m^sured i s at I8 m, the potential 
gradient at the ground and space charge at 1 m and 19 m. I t Will be 
noticed that the 19 m apace charge density approaches the 1 m reading 
when the wind increases. Also plotted on the same record is the 
difference in space charge densities between the 2 levels ^ i c h Aows 
the inverse correlation with wind speed. Bie wind direction on this 
occasion was frcm the rear to front of the collector. I t can also 
be seen that there is no inverse correlation betveen wind and space 
charge at the 1 m levelj this ia presumably because the small ion 
speed at the 1 m collector w i l l be of the order of l/l»00 that at the 
19 m collector. 
Ihe effect illustrated i n Fig. 51(a) was noted to occur on tea 
occasioais. On these days the wind speed was once more low and frcm a 
direction to the rear of the collector, and the potential gradient vas 
fluctuating frcm positive to negative. One such record is shown in 
Fig. 55 vhere the space charge concentration changes suddenly by over 
iiOO ions cm*^  to a value that prevails for some ten minutes vhilat the 
lower space charge reading follows a more stable path. The values 
quoted for the calculations perforaed earlier ^ l l s t referring to 
Fig. 51(a) are elailAr to those i n thia exaaple and w i l l therefore 
not be repeated. I t could be argued that the ar r i v a l of a cloud of 
negative ions at the u^per level causes the sudden changes on a l l ten 
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occasions but does mot axtend to the X m level* Ro«every by 
applying Poisson's equ&tion to the kOO ions cet^ change i n ion 
concentration and the y> VoT^  diange i n potential gradient^ the 
•fakiUuiUb&'ur [issr layer of space charge causing the c^ muges vould 
be ojkiy ^ m ttiick, Hie likelihood that this is the cause of the 
sudden change i n space cbarge ccmcentration at 19 persisting for 
sei^xuL minutesy therefore seesis unreasonable* 
Fig. Is a typical record on a dty vhere there was a strong 
wind blowing directly into the intake a£ the collectors and i t i s 
seen that the electrode effect dees not appear to exist on these 
occasions* 
Biere were four periods i*ien the effects referred to i n Fig* 51(b) 
vere noticed under low wind conditiona. In each of these cases the 
upper wind speed dropped to a value lower than 0* 1 a sec"^ and wit* 
a positive potential gradient the upper space ^ r g e readings becaae 
erratic, onktog frequent excursions to values of between -200 and -500 
e c i ^ . !Ihe more usual state of affairs retuztied ^ en the wind speed 
Increased* Of the four occasions referred to, oae at which is 
ill u s t r a t e d i n Pig*. 55* two occurred on the same day separated by a 
period of one hour and the other two occasions were on different days. 
I t was at f i r s t thought that i t was by chance that the drop i n wind 
occurred at the saa^ tloe as the violent space charge lunraBents to 
nesEitive values* However another record was ctotained ^ i c h lasted 
for over kO rain showing similar effects and i n vliich the wind speeds 
were higher and from the direction c£ the ttast to collector; but l^e 
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potential gz«dlent i n t h l t case ma cnrtr ••^OO TiT^* Soriag tht nboltt 
^ ^ i s period the top ^ j^ace diarse zecord wae vczy e z ^ t l c aad Ijad 
I'reiiuent excursloa* to valuee of « ^ e c t f ^ vhilet tbe lower readiag 
did not ftpp«97 to be affected. Ihit, record le ebowa in Fig. !J6 and 
calculation? ahov tbat tbe ion speed of 3 a sec*^ at tbe 19 a level 
i s blgb enough to f i l t e r out nearly a l l tbe positive soall ions vitb 
tbe viad speed as observed. 
Ot^casionally records have been obtained sbovini; negative space 
fdiarfe at 1 a and positive at 19 a v i t b positive potential gradient 
as seen i n Fig. 3J* %ere is a possibility that tbe radio*activlty 
i n tbe surface of tbe earthy and i n tbe a i r i n close proxlaity to 
it> i s giving rise to tbe negative excess. I n considering tbe 
electrode effect due to tbe oast bov«ver these assunptioos becceie 
dubious. I f tbex« had b<Min a negative space change concentration 
-Uirougbout tbe b e i ^ t of tbe oast due to scae other cause> then vitb 
a positive potential gradient ^ e upper collector could quite easily 
record a positive value of space cburge> "Nbereas tbe lover collector 
records tbe negative value. 
Discussiott 
Ibere ar« tbereiore tvo electrode effects idiiob oan be observed 
by tbe 19 si space ^ r g e collector i n this veiy such cilbanced f i e l d . 
F i r s t l y i f tba potential gradient is positive and the vind i s slight 
and bloire t b r o u ^ tbe sast or f rcn tbe rear of tbe CQllector# then 
the positive ions migrating to eaz^ are sucked into tbe collector as 
vas seen i n Fig. SO(a). Secon£i:y, i f this advection i s extreasly lev 
121. 
or non existent i n noznal fi e l d s , or slightly higher i n high fields, 
the positive iona w i l l a l l be f i l t e r e d frcn the a i r leaving a negiitive 
excess to be sucked into the space charge collector* I t may at f i r s t 
seoa that an allowance could be made i n order to correct for this 
effect i n the t ^ e r collector, but the size of the electrode effect 
w i l l be dependent on the potential gradient> wind speed, wind direction 
and small ion content i n the a i r at that t i i ^ * I t appears therefore 
that results c*)talned with the upper collector under low wind condi-
tions must be treated with caution, fiowever; by observing the wind 
speed and lower space charge ccmcentration i t is possible to estlaate 
the approximate record eifpected had the electrode effect not existed* 
Bae fact that the upper collector is below the azu of the oast 
w i l l tend to leduce this electrode effect to a value below what i t 
would have been i f the aim were not there* However, i t appears that 
the potential gradient i n l ^ i s region and particularly around the nose 
cone i s s t i l l f a r greater tlian at the bottom collector. I t can there-
fore be expected that the space charge concentration recorded at 19 m 
can d i f f e r frcnx what might be expected i n the absence of the mast, by 
an amount equivalent to the small ion concentration of approximately 
4500 ions cm~°. 
*^ COHVgCnOH CELL MEASUBEHEHTS 
Introduction 
A number of results obtained during the summer of 196k sug^sted 
that convection cells d r i f t i n g under cumulus clouds were responsible 
for seme sort of charge transport. The results referred to were found 
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only under cumulus conditions and their effect becazse more pronounced 
as tbe beat of the day increased. Firstly however i t la wise to 
introduce b r i e f l y tbx^s possible correction c e l l structures vhich 
have been suggested. The most recent picture of convectvure motion 
is t t e t of BOWER and LVDJM (1955)• Here a bubble of warm a i r breaks 
away frcia tbe surface and rises up along a curved path to about tbe 
Inversion level as ^ own in Fig. ^ BM, A wake is formed under tbe 
bubble iJi which warn a i r rises and this wake blows along tbe surface 
a? the earth. There are seme doubts as to whether this wake drags along 
t^e surface for very long but there must be some upward movement of a i r 
firoiii tbe ground early i n the l i f e of tbe bubble. Aircraft observations 
have detected these bubbles and there have been suggestions that they 
are between 0 . 1 and 2 . ^ Kh in diameter. 
a i r l i e r theories mre suggested by WBST (1952) and BSNARD ( 1901 ) . 
Durst's idea of convective motion is that the cellular patterns, •vfliich 
move with tbe wind, are separated by gust fronts. Fig. 38(b) dews 
such a pattern i n ^ i c b tbe circulation shown is that when tbe mean 
wind Bpeed has been removed. Inside tbe c e l l the rising a i r having 
recently lost ciGmentum by ccsatact with the ground is slow*mavlng. 
Hha sinking a i r w i l l bring down tbe higher m<Mientum, lower, humidity, 
tus^ulence and direction of tbe wind from a higher layer. Ibus, as 
a gust front passes an observer the teo^rature w i l l suddenly f a l l , 
tbe bUEaidity w i l l f a l l , there v i U be a sudden rise i n wind velocity 
and a decrease i n tbe small scale turbulence. After tbe gust front 
passes tbe wind speed w i l l gradually decrease as tbe f r i c t i o n with 
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the ground s u r f a c e r e t a r d s -^le a i r f l o w , the temperature w i l l s l o w l y 
r i s e due t o the h e a t i n g up by c o n t a c t w i t h t h e s u r f a c e and the h ixa id i ty 
w i l l r i s e i f the ground s u r f a c e i s das^. Tbe s t r u c t u r e of the B i n a r d 
c e l l i s shown i n F i g * 5 6 ( c ) where t h e r e i s a n upwai^l motion a t the 
c e n t r e , d i v e r g i n g mot ion a t t h e t<:^,and descending motion i n t h e o u t e r 
T e g i o n s . When t h i s c e l l p a s s e s a n o b s e r v e r the changes i n w i n d , 
t emperature and h u m i d i t y w i l l be l e s s s e v e r e than i n the Durot c e l l * 
Both t h e D u r s t and Benard c e l l s a r e escpected t o be 1-5 B H i n diameter* 
B e s u l t a 
D u r i n g t h e summer o f 1964 r e s u l t s were obta ined on 8 s epazate days 
i ^ e n c o n v e c t i o n c e l l s would be escpected owing t o the presence of con-
v e c t i o n cumulus c l o u d s . The r e s u l t s c a n be seen i n Ifohle 6 lAiere the 
numbers o f l a r g e c e l l s cAiseived a r e l i s t e d a l o n g w i t h the average 
d i a m e t e r s o f t h e c e l l s c a l c u l a t e d f rem t h e mean p e r i o d and upper w ind 
speed . 
On a n a l y s i n g t h e r e c o r d s a s t r i k i n g f e a t u r e i s t h a t a n I n c r e a s e 
o f t emperature o c c u r r e d a t t h e same t ime a s a n i n c r e a s e o f space charge 
a n d h m a i d i t y , a n d a d e c r e a s e i n h o r i z o n t a l wind speed. One p a r t o f such 
a record i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n F i g . 59 Mhsvt the d i f f e r e n t v a r i a b l e s have 
been sepazuted v e r t i c a l l y . 
Discuss lcaa* 
I h e most Intportant c l u e a s t o the o r i g i n of these p a t t e r n s i s 
t h a t they c o - e x i s t w i t h cumulus c l o u d s and a r e t h e r e f o r e p r o b s b l y 
related t o seme form o f c e l l s t r u c t u r e . !Q}e average d l4&eter o f the 3 ^ 
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observed cells i s 2100 m and they have an approximate period of 9 lain. 
In Fig. 59 the rise In temperature recorded i n the f i r s t 2 m of tbe 
Date So* of large 
cells 
Msan Period 
min 
Average wind 
at 17 a 
m sec~* 
Average dlami 
m 
2B/6/6k 8 9 k,0 2200 
29/6/6J* 7 11 3 . 6 2300 
3 9 5 . 8 5100 
k 8 . 5 1 .^0 2000 
13/T M k 1 1 . 5 5 . 5 2300 
iQ/r/6k 3 6 5 . 8 2100 
20/7/6k 3 9 3 . 0 1620 
3 1 / 8 M 2 6 3 . 0 1080 
Averftge 9 . 0 min k*0 m sec"* 2100 m 
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atmos^ere could be ejqpected when tbe wind decreased but this would 
not be e::q^cted at 20 m unless there was a pocket of waxm a i r passing 
tbe mast or an upward motion of air. On observing tbe vapour pressure 
record however, as there is also a rise In this variable at a l l four 
levels, i t appears tbat there could be an uP^rd mcvement(Of a i r bringing 
with i t tbe moist ccaditions from tbe f i r s t few centimetres above tbe 
ground. Referring again to Fig. 59 i t can be seen that there is usually 
a t^^erature inversion somevAiere in the lowest few metres u n t i l tbe 
peak i n the variables occurs. Ibis again points to an upward movonent 
125* 
of a i r from the surface to 20 m occurring only at these peaks. In 
a l l 5^ recorded peaks this temperature lapse was recorded and i t was 
not unccumon for the immediate conditions before or after to contain 
an inversion. The evidence of the temperature and humidity variables 
therefore points to an upward movement of air* 
The space char^ density at both levels often rises by some 
150 e cm""® within this upward motion and i t appears that i t can be 
caused by two effects* In the f i r s t case i f an electrode effect 
exists at the ground then the h i ^ positive space charge lying close 
to the ground W(»ild be drawn up into the air. Ilhis is a reasonable 
assuorptlon because the humidity rises and signifies that the a i r has 
probably been brought from very close to the surface. 
Hxe second effect causing the Increase i n positive space charge 
could be due to the speed of the small ions and upward wind velocity. 
In the potential gradient recorded their speed w i l l l i e between I . 5 
and 5 cm sec~^ with no upward a i r motion, but i f there is an updraught 
at this lower level, of similar speed, there w i l l be a region a£ 
increased positive space diarge. !Ihe reuon for this increase is 
that the two opposite vertical forces acting on the positive ions 
would be approximately equal and l^us give rise to the positive 
enhancement. Ibe negative ions w i l l move upwards at a velocity 
equivalent to the sum of their speed and the vertical wind speed, 
^ e constant production of small ions w i l l replenish the layer ^ en 
-Uiose present are neutralised or converted to large ions and carried 
by the wind. 
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Ibrougbout tbe t&ole region of upward motion of a i r there w i l l 
therefore be an Increase of positive space charge caused by either 
or both of these two effects. However, i n tbe l a t t e r effect one would 
expect the value at 1 m to be greatcs? than at 19 o owing to the 
increasing vertical ccmponent of wind with height which w i l l carry 
ions of both signs iQifwardB. The records show that the upper collector 
i s reading moi>e than tbe lower collector but this could be a consequence 
of tbe mast electrode effect. I t w i l l be d i f f i c u l t to detenaine tbe 
actual type of c e l l structure unless continuous records are obtained 
Stt more land stations close to the mast. 
5. HEGATIVE SPACE CHABSEB 
As >»s mentioned on page 2 3 , Chalmers (1952) found conclusive 
evidence that negative space charge is f ozned at high tension csbles 
during periods of mist or fog. Duriiflm is completely surrounded by 
overhead fi.tT. cables as can be seen in Fig. 60 and i t can therefore be 
expected that i n misty or humid conditions there w i l l be a predomlziance 
of negative space charge. 
There wetsl5 occasions vben records were obtained of p e r s l s t ^ t 
negative space charge and potential gradient during daytime conditions. 
On eleven of these days there was mist or fog locally thus confixmlng 
tbe H.T. cable effect. Tbe remaining four days a l l bad h l ^ negative 
space charges and potential gradients but tbe sky was cloudless and 
v i s i b i l i t y excellent. During these four days there was one occasion 
when tbe wind blew from tbe HW ^ i l s t on tbe other tiaree i t was 
easterly. There is a possibility that wood f i r e s or a local industrial 
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ftource to the HW cai3Md the n«gfiitiv9 spsee charge In t^e f i r s t c«S4e, 
but a more Inter^atlag «xplAnation vm available for the three oeea-
elons Mban there vaa an easterly vlod. On these three days the space 
charge and potential gradient had been consistently positive for scoe 
few hours but on each occasion at about aid-afternoon the signs of 
^$Be variables rapidly changed. Fig. 6 l illustrates this point but 
i t w i l l be noticed that the vapour pressure increases considerably at 
the same tloe. Hovaver^ i t vas found that about kO min. earlier a 
mist bad descended on the coast to the east and hence around the 
275 
•ke^ BY cables i n this region. Ihe wind speed vas such as to cause 
the increase of huoiidity i n Duxham ^  min. later* In order to explain 
the negative space charge, however; ve must assume that i t vas f omed 
at the H*!r. cables oa the coast, and as the negatively charged mist 
blev inland i t evaporated but the charge remained. Hhis would give 
rise to the observed effect of vapour presaure increase with space 
charge and potential gradient going negative, even though the v i s i b i l i t y 
remained good. 
Recordings vere also taken on e i ^ t clear but hiaold sumer nights 
idxen i t vas noticed that the space cdtarge and potential gradient 
readings vere consistently slightly negative. Oils could be explained 
by dew fozming on the Insulators of the E.T. cables i n the night a i r 
so that negative ions would be formed in the same way as during misty 
conditions. 
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6. SPACE CHARQE PDLaiS CAUSED BY SISAM-SM&IHgS 
There have been xoaoy OCCASIOOS «bea the potent 1A1 gradient and 
space charge records have ahoim positive pulses vhlch last for 
approximately k min. and at tines occur approxiiQately cnice in min. 
These have occurred i n turbulent a i r \dien there has been no ndticeehle 
change i n vind speed and temperature, but the hiaaldity has risen 
sharply for the seme period of time as the charge concentrntion. An 
exas^le Q£^a\xcti 9. pulse i s shown i n Fig. 6S. Ihe obsertred charge 
concentrations could not exist for long in a tuzbolent atmosphere as 
the dispersion process w i l l be quite rapid. This indicates that the 
positive charge has occurred f a i r l y locally. 
MtlHTJiTfCT (1955) ftnd CHALMERS (1952) both reported potential 
gradient increases of over 200 VhT^  near to steam locomotives and as 
there i s a main line railimy running north and south only ^  Km f rem 
the Observatory, this seemed a possible reason for the charge pulses. 
I t vas very d i f f i c u l t to associate a particular pulse vith a particular 
t r a i n , and as passenger trains on this line are nov a l l pulled by 
diesel locomotives i t vas doubtful i f such a rise of humidity irould 
be aesoclated v i t ^ this type of train. However, steam-engined goods 
trains pass at least three times per hour and a greater humidity rise 
vould be expected i n this case. 
Other points of interest ^ i c h tend to conf I m the above sugges-
tions are, a) that such mpid pulses vere not noticed on days when 
the vind did not approach from the railway lines, b) the potential 
gradient pulses occurred slightly before the upper space charge 
129. 
collector pulses> idiich signifies that the cloud of space charge i s 
moving faster at the upper level, and c) whilst exact timetables of 
goods trains were not available there were certain periods during the 
day reserved f o r them and these could be associated with the observed 
pulses. 
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COICLl^IOliS 
AMD SUGQESTIOHS FOR FOBJHgR WORK 
llhe space charge collector medium proved to have excellent 
f i l t r a t i o n properties, as i t abstracted over998^ of the small ions 
frcra the a i r at certain flow rates, and i t was therefore ideal for 
this purpose. I t was unfortunate however that the material could not 
be used during periods of precipitation. Tbs only fault sems to be 
the possibility of ions being f i l t e r e d to the mast structure before 
being sucked into the Intake but i t would be advantageous i f i t could 
constantly face into the wind. 
ibe analogue*to*dlgital converter proved to be of Innrailuable 
help. UtiB design is such that axsy faults can quite easily be traced; 
also, owing to i t being constructed with solid state devices, and the 
only mechanical parts other than the punch being mloroswitches, faults 
should be very limited. I t w i l l be of great help to anyone who wishes 
to use the recorder i n t^e future vhere an accuracy of 1^ is adequate. 
Without i t s assistance I t would have taken months to analyse the 
results to the same extent. Whilst i t can be argued that i t took 
three months to build the converter, this time vas better spent 
learning the art of c i r c u i t development Instead of performing 
countless hours of calcuiatiOQS. 
Of the resulis obtained probably the most ii^ortauat idien con* 
•iderlng any further work is that of the electrode effect on the mast. 
I t was found that there were two dltf^iEne- forms of this effect oiused 
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by the enhanced potential gradient towards the top of tlie oast. One 
vas caused by the enrichment of ions near the surface of the collec-
tor, as described on page 115, being blovn by the wind into the 
volume of a i r being sucted into i t . This effect becomes more pro* 
aounced with a lower vind i ^ e d . Bie other effect i s caused >aien a i r 
f i r s t blow through the oast structure before reaching the collector. 
Ijiere i s a possibility that i f the advectioa is low enough and the 
potential gradient high enough then the small ions of sign similar to 
the potential gradient w i l l be attracted to, and neutralised at, the 
mast structure, thereby leaving an excess of ions of the other sign. 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t therefore to estimate the space charge density at the 
top of the oast i f the a i r is not bloving directly into the collector 
and the error can be considerable and either positive or negative. 
I t may be concluded therefore that space charge concentrations 
m^sured near the top of 8U(& a mast must be treated v i t h considerable 
caution. 
Another most important result vas that a separation of charge 
seemed to occur at tiie surface of rapidly melting enov. Ihie separa-
tion may be e^^lained i f ve assume that a negative charge was given to 
the a i r and a positive (^rge remained on the snow during conditions 
of high wind apeeds. On the other hand i f there vas diy snow in the 
v i c i n i t y of "Qie collectors or <m neighbouring high land and there vas 
a strong wind, then a h i ^ positive charge vas measured i n the a i r , 
presumably cawied by lamall particles of snow. 
I t vas also foimd without much doubt that at the time of a 
nearby lightning flash corona space charge vas produced at trees 
152. 
which were in bud. 
Calculations i^owed that the curx«nt through trees in this period 
veve similar to those found by other cbservers to be liberated by 
a r t i f i c i a l points. Hence i t appears that previous estimates of the 
t o t a l point discharge currents below clouds seea to be accurate and 
^ I s process must play an important role i n the transfer of charge 
between cloud and ground. 
Interesting results were obtained during periods >Aien convection 
cells were apparently active. At the time of tesqperature and humidity 
peaka the space charge density rose. Otis occurred at the arrival of 
that part of the c e l l i n whidti a i r vas moving up frcni the surface. 
!Qie Increase i n space charge was probably due to an electrode effect 
close to the surface, from vhence the space charge vas drawn by the 
upward movement of air . Htnis additional space charge and water vapour 
occurring at the same time seems to verify that both these effects 
come frem very close to the surface. Another reason for l ^ i s Increase 
i n charge concentration would be i f the upward movoment of a i r was of 
similar speed to the downward movement of aoall ions due to their 
mobility, hence creating a relatively stable spcM^ chaise layer. 
Negative space charge was found to be predominant during misty 
conditions and oveml^t i n humid conditicois. Ihis appears to or i g i -
nate at the overtiead B.T. cables isurtounding Suxham. An interesting 
effect Was observed \dien mist was covering the cables seme 9 miles to 
the east of Duzham. The easterly wind carried a high negative concen-
tration of charge Into Durham which vas enjoying summer conditions of 
clear sity and excellent v i s i b i l i t y . 
135. 
The f i n a l outstanding observations of. space chargss vas yA&a 
pulses of high charge concentration arrived, presumably from r a i l -
way engines travelling on a line f f rem ^e mast. 
I t appears that i t w i l l be unprofitable to cany out much more 
rec<B'dlng of space < ^ r ^ 8 towards the top of the mast, but i t w i l l 
be iqtereating to measure the concentration closer to the earth as 
well as the vertical component of wind. This would help to ascertain 
Tdiether an electrode effect close to the earth Is causing the space 
charge increases noted under coavecticm cumulus ccndltitms. ^y 
measuring these quantities at two more land stations i t may become 
possible to detect the structure of the ccsxvection c e l l . 
I t vould also be voriM stuffing further the cause of the n i i ^ t -
tlme negative space cl^ge to see i f this does originate at t^a H.T. 
cables. Whilst i t has been proved without much doubt that insulation 
breakilovn at these overhead lines causes negative space charges during 
mist, no such evidence has ccme to hand that the ni^t-tlme effect is 
similarly caused. 
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